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Choice :
No matter what Canton speaker you choose, quality
German craftsmanship comes from within.

Whether it be our mini -speakers to our floorstanding
speakers, our home or automotive speakers, satellite/
subwoofer combinations or active and passive
speakers-Canton offers choice.

Choice in size, finish and technology...The only choice
we don't offer is choice in quality-Canton speakers
cre offered only in uncompromising "-op quality'

To help you choose the right Canton speaker, visit better
audio/video retailers across the country. Come. Discover.

Explore the vast array of quality audio components
Canton has to offer.

"Choice" Hi-Fi. From Canton.

Canton North America, Inc.
254 First Avenue North  Minneapolis, MN 55401
612/333-1150
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Absolutely not. There are
certain areas in life where

you can't skimp on quality.
That's why there's Maxell XLS

tape. It's engineered to achieve a
lower distortion and wider
dynamic range. XLS frequency
response extends to the widest
possible limits, with greater
sensitivity throughout the tonal
range.

It helps capture the quality of
sound your system was designed
to deliver.

Use Maxell XLS for all your
taping needs.

Because there's simply no sub-
stitute for quality.

maxell
THE "TAPE FOR

SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT.
Pm, nl..,11 4,1 rd Drive. Wonachk. N.J. 01074

WOULD YOU BU
CHEAP PERFUME FOR

is YOUR GIRLFRIEND?

rriaxell

SUPER FINE
EP/T4 /A

ssE 1-7r
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Studio Quality While You're On The Road
Your car stereo deserves the very best.That's why INTRACLEAN®
created the K-151 AUTOSOUND CARE KIT. Clean the tape head, capstans
and pinch rollers of your car stereo with the cassette cleaner AUDIO
MAGAZINE says "does the best cleaning job of anything t^ied" Next you
demagnetize to eliminate residual magnetism that causes increased noise
level and loss of high frequency. When complete, store the cleaner ana the
demagnetizer in the specially designed travel case, fold it up, and ycu're
ready to hit the road. You can get the K-151 as well as the entire
INTRACLEAN®. Recorder Care Systems through fine audio dealers
everywhere. For the nearest dealer call (800) 782-6911 (Calif: (800)
624-09 1 E3).

INTRACLEAN.
a division of AMERICAN RECORDER TECHNOLOGIES,INC.
P.O. Box 3592,Simi Valley. Ca. 93063

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

New Pyle Driver® Pounders

Pound for Pound the Best
Speaker System you can buy!
Powerful new speaker systems for pickups,
hatchbacks, sports cars, vans and 4 x 4's.
Pound for pound, the most dynamic
speaker systems on or off the road.

11
PYLE DRIVER

SPEAKERS
Pyle lndustnes, Inc.  501 Center St.

Huntington, IN 46750  (219) 356-1200
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ANNOUNCING THE CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB

ANY 2 COMPACT DISCS FOR $1.00m.

324822

339200

BOLUNG: SUITE
FOR FLUTE AND

JAZZ PIANO

263293

336669

330902. Whaml-Make It
Big. #1 hits: Wake Me Up
Before You Go -Go; Careless
Whisper; etc. (Columbia)

171504. Switched -On Bochl
Wendy Carlos at the Moog
Synthesizer. (Columbia)

322008. Linda Ronstadt &
The Nelson Riddle Orchr-
What's New. I've Got A
Crush On You; etc. (Asylum)

331264. Bryan Adams-
Reddess. #1 hit: Heaven;
Run To You; etc. (A&M)

326629

333112

MIAMI VICE
MUSIC FROM THE TV SERIES
HITS by GLENN FREY  TINA
TURNER  PHIL COLLINS  etc

338616

BERLIOZ SYMPHONIF.
FANTASTIQUE

Loma].

335547

328773. Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9 (Choral).
Moazel, Cleveland Orchestra.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

318089. Michael Jackson-
Thriller. Billy Jean; The
Girl Is Mine; etc. (Epic)

302570. Mussorgsky:
Pictures At An Exhibition;
Ravel: La Volse Mehta,
New York Phil. (Columbia)

326553. Placid° Domingo -
Great Love Scenes. Scotto,
others. (CBS Masterworks)

The age of CD sound is here-and
you have a practical new way to find the
CDs you want. As your introduction to the
CBS Compact Disc Club, you can choose
any 2 CDs listed in this ad for just $1.00.
Fill in and mail the application-well send
your CDs and bill you for $1. You simply
agree to buy 2 more CDs (at regular
Club prices) in the next year-and you
may then cancel your membership anytime
after doing so.
How the Club works. About every
four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive
the Clubs music magazine, which
describes the Selection of the Month for
your musical interest...plus many exciting
alternates.

If you wish to receive the Selection of
the Month, you need do nothing-it will
be shipped automatically. If you prefer an
alternate selection, or none at all, fill in the
response card always provided and mail
it by the date specified. You will always

CHOOSE STATE-OF-THE-ART SOUND
IN THE LATEST CD RELEASES.

Trumpet Concerto
AVON
UMMEL
MOZART
PPARD
AT1ONAL
IL ORCH

321851

333286

322024. Huey Lewis & The
News-Sports. Includes: I
Wont A New Drug; Bod Is Bod;
Heart & Soul; etc.-(Chrysolis)

317081. Bath: Goldberg
Variations. Glenn Gould:
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

313734. Willie Nelson-
Always On My Mind. Last
Thing I Needed First Thing
This Morning; etc. (Columbia)

339101. Hoist-The Planets.
Moozel, Orchestre de France.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

Barbra Streisand
ORMEI

The Broadway
Album

342097

324897

273409. Beethoven: Piano
Sonatas. Vladimir Horowitz
plays: Appossionato; Moon-
light; Polheligue. (Columbia)

320499. The Police-Syn-
chronicity. Winner of three
Grammy Awards! (A&M(
339044. Mozart: Sympho-
nies Nos. 40, 41 (Jupiter).
Kubelik, Bavarian Symphony.
(Digital-CBS Masterworks)
335695. Fascinatin' Rampol.
Jean-Pierre Rampal plays the
music of Gershwin. (CBS)

have at least 10 days in which to make
your decision. If you ever receive any
Selection without having 10 days to
decide, you may return it at our expense.

The CDs you order during your
membership will be billed at regular Club
prices, which currently are $14.98 to
$15.98-plus shipp ng and handling.
(Multiple -unit sets may be somewhat
higher.) After completing your enrollment
agreement you may cancel membership
at any time; if you decide to continue as a
member, you'll be eligible for our money-
saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half price for each CD you buy at
regular Club prices.
10 -Day Free Trial: Well send details
of the Club's operation with your
introductory shipment. If you are not
satisfied for any reason whatsoever, just
return everything within 10 days and you
will have no further obligation. So why
not choose 2 CDs for $1 right now.

Selections with two numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in bah numbers.

BEETHOVEN
SYMPHONY NO. 5

SCHUBERT
SYMPHONY NO. 8
ILINRNISHED)

MAAZEL
VIENNA
PHIL

321570

331645

TCHAIKOVSKY
VIOLIN CONCERTO

RNCHAS ZUKERMAN
MEHTA  ISRAEL PHIL.

336461

BILLY JOEL
GREATES1
HITS

et

336396-396390 12 Ohl

323261. Lionel Richie-
Can't Slow Down. #1 album
includes three #1 hits:
All Night Long; Stuck On
You; Hello; etc. (Motown)

314443. Neil Diamond's 12
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2. If You
Don! Bring Me Flowers (with
B. St-eisand); etc. (Columbia)

314997-394999. Stevie
Wonder's Original Musi-
quarium. sibu Are The Sun-
shine Of My Life; others.
(Counts as 2-Tamlo)

I- CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB
1400 No. Fruitridge Ave, Terre Haute, IN 47811

Please acceat my membership application under the terms outlined
in this advertisement. Send me the 2 Compact Discs listed here and
bill me only $1.00 for both. I agree to buy two more selections at
regular Club prices in the coming year-and may cancel my
membership at any time after doing so.

336222

TCHAIKOVSKY
1812 OVERTURE

3FE MOVEN VaLUNGT. S

316604

334391

GERSHWIN
RHAPSODY IN BLUE

ORIGINAL VERSION

MEER

fh

,

4PIHM

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS
LOS AWKLIES.4..RIMON.0

339226

328740. Mozart Piano Con-
certo No. 26 (Coronation);
Rondos. Murray Perahia and
English Chamber Orchestra.
(Digital -CBS Masterworks)

219477 Simon & Garfunkers
Greatest Hits. El Condor
Paso; Bodge Over Troubled
Waters; etc. (Columbia)

COMPACT

°

Send me
these 2
CDs

DIG TAL AUDIO

7

My main musical interest is (check one):
Buf I ,,.ay always choose from either category/

 POP 0 CLASSICAL
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss

Address Apt

City

State Zip
Do you have a telephone? (Check one) 0 Yes 0 No 647/888
Do you have a credit card? (Check one.) 0 Yes 0 No
The offer 8 not ,rabble ,r,APQ FPO Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico piece* write for
details of olterhatwe offer

Note: All applications are subject to review. The CBS Compact

CBS COMPACT DISC CLUB. Terre Haute, IN 47811 L Disc Club reserves the right to reject any application. 1L2AIZi



TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Leveling with the Reader
Q. Every so often your column has a

letter that goes something like this: "1
recently played a Dolby tape and for-
got to turn on my deck's Dolby switch.
Have I ruined my machine or tape?"
Or: "While recording a ferric tape, I

accidentally set the switch for chrome
tape. On playback, I thought the sound
was quite dulled. Have I ruined my
deck or tape?"

The Dolby NR system and chrome
tape have been around for many
years. If these readers haven't learned
how to use them by now, they should
have their tape decks confiscated. I
can't understand why you would both-
er to print such letters in your column.
Your regular readers already know the
answers.-Francis Pivar, New Ken-
sington, Pa.

A. Although our average readers
are above average in intelligence, edu-
cation, and knowledge of audio tech-
nology, overall they run quite a range
in these respects, and a number of
them are newcomers to audio. Hence
the level of sophistication addressed
by the "Tape Guide" must vary so that
most readers will feel that at least parts
of the column are addressed to them.

The decision as to what gets printed
is not mine alone. From the material I

submit, the Editor selects what he
deems appropriate for the readership.
He has at least some sense of what is
suitable for the majority, and that is
why he is Editor. (In addition, no one
else is foolish enough to want the posi-
tion.-E. P.)

Which Way to Go?
Q. I am evaluating audio equipment

for recording live performances of my
music. I have narrowed the field to
three possibilities. One is to get a Hi-Fi
VCR now and add a PCM (pulse code
modulation) unit eventually. The sec-
ond is to get one of the new 8 -mm
VCRs with built-in PCM when the
prices come down substantially. The
third is to wait until the DAT (digital
audio tape) format is settled and get
one of those units. I am a bit con-
cerned about the fact that 8 -mm VCRs
have 14 -bit instead of 16 -bit capacity.
What do you recommend?-Charles B.
Hammel!, Moorestown, N.J.

A. I tend to incline toward the Hi-Fi
VCR, particularly with a PCM unit. My

own choice would be not to wait for
DAT, inasmuch as when it does arrive,
it is unlikely to arrive full-blown and as
good as it will eventually turn out to be.

As for the 8 -mm format, it's actuallly
an 8 -bit system, though noise reduc-
tion (companding) brings its perfor-
mance to about 80 dB S/N, equivalent
to 13 bits. That might prove less than
you want when dealing with the unpre-
dictable sound levels of live perfor-
mances. Also, the 8 -mm PCM system
uses a sampling frequency of only
about 31 kHz, which would limit your
upper frequency response to 15 kHz-
again, less than you might want for
live -performance work, especially if
you have good mikes.

Bear in mind that none of the formats
you mention can be easily edited. This
will cause no problem if you will be
treating the recording of each piece as
a whole, but if you hope to edit togeth-
er sections of different performances
to eliminate performers' errors, you
might be better off with an open -reel
deck, preferably one using the two -
track (half-track) format rather than the
four -track (quarter -track).

Audio Career
Q. I am planning to go to college to

study audio engineering and music.
One college that offers a combined
degree in both is the Berklee College
of Music in Boston. Can you make oth-
er suggestions?-Richard Spillane,
Hackensack, N.J.

A. Possibilities include the College
for Recording Arts, San Francisco,
Cal.; the University of Bridgeport,
Bridgeport, Conn.; Teccart Institute,
Montreal, Que., Canada; Eastman
School of Music, Rochester, N.Y.;
Brigham Young University, Provo,
Utah, and Loyola University, Montreal,
Que., Canada. (Editor's Note: Contrib-
uting Editor Ken Pohlmann also sug-
gests the University of Miami School of
Music, Coral Gables, Fla., where he
teaches, and mentions that similar pro-
grams are offered at the Peabody Con-
servatory of Music, Baltimore, Md., and
Fredonia State University College, Fre-
donia, N.Y.)

You should also write to the Audio
Engineering Society for its booklet,
Guide to Careers in Audio Engineer-
ing; the address is 60 East 42nd St.,
New York, N.Y. 10017.

Track Formats
Q. Please explain the differences

among two -channel four -track, quar-
ter -track, and half-track tape decks. Is
there such a thing as a four -channel,
four -track deck?-Edward Brown, Far
Rockaway, N.Y.

A. Four -track and quarter -track usu-
ally mean the same thing, that the tape
is divided into four tracks. In stereo
(two -channel) decks, two of these
tracks are used in one direction of tape
travel and the other two are used in the
opposite direction. On open -reel
decks, the tracks are interleaved
(tracks 1 and 3 recorded in one direc-
tion, tracks 2 and 4 recorded in the
other); some open -reel decks allow in-
dependent monophonic recording on
each of the four tracks. In cassette
decks, the tracks are paired (tracks 1
and 2 recorded in one direction and
tracks 3 and 4 recorded in the other),
with a single erase -head gap covering
the active track pair; with this arrange-
ment, independent monophonic re-
cording on each track is not possible.

Two -track and half-track also mean
the same thing, that the tape is divided
into two tracks. Since both halves of
the tape are used at once during ste-
reo recording, the tape is recorded in
only one direction. This simplifies edit-
ing, since the recording can be cut
without any concern for other material
recorded in the opposite direction.
When half-track decks are used in
monophonic recording, each track is
recorded in a different direction.

Half-track recordings have slightly
greater S/N than quarter -track record-
ings made on the same type of tape
and at the same recording speed. All
monophonic cassette decks use half-
track formats; in stereo, half-track is
restricted to open -reel decks.

Four -channel, four -track decks are
available in both open -reel and cas-
sette formats. These are usually direct-
ed at musicians who need to make
multi -track recordings of their perfor-
mances, and are sold through profes-
sional -sound equipment and musical -
instrument dealers. A

If you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU-
DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Matthew Polk's own dream speaker can new be yours, "the best SDAs yet-Impressive and worthy o' Platt Polk's signature." High Fidelity

"The Genius of Matthew Polk
Creates the Ultimate Loudspeaker for You"

For the last 4 years Matthew Polk has
been driven by an all consuming
passion: to develop the ultimate SDA
loudspeaker. He has succeeded.

The Joy of Owning the Ultimate
The extraordinary new SDA Signature Refer-
ence System combines Polk's patented SDA
True Stereo Technology* with phase -coherent
vertical line -source topology. The result is a
high efficiency, low coloration system of
awesome and seemingly limitless dynamic
range and bass capabilities. It reproduces
music with a precisely detailed and life-
like 3 -dimensional soundstage which is
exceptional and unequalled.

T.S. its. Ira 4.489.432. Otber patents pending V' & forekn

Introducing the New
Phase -Coherent

Line -Source

SDA-SRS
1985

Audio Video Grand Prix
Speaker of the Year

The SDA Signature Reference System
 Exclusive Patented SDA TRUE STEREO

Technology*
 Multiple Driver Line -Source Topology
 Phase -Coherent Time -Compensated

Driver Alignment
 Progressive Point -Source 'Riveter Array
 Bi-Mre/Bi-Amp Capability
 1000 Watt/Channel Power Handling

"Spectacular... it is quite an experience."
Stereo Review Magazine

polk
The Speaker Specialists

1915 Ar napolls Road, Baltimore, Md. 21230
In Caned.: Distributed by Evolution Technology, Toronto.

Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card See dealer listing on page 108



However, many additional Dealers-too numerous to list here-are located
dealer is shown mear you, or you encounter any difficulty, please phone us

ARIZONA
Phoenix.
ABSOLUTE AUDIO

Tucson
BSA ELECTRONICS

Yuma
WAREHOUSE STEREO

NO. CALIFORNIA
Concord
SOUND DISTINCTION

Goleta
HOUSE OF AUDIO

Palo Alto
WESTERN AUDIO

Sacramento
LISTEN HERE

San Francisco
LISTENING POST

Santa Barbara
HOUSE OF AUDIO

SO. CALIFORNIA
Phone T14-556-6191, ask for
"Dealer ILocator gAvatof
(Insufficient space to list
all Dealers in this area)

COLORADO
Colorado Springs
THE SOUND SHOP

Denver, Arvada, Aurora
STEREO PLUS

EnglewoOd
GMD S3UND
Gunnison
WILDWOOD MUSIC

CONNECTICUT

CDAfianbSuTINI STUDIOS

Stamforl
COUNTY AUDIO

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE

Fo't Walton Beach
AUDIO INTERNATIONAL
Hoilywood+Hialeah
SPEAKER WAREHOUSE

Merritt :sland
AUDIO MART ELECTRONICS

Miami
LA MIRAGE
LAS FASRICAS

Orlando
AL1113+0 MART ELECTRONICS
MARKETPLACE ELECTRONICS

Tampa. St. Petersburg
Clearwater, Sarasota
OLD=WARING

GEORGIA
Atlarta
AUDIO UNLIMITED
STEREO DESIGNS

Angtsta
THE STEREO SHOP

Coumbus
WORLD-WIDE ELECTRONICS

Warner Robbins
WORLD HIFI

Savannah
AUDIO WAREHOUSE

HAWAII
Hilo
YAFUSO T.V. APPLIANCE

Hcndlulu
VIDEO LIFE

Lihue, Kauai
J/011 WADA ELECTRONICS

WailiAu, Maui
MORAN'S ELECTRONICS

IDAHO
Idatm Falls
PHASE 4 STEREO

ILLINOIS
Chu g°
MAR: ROYELECTRONICS
MUSICRAFT

AUDIO PLUS

Gurnee
OPUS EQUIPMENT

Peoria
ELECTRONICS DIVERSIFIED

INDIANA
Aneerson
ANDERSON ELECTRONICS

Indianapolis
STEREO IMAGE

Michigan City
AUDIO CONNECTION

New Maven
HJE SOUND

Smith Bend
TWILIGHT ZONE

West Lafayette
VON'S ELECTRONICS

KANSAS
Overland Park
AUDIO ELECTRONICS

Saline
DEL'S TV

Wichira
AUDIO PUS

KENTUCKY
Lexington
THE STEREO SHOPPE

Louisville
HI -FIDELITY, INC

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
NEW GENERATION

Houma
LANNY'S MUSIC

LaFavetle
NEW GENERATION

Metairie
SOUND TREK

New Orleans
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY
TULANE STEREO

MARYLAND
Annapolis
MID SHIPIAEN'S STORE

Baltimore
STANSBURY STEREO

Gaithersburg
AUDIO BUYS

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
ENCORE AUDIO

Dartreouthi
MIKE ROSE ENT.

Sunderlanc
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

MICHIGAN
Burtch
STEREO VILLAGE

Detroit
PECAN ELECTRONICS

Marquette
AMERICAN TV

MINNESOTA
Bloomington
MINNESOTA SOUND VALUE

Lulu'b
TEAM ELECTRONICS

Lutchfeld
EUAUTY STEREO

MISSISSIPPI
Cultport
AIPPEE'S MUSIC

MISSOURI
Chesrfield/St Louis
INSTANT REPLAY

Kansas City
SOUND DYNAMICS

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
SIGHT S SOUNDS FANTASTIC

NEVADA
Las Ages
UNIVERSITY PRO AUDIO

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New London
BORTH STAR ELECTRONICS

NEW JERSEY SO.
Chary Hill
WIDE. WORLD ELECTRONICS

Wildwood
SEASHORE STEREO

NEW YORK CITY
NORTHERN N.J.
Phoru 201-947-9300, ask for
aDeaker Locator Operator"
(Insufficient space to list
40 Dealers in this area)

NEW YORKt
-u PST E

WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE PREAMPLIFIERS

Unique Equalizer/Preamplrisrs and Straight -Line Preamplifi-
ers featuring -97dB Phornc S/N. Adjustable Phono Capaci-
tance and Impedance. Mooing Coil Inputs, Phone Input
Level Controls. Exclusive AutoBridge' circuit for Mono
Operation of Stereo Amplifiers 0). TRIPLE POWER MIT -
PUT, versatile Push -Button Patch bay with External Proc-
essor Loops, Digital anc Video/Audio Inputs, Precision

Passive Coil EQ Circuitry ard 0.1 dB Readout Different al/
Comparator Unity Gain Controls for Highest Gain, Lowest
Distortion and No "Clipping" of Wide Dynamic -Range
Material. Computone Charts and 12" LP Frequency Analy-
sis Test Record included with Preamp-EQ's...

WORLD'S MOST ACCURATE REAL -TI
ANALYZERS AND EQUALIZERS

REVOLLTIONARY Differential/Comparat
possible ).1dB Readout Accuracy! Automatic or Mama'
Octave Scanning for Fast, Accurate Analyzing and Equaliz-
ing. Prez:ision Passive Coll Filters for -lighest Gain. Lowest
Distorticrt, Scan -Analyzer Models. With and Without Built-
in Equators No Calibrated Microphone necessary. Corn-
putone Charts and 12" LP Frequency Analysis Test Record
included with EO's

REVOLUTIONARY CLASS "H" AND MOSFET
HIGH CURRENT AMPLIFIERS

The most advanced Stereo and Professioral Amplifiers featur-
ing Class H Dual S,grrA-Tracking Power Sappy. Auto -Buffer
for Continuous 2 -Ohm Operation, No -Curren -Limiting, Auto

Crowbar Output Protection, Power MOSFET c rcuitry for High
Reliability, Calibrated LED meters. A -B Speaker Switching. 125
to 600 w/p/c (et 8 ohms, 20-20kHz, < 0.090/0 THD.

S -E-P -A -R -A -T -E-S

FOR A DEMONSTRATION, VISIT NEARE
throughout the U.S.
at 774-556-6191, ask

Albany
SOUNDS GREAT

Buffalo
PURCHASE RADIO

Mewpalto
NEWPALTZ AUDIO

Rlattsourg
GREAT NORTHERN STEREO

Rochester
SOUNDS GREAT

Eyracase
SUPERIOR SOUND

Wate-town
HAPPY EAR STEREO

NORTH CAROLINA
Fayetteville
QUALITY SOUND

Goldsboro
PRO SOUND

Greensboro,
High Point,
Winston-Salem.
AUDIO -VIDEO CONCEPTS

Hendersonville
PRO SOUND

fraUGHLINS TV
Morehead City
Newoern
ANDERSON AUDIO

Rale gh
CREATIVE ACOUSTICS

NORTH DAKOTA
Dickinson
MUSIC HUT

OHIO
Akron
OHIO SOUND

Boardman
ELECTRONICS LTD.

Bowing Green
HART AUDIO

Canton
OHIC SOUND

Canton
METBODYNE

Cleveland
B&B APPLIANCE
OHIO SOUND

Lima,
HART AUDIO

Middleburg Hts
B&B APPLIANCE

Parma
DESERO ENT.

Warm
ELECTRONICS LTD.

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
JOHNSON TV & SOUND

OREGON
Bendl
SOUTH WEST

Coos.
AUDIO

Eugene
BRADFORD'S HIGH FIDELITY

Klamath Falls
HIGH COUNTRY RECORDS

I a

ST DEALER LISTED BELOW
with many models on display. If no
for our "Dealer Locator Operator!'

Medford
SOUNDTRACK ELECTRONIC

Portland
HAWTHORNE STEREO

PENNSYLVANIA
Bloomsburg
WEBBER'S PRO AUDIO

Chambersburg
SUNRISE ELECTRONICS

Hermitage
CUSTOM SOUND CO.

McKeesport
HI Fl CENTER

Phi adelphia
SOUND OF MARKET
SOUND SERVICE

Pittsburgh
AUDIO JUNCTION

Reading,
Shilington
PHOENIX HI Fl

Sharon
ELECTRONICS LTD.

Willow Grove
SOUNDEX

PUERTO RICO
Santurce
R. F. ELECTRONICS

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
NORTON STEREO

Greenville
DON JONES STEREO

Newberry(
THE ELECTRONIC SHOP

Spartanburg
DON JONES CUSTOM STEREO

TENNESSEE
Nashville
AUDIO SYSTEMS

TEXAS
Arlington
SOUND IDEA
Beaumont
BROCK AUDIO

Corpus Christi
SOUND VIBRATIONS

El Paso
SOUND ROOM

Fort Worth
SOUND IDEA

Houston
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Hurst
SOUND IDEA

Midland
FOLGER'S ENTERTAINMENT

UTAH
Bountiful
INKLEY'S

Midvale
INKLEY'S

Salt Lake City
INKLEY'S

St. George
ARROW AUDIO

VERMONT
Brattleboro
SCIENTIFIC STEREO

VIRGIN ISLANDS
St. Thomas. U.S. and
British Virgin Islands
ELECTRONICS UNUMITED

VIRGINIA
Arlington
LERMA AUDIO

Falls Church
AUDIO BUYS

Richmond
GARY'S

WASHINGTON
Olympia
DESCO ELECTRONICS

Yakima
STEREO FIRST

WEST VIRGINIA

17111Egragg POST

Princeton
THE SOUND POST

WISCONSIN
Appleton
AMERICAN TV

Glendale
SOUNDSTAGE

Madison
AMERICAN TV

Oshkosh
AUDIO PLUS

Sheboygan
GENE'S CAMERA & SOUND

Waukesha
AMERICAN TV

Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card



PRO-FORMANCE COUNTS!

SEPARATES OR SYSTEMS?
Soundcraftsmen is the only
manu-actwer to give you a
chcice of 'rofessional cuality
19 -inch rack mount Separates,
a moderately priced higi pow-
ereJ System, or a convenient
and flexible stack of Separates to
match or nix with your present
comp 3nen-s...

SYSTEM *iE FEATURES
cu' new PM840 410-wat: Power Mosfet
arnoli-ier at only 499 dollars, with
melding tuner and preamplifier, the total
system just over 1,000 dollars at feta!

OLR 19 INCH RACK -MOUNT
Professional separates give you a clear
choice of the finest American quality separate
corni3Drien:s, to add to your present system, or
to start a new system. 410 -watt amplifiers from
449 dollars, to our 1,399 dollar PM16CO, incredibly
powerful at 900 watts FMS per chanr el into 2
chits and over 3,000 watts of instantaneous peak
reserve pcwer into 2 ohms! The PM840 provides 2)S
WPC cct 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, less than 0.05
percent THD, and over 1600 watts instantaneous peak
reserve pcwer into 2 ohms!

'tou MUST see and HEAR this rib cage -rattling superb audio sys-
tem, to kiow how great your music can sound when played
tirough Professional components... Ask your nearest dealer fo: a
CC demon stration on a Soundcraftsrien system, tor a full reali-
atior of CD's tremendous Dynamic Range and its outstanding

co-dributicn to a new dimension in Stereo listening enjoyment.
Enter -Jo 30 on Reader Service Card

FRE I 16 -PAGE FULL -COLOR BRCCHURE,

AND $19.95 SYSTEM -EVALUATION
KIT: 1-12" LP Spectrum Analysis

Test Record, 2 -sets of Computone Chars, 1 -Connector Cade for
comparison test, 1 -instruction folder for use with your present
st3reo system. JUST WRITE TO US OF CIRCLE READER SERVICE
CARD 30 for FREE SPECIAL OFFER DETAILS.

Soundc-aftsmen Inc., 2200 SO. Ritchey, Santa Ana CA 92705 Pit 714-556-6191

America's Performance -Value Leader
in Stereo Component Separates...

InstructionaTest Record



AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

FM Translators
Q. When signing off, a college sta-

tion I listen to mentions the call letters
of two "FM translators (10 watts
each)." What, specifically, is a transla-
tor?-O. 0. Callaway, Carlsbad, Cal.

A. Sometimes an FM station does
not cover a portion of its intended lis-
tening area. To fill in this hole, the sta-
tion places a low -power transmitter in
the area where reception is poor. This
transmitter, known as a "translator,"
carries the broadcasts aired by the
"master" station.

Noisy Recorder Motor
Q. In your answer to L. G. Paoletto's

question about motor noise in portable
recorders ("Audioclinic," September
1985), you suggest solutions to prob-
lems of electrical noise. I wonder if
perhaps his problem is acoustical
noise.

I do a lot of on -location recording. I
got tired of lugging an open -reel re-
corder and its trappings, so I investi-
gated small cassette recorders. Every
one I tried which used a built-in micro-
phone was absolutely unacceptable
because it picked up motor noise. This
definitely was not electrical noise; it
was mechanical noise, and it is incred-
ible how little it takes to make a record-
ing unusable.

I found that the only solution was to
use a recorder which could accept ex-
ternal microphones, and to keep those
microphones at least a foot or two from
the recorder. So used, these small re-
corders all were able to produce good -
quality recordings.-Linton H. Flocken,
Chicago, Ill.

A. Assuming that the noise Mr. Pao-
letto referred to occurred only on tapes
made with his recorder's built-in micro-
phone, you are right. I didn't even think
about acoustical noise. I might add,
however, that much of the noise picked
up by a built-in mike comes from the
tape and hub moving in the cassette
shell rather than from the motor.

Digital AM Stereo
Q. Although I am surely not the first

to have this idea, I would like to know
why all the disputes over AM stereo
are not settled by broadcasting stereo
digitally, with the signal ultimately de-
coded in the AM tuner. -Darin Fang -
man, Denver, Iowa.

A. The bandwidth needed to trans-
mit stereophonic broadcasts digitally
would be very wide-much wider than
the permissible limits allowed by pres-
ent international agreements. One
broadcast station would likely occupy
the spectrum reserved for the entire
AM broadcast band.

Even if this were not a consideration,
the lack of compatibility with present
AM receivers would make such a sys-
tem impossible to institute.

Copying CDs vs. LPs
Q. Will it be beneficial for me to re -

tape, off CDs, music I have previously
taped from analog discs? I used a
"range expander" when I made my
copies from LPs.-Darrin Fangman,
Denver, Iowa.

A. Assuming you like the CDs' sonic
qualities at least as well as those of the
analog discs, retaping from CDs has
several points to recommend it. If the
dynamic range on the CD is wider than
on your phonograph records (which is
not always the case), you may find the
CD's dynamics more realistic than
those which you re-created by using
your expander. Depending on the S/N
of your tape recorder, this greater dy-
namic range might make you more
aware of the recorder's background
noise. It probably would pay to record
your tapes again if you plan on buying
the CDs in any case. If not, buy just
one or two at first, and tape them to
see if it's worth it.

Naturally, if the analog discs had
been played a lot, and are marred by
ticks, pops, and background hiss,
making copies from their CD equiva-
lents will be well worth the extra effort.

Stereo Noise Filter
Q. My FM tuner has a stereo noise

filter. When it is switched into the cir-
cuit, it appears that some musical in-
struments shift toward the center of the
sound stage. How can this filter cancel
noise and not music? -0. 0. Callaway,
Carlsbad, Cal.

A. As you know, weak stereo sig-
nals are often accompanied by back-
ground noise. You have probably ob-
served that if you switch your tuner to
mono, the noise disappears. Switching
to mono means that you are removing
the difference signal-that is, all infor-
mation which is not common to both

left and right channels. We can de-
duce from all of this that the difference
signal contains most of the noise.

In most instances, audible noise is in
the relatively high audio frequencies.
So, to produce a quieter stereo signal,
components' designers want the high -
frequency response of the difference
signal to be reduced. Thus, when your
stereo filter is switched in, you are ac-
tually inserting a low-pass filter in the
difference signal.

When this filtered difference signal is
combined with the monophonic signal,
stereo is produced, but with less audi-
ble noise than if the filter were not
used. Since some highs are now miss-
ing from the difference signal, stereo
separation is reduced at these high
frequencies; therefore, the apparent
sources of these frequencies shift to-
ward the center of the stereo sound
stage. At the same time, separation is
maintained in the middle frequencies
to maintain a sense of stereo ambience
and directionality, so instruments
whose energy Is mainly in the middle
frequencies do not exhibit this shift.

Static and Sonic Quality
Q. In an attempt to obtain better

sound from my stereo system, I dis-
carded some of the carpeting near the
speakers. This action did improve the
sound quality. Could it be that the stat-
ic charge built up on the carpeting was
affecting the speaker cables which lay
on it?-H. Colby, Elizabeth, N.J.

A. The change you hear is not due
to static but to the carpet's sound -ab-
sorbing properties. In most rooms, car-
pets usually improve the sound by re-
ducing reflections from the floor. This
effect is most audible in the mid- to
high frequencies. If your room has
many soft, sound -absorbing surfaces
(wall hangings, drapes, upholstered
furniture) in addition to the rug, it may
be "dead," lacking in reverberation.

If you like the sound you now hear,
by all means leave the carpeting as
you now have it. Or, if decor permits,
try removing a bit more, and see how
you like the sound then. A

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to

mid -priced range-not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that I can unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system"

Anthony Cordesman

ADCOM® CFA -555.
HIGH POWER, HIGH CURRENT.

ADCOM
11 Elkins Road, E. Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.
Telephone: 201-390-1130 Telex.. 844430
Distributed in Canada by: PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Claire, Quebec 49R4X5

vol. 8, no. 4
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WHAT'S NEW

DALI Loudspeaker
The DAUM, from Danish

American Ltd. Inc, is a two-
way bookshelf system with
a 61/2 -inch woofer and
1 -inch dome tweeter.
Sensitivity is rated at 89 dB
for 1 watt at 1 meter, and
distortion is rated at 0.6%
or less above 100 Hz. The
cabinet's back and front
are finished in black
lacquer, with walnut sides
and top. Price: $67.50
each, plus shipping.
For literature, circle No. 100

Parasound Turntable
The TTd820 is a semi-

automatic direct -drive
turntable whose arm
accepts P -mount cartridges
for easy installation. Wow
and flutter is 0.03%, and
rumble is -70 dB. The
front -mounted controls
include a speed adjustment
of ±3%, and there is a
stroboscope on the platter
for restoration of exact
nominal speed. Price:
$169.95.
For literature, circle No. 101

Shore CD Carrier
Those stiff, hard -to -open

CD jewel boxes can be a
nuisance to users of car
CD players or portables.
The Shore CD/Mate holds
six discs in individual,
velour -lined pockets with
Velcro closures, in a
package only 1 inch thick.
The carrier is available in
black, red or blue. Price:
$12.95, including shipping
and handling.
For literature, circle No. 102

Harman/Kardon
CD Player

Using Harman/Kardon
design hallmarks such as
ultra -wide bandwidth, low
negative feedback, and
discrete analog circuitry,
the company's first
Compact Disc player, the
HD500, also incorporates
some unique concepts. By
designing an ultra-
wideband analog output

Audio Control
Signal Processor

The Phase Coupled
Activator, from Audio
Control, is a new type of
bass -enhancement device.

It uses logic gates to
analyze the signal and
detect evidence of rolled -
off bass fundamentals, then
digitally re-creates those
frequencies. The effect can
be adjusted or bypassed.
Other features include a
subsonic filter and a
switchable subwoofer
output with adjustable level.
Price: $259.
For literature, circle No. 103

section with low IM at
frequencies up to 100 kHz,
the company says, it was
able to dispense with
digital filtration yet use a
gentle analog filter. The
analog section is also
direct -coupled. Circuit
layout isolates the analog
section from digital noise.
Price: $675, including
wireless remote control.
For literature, circle No. 104

L .1 I
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Sanyo Car Speaker
Behind the FSP693's

grille is a flat, metal
honeycomb woofer driver,
as well as a more
conventional, angled
midrange driver and
tweeter. The system fits a
6 by 9 -inch opening. Price:
$139.95 per pair.
For literature, circle No, 105

_./1111111111111111111111116._.

H. H. Scott Receiver
A five -band graphic

equalizer is built into the
Scott 388RS receiver,
which also features LED
indicators on the input and
monitor selection switches;

Grundig Car Stereo
The tape facilities on

Grundig's UC-435 include
auto reverse, Dolby B NR,
and music search. The
tuner side features seek
and scan tuning plus six
AM and six FM presets,
soft muting and stereo
blend on weak signals, and

manual, auto -scan and 14 -
station preset tuning, and
the same tuning circuitry as
that of Scott's 559T tuner.
Price: $549.95.
For literature, circle No. 106

a local/distant switch. All
controls and the tape -
loading door are illuminated
at night. The unit has both
amplifier outputs (7 watts
per channel) and preamp-
level outputs for use with
external amps. Price:
$369.95.
For literature, circle No 107

Lirpa Ear Plugs
Ear protectors are a

necessity in today's noisy
civilization, but it's too easy
to lose plugs. The Lirpa
EP Ill ear plugs solve that
problem by borrowing a
trick from children's
mittens, with tiny posts that
attach them firmly to the

Jensen
Powered Car Speaker

Designed for use with
low -powered receivers,
Jensen's P/EQ speakers
have built-in power
amplifiers, rated at 20 watts
at 10% distortion anc
15 watts at 0.3% THD.
The amplifiers include
equalization networks
matched to the single, full -
range drivers, with three
switch -selectable EQ
curves. Input -level limiting
and thermal overload
circuits protect the
amplifiers and speakers
from overheating or
electrical damage, and the
cones are made from a
patented material to resist

earlobes. To be less
conspicuous when not in
use, two plugs can be
clipped together, end to
end, to serve as a ring, or
left dangling from the ear
as an earring. For pierced
ears only. Price: $8.95
each; $20 per pair.
For literature, read Proust

aging, heat, and humidity.
Two sizes are available:
The 41/2 -inch P/EQ-1, with
response rated from 55 Hz
to 20 kHz, and the 61/2 -inch
P/EQ-2, rated at 45 Hz to
20 kHz. Prices: P/EQ-1,
$169.95 per pair; P/EQ-2,
$199.95 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 108
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WHAT'S NEW

Kenwood Power Amplifier
Oddly, Kenwood

reserves the name "Basic"
for its most prestigious
equipment. The Basic M2A
power amplifier, for
instance, delivers 220 watts
per channel at 0.004%
THD, with power levels in
each channel monitored by
fluorescent displays with
selectable peak -hold times.
The Super Dynamic Linear
Drive circuit works like two
amplifiers in parallel, one

Bozak Loudspeaker
Starting from the top, the

DMS-5500 has a 1 -inch
soft -dome tweeter, a 6 -inch
curvilinear midrange and a
12 -inch woofer, in an
infinite -baffle enclosure.
The woofer has a variable -
density cone, designed to
dissipate vibrations at the
outer edge so that they will
not reflect back towards the
center. Frequency
response is rated as 30 Hz
to 21 kHz, ±3 dB;
impedance is 8 ohms
nominal, 6 ohms minimum;
sensitivity is 94 dB SPL for
a 1 -watt, 1/3 -octave, 1 -kHz
pink -noise input, and power
handling is 250 watts
(program). The dark oak
version shown has
connections for
biamplification; the vinyl
version does not. Price:
$1,099 per pair in wood,
$839 per pair in vinyl.
For literature, circle No. 109

medium -power amp for
normal material and a
higher power one for
transient peaks, both
bridged together for still
further headroom. The
Sigma Drive B negative -
feedback circuit gives the
amplifier more precise
control of speaker -cone
movement, without
requiring extra connections,
as earlier Sigma Drive
circuits did. Price: $600.
For literature, circle No. 110

EPI Car Speakers
The EPI LS8OX car -stereo

speakers use the same
woofer cone and tweeter
diaphragm material as
EPI's Time/Energy home
stereo speakers; the two -
layer material is designed
to minimize energy storage,
for cleaner transients. The
51/4 -inch woofers are a
space -efficient design with
an integrated basket/frame

dbx CD Player
In addition to the usual

CD -player features
(including digital filtration
and access by index
number), dbx's DX3 has
three unique ones: A
variable compressor which
reduces dynamic range for
easier taping or for
background -music

only 3/4 inch wider than the
cone, and with mounting
depth reducible to only 1%
inches with the extension
ring supplied. The 1 -inch
dome tweeter is a surface -
mount design, as is the
separate crossover.
Response is rated at 80 Hz
to 20 kHz, ±3 dB, and
sensitivity is 88 dB. Price:
$250 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 111

listening; a Digital Audio
Impact Recovery circuit to
add impact to transient
attacks, and an ambience
control to vary out -of -phase
midrange information for a
more airy quality or a
tighter image. Price:
$599.
For literature, circle No. 112
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Boston Acoustics component speaker systems.

.
) 1 ,*1)11 I Ij :Arm!'

- .0 A, a; Your car could become
your favorite listening room.

Now, you can enjoy world-renowned Boston
Acoustics music reproduction in your car.
Our component approach makes it possible.
Each portion of the audio range is accurate y
reproduced by a separate driver, just as in cur
highly regarded home systems. Each component
speaker can be unobtrusively mounted where it
fits best. And sounds best.

We've designed five different Boston component
speaker systems, so you can choose one t-iat's
just right for you and your car. From our most
compact two-way system, to our finest th-ee-way
system that lets you hear the full ten octaves of
music. All five use our exclusive Varimoun-TM
CFT dome tweeter, which you can aim for
optimum stereo imaging.

For a detailed brochure and the name of your
nearest dealer, send your name and address to:
Boston Acoustics, Inc., Department 7A
247 Lynnfield Street, Peabody, MA 01960.
(617) 532-2111.

You just may get into the habit of picking u 3 your
car keys when you want to do some really serious
listening.

Boston Acoustics



LIGHT YEARS
CLOSER

TO REALITY.
SONIC HOLOGRAPHY TRANSFORMS
EXCITING NEW PROGRAM SOURCES

AS WELL AS FAMILIAR OLD ONES INTO
TRULY LIFELIKE EXPERIENCES.

When Bob Carver set
stereo listening experience through Sonic
Holography, he was really rebelling against the
limitations of the stereo phonograph record. At
the time his remarkable invention first started
astounding audio critics and music lovers, vinyl
discs were the musical standard.

If Sonic Holography can breathe life into
even your oldest records, imagine what it will
do for CD's, VHS Hi-Fi and other exciting new
stereo sources.

Now there are at least five major audio/video
breakthroughs which further expand Sonic
Holographys potential to bring more excite-
ment and realism into your life.

These innovations include the Compact
Audio Disc, noise -free stereo FM, AM Stereo,
Stereo television broadcasts and stereo
Hi-Fi video formats.

Each provides the Sonic Hologram Genera-
tor in selected Carver preamplifiers and receiv-
ers with a chance to redefine the width,
breadth and depth of the traditional stereo
sound field -while using your existing
speakers.

WHAT SONIC HOLOGRAPHY DOES.
Watch a 13" black and white TV. Now see a

movie in 70 millimeter.
Listen to your favorite musicians on a tran-

sistor radio. Now sit three rows back from the
stage at a live concert.

These are not exaggerations of how much
more dimensional and realistic Sonic Hologra-
phy is than conventional stereo. The most
experienced and knowledgeable experts in the
audio industry have concurred, Julian Hirsch
wrote in Stereo Review. "The effect strains
credibility-had I not experienced it, I probably
would not believe it." High Fidelity magazine
noted that "... it seems to open a curtain and
reveal a deploynent of musical forces extend-
ing behind, between and beyond the speak-
ers" According to Larry Klein of Stereo
Review, "It brings the listener substantially
closer to that elusive sonic illusion of being in
the presence of a live performance!'

HOW SONIC HOLOGRAPHY WORKS.

When a musician plays a note, the sound
occurrence arrives separately at your left and
right ears. Your brain analyzes the difference in
these sound arrivals and tells you exactly
where the sound is.

L. Real -life sonic event results in two sound arrivals: one at
your left ear, one at your right ear.

R. Stereo playback of that sonic event results in four sound
arrival& 71vo per speaker per ear = four.

Conventional stereo tries to duplicate this
process by using two speakers to send a dif-
ferent version of the same sound occurrence
to each ear. In theory, this should "trick" your
brain's psychoacoustic center into placing the
musician on a limited sound stage between
your speakers. If -and only if- each speaker
can be only heard by one ear.

Conventional stereo: The sound W heard, more or less, on
a flat curtain of sound between the two speakers. Volume
differences only. The timing cues are gone

Sonic Holography: With SONIC HOLOGRAPHY, the sound
is reproduced much like that of a concert performance,
complete with timing, phase and amplitude cues. Three
dimensional!

The problem is, these different versions of
the same sound also cross in the middle of
your listening room, so left and right ears get
both left and right sound arrivals a split sec-
ond apart. Stereo imaging and separation are
reduced because both speakers are heard by
both ears, confusing your spacial perception.

The Sonic Hologram Generator in the Carver
4000t, C-9, C-1 and Carver Receiver 2000



solve this muddling of sound arrivals by actu-
ally creating another "sound': This special
impulse cancels the objectionable second
sound arrival, leaving only the original sound
from each loudspeaker.

The result is a vast sound field extending not
only wider than your speakers, but higher than
your speakers as well. Sounds will occasion-
ally even seem to come from behind you! l- is
as it a dense fog has lifted and you suddenly
find yourself in the midst of the musical experi-
ence. Or, as the Senior Editor of a major elec-
tronics magazine put it, "When the lights were
turned out, we could almost have sworn we
were in the presence of a live orchestra"

CARVER CD AND TUNER
INNOVATIONS EXTEND THE

POSSIBILITIES.
Any stereo source can be transformed from

monochromatic flatness into vibrant three-
dimensional reality with Sonic Holography.

Compact discs afford vastly increased
dynamics, frequency response and freedom
from background noise. Yet their potential is
trapped in the 2 -dimensionality of conven-
tional stereo. Sonic Holography can surround
you with the drama and impact of digital.
(And the Carver Compact Disc Player with
Digital Time Lens sound correction circuitry
can enhance your listening experience even
further).

Thanks to the Carver Asymmetrical Charge -
Coupled FM Stereo Detector, FM stereo broad-
casts can be received with vastly increased
fidelity. Hiss and interference -free, any signal,
from chamber music to live rock concerts,

CAR\ IR
POWERFUL

can take or an astonishing presence and
dimension -hrough Sonic: Holography.

The new Carver D( -11c AM/FM tuner deliv-
ers AM stereo broadcasts with the same
dynamics and fidelity as FM. A perfect source
for the Sonic Hologram Generator. Think of it:
AM can actuc Ily become a three-dimensional
phenomenon through Carver Technology!

SONIC HOLOGRAPHY PUTS YOU
INSIDE THE VIDEO EXPERIENCE.

More and more people are discovering what
theaters discovered some time ago: Audio
makes a huge contributbn to the realism of
video. Still, it has taken tre incredible, near -
digital quality of VHS and Beta Hi-Fi to make
the marriage of audio and video truly reward-
ing. Now even rental movies fairly explode with
wide frequency range, dynamic impact and
conventioral stereo imaging.

MUSICAL

Add the steady emergence cf stereo
IV broadcasts by all three major networks of
prime time programming and special broad-
casts, and you have fertile ground for the
added realism that only Sonic Holography
can deliver.

Unlike so-called "surround sound" a Sonic
Hologram Generator puts you into the middle
of any stereo soundtrack, (stereo, Hi-Fi stereo,
broadcast stereo or even simucasts). It
psychoacoustically expards the visual experi-
ence with life -like sound that envelops you in
the action.

Orce you've heard Sonic Holography with a
good video tape or LaserDisc, you'll never go
back to mere stereo again.

ENHANCE YOUR SPACIAL AWARENESS
WITH FOUR CARVER COMPONENTS.
The patented Carver Sonic Hologram gener-

ator circuit is available on two preamplifiers,
our largest receiver and as an add-on compo-
nent. Each can transcend the imits of your lis-
tening (and viewing) room. Ecch can add the
breathtaking, spine -tingling excitement that
comes from being transported directly into the
midst of the musical experience.

Before you purchase any component, con-
sider just how much more Carver can enrich
your audio and video enjoyment. And then visit
your nearest Carver dealer soon.

The Carver Sonic Holography quartet. Pictured from
left to right is the 4000t Preamplifier, the C-9 sonic
Hologram Generator, the Receiver 2000 with remote
contml and the C-1 Preamplifier.

ACCURATE

Carver Corporation

P.O. Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA. 98046
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

Earlier in my occasional audiobio-
graphy, I've written a good deal
about what might best be

summed up today as the Interim Hi-Fi
Period-those long years before our
big-time era of audio and hi-fi began,
during which the entire basis for good
sound reproduction was slowly laid
down. A good name for a time that
reaches all the way back to the '20s, to
the beginning of electrical recording
and commercial broadcast. I say "in-
terim" simply because in all those
years, a quarter century, there was
good audio, there was fi, and of aston-
ishing quality. But it existed in bits and
pieces, waiting to be put together. The
fi was there! We did not hear it. Too
many faulty elements along the audio
chain. Too many missing links.

My own first experiments in those
years, as you may have read, were
pretty naive, and mostly by hunch and
happenstance-I've always had
hunches. For a dozen or so years, I did
my untutored best in every way, but I
did not ever hear an actual hi-fi sound
until earliest FM, in 1941. But this is
looking back; how was Ito know what I
was missing? I just barged ahead. You
may remember my ingenious reverb
maker of 1930, two pickups in a single
78 groove. One was acoustic, the other
"electric," but I thought the sound was
wonderful. Ditto a lot later when, in
1953, I made a fancier reverb with two
early three -head Ampexes. Crude but
effective, you might say. My earliest
componentry, in the age of the em-
phatically one-piece radio -phono-
graph, was perhaps ludicrous yet pro-
phetic: A separate record player (two
speeds), a speaker out in its own flat
baffle, and a central "receiver"-what
was left of my Midwest radio console.
Then came elements of real hi-fi, the
potent and unprecedented Carnegie
phonograph of 1936 (and of 1939). It
still lacked a modern pickup (and mod-
ern records to play), but the rest of it
was phenomenal. So was my first
homemade amp, ugly but full of push-
pull. It could drive a good mono hi-fi
system right now. So, you see, I had
genuine fi at my very finger tips, in
outward configuration and in the elec-
tronics, but never the sound. Typical of
the Interim Hi-Fi Period.

Genuine, audible hi-fi-that is, the
complete chain of elements-did exist

right through that period, but it was
confined to the lab. A number of fa-
mous labs and countless obscure or
semi -private workshops, here and
there, where vital experiments and
R&D were carried on-radio circuits,
pickups, microphones, many another
crucial element. Brilliant work! Some of
the dates are startling, if you have not
run into them before. In very early
1931, stereo sound on disc, wide -
range and still playable on today's
equipment. That's 27 years before the
stereo LP. Live, instantaneous, multi-
channel sound transmission of sym-
phonic music from hall to hall, Philadel-
phia to New York, wide -range. It had
press coverage (I remember reading
about it), but only a handful of souls
heard the actual stereo music, coming
out of a whole stagefull of speakers.

On a still smaller scale, there were
individual experiments going on all
over, hammering away at the details,
link by link. Again, much of the result
would now rate as hi-fi even if all such
enterprises were plagued by the same
old weakness-bottlenecks, restrictive
links that kept us from reproducing a
final hi-fi sound. A few brave pio-
neers-Avery Fisher, for example-
even put their product on the market

back before WW II. But what did we
have to play on it?

A curious time! For all the experi-
ment, the actual sound of wide -range
and clean hi-fi remained virtually un-
known. During that period we did not
ever achieve a chain of equal links, all
the way, which could bring this sound
out of the lab into public awareness.

The problem was not really in the
quality of existing consumer equip-
ment, limited as it was. What really
mattered was that, outside of the lab
and the experimental workshop, we
had no signal of a grade that could
activate a superior reproducing chain.
The true "software"-that is, the actual
material we heard on radio and rec-
ords-was superb, of course. But the
records themselves and radio were
merely hardware, the first link in audio,
and they were not good. Yet they were
so extensively entrenched and wide-
spread that change was difficult. No
use having an improved consumer au-
dio with nothing to play on it.

We had only the two sources: The
good, old, familiar AM signal-noisy,
often full of static and interference, lim-
ited in tonal range at best. And 78
records, also mostly noisy, full of
scratch and hiss and ticks and worn -
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Finally, caraudio as good
as your can

Very few companies selling car stereos are true audio manufacturers. That's why Denon wishes to point out their
75 years of experience building audio equipment and the level of their home audio technology found in the new Denon
car audio components. For example, the only audio components-home or auto-offering the level of circuit
sophistication found on Denon's DCA-3250 Mobile Power Amplifier are Denon's own top receivers and separates.
Similarly, the Dynamic Range Expansion circuitry found on Denon's DCR-7600 AM/FM Stereo Tuner/Cassette Deck
otherwise can be found only on Denon's DE -70 Dynamic Equalizer built for sophisticated home systems.

The differences between Denon home and car audio equipment become apparent the moment you sit behind
the wheel. For the first time, you will see car audio that complements the most sophisticated interiors-down to even
matching the color of the dashboard lighting!' You'll experience the confidence that comes from operating controls
designed for drivers, rather than easy chair listeners.

If you love your car as much as you love music, learn about Denon.
The only car audio good enough for your car. DENON
*Dealer installation at slight extra charge.
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COMPACT CNSC ALITO PLAYER

60 CDs at the touch of a button.
When Frank Serafine sampled our

NCD-600, he instantly realized he could
cut his research time by 75%.

Without doubt the most sophisti-
cated player/changer on the market,
the NCD-600 is a research/editing
system unto itself. Accesses 5 selections,
in any order, from 60 stored compact
discs. Or add 3 units, expanding storage
to 240 CDs. And, it'll interface any
computer, to extend programmability
infinitely.

Best of all, it has pitch and tempo
controls. Music selections can be digitally
edited to match keys and rhythms between
selections simultaneously ...unlike with
tapes or records, where modifying speed to
change the key will also change rhythm.
Makes programming in deejay situations
an absolute dream.

NIKKO.__  --0.
=I=a-J.= -_-

But, when you create sound effects like
Frank, your problem is time. Research
time: Thumb through the files, pull a disc,
load it up to listen, over and over again.
So Frank converted his massive sound
effects library to compact discs, storing it
all in our NCD-600.

Now, Frank just touches -in index
numbers, listening to one selection while
loading up others. We made his life a lot
simpler, allowing him to focus energies on
the one thing
he likes best:
Creating.

Imagine what
Nikko technology
will do for your
audio system.

The power of technology.

5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerce,CA 90040

Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio dealers.
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Frank Serafine-Motion Picture
Sound Designer/Musician
Credits: Tron, Star Trek I and III,
Brainstorm, Ice Pirates



SUBSCRIBER
SERVICE

Place Label Here

MOVING?
Please give us 8 weeks advance notice.
Attach label with your old address, and
write new address in coupon area.

RENEWING?
Check box in coupon area, and attach
label with correction marked, if any.

SUBSCRIBING?
Check box and fill in coupon. For gift
subscriptions, attach a separate sheet.

Send Audio for 1 year at S17.94
 New subscription  Renewal
 Payment enclosed  Bill me
Outside the U.S. add $6.00 per year. Payment must
accompany order.

Name

Address

City

State Zip

Audio and other direct -mail adver-
tisers take great care to send informa-
tion about products and services only
to those people interested in them.
Products and services offered to our
readers in the past have included
merchandise and publication offers.
We believe the distribution of such
information is of benefit to our sub-
scribers, but we do respect the wishes
of any subscriber who does not want
to receive such promotional literature.

Should you wish to restrict usage of
your name, simply check here
Please attach a mailing label in the
indicated area and mail to address
below.

Audio
3300 Walnut Street P.O. Box 5318

Boulder, CO 80322

The Interim Hi-Fi Period
did produce genuine hi-fi,
in the lab. But for all the
experiment, the actual
sound was virtually
unknown to the public.

groove distortion, similarly limited in

bandwidth. The rest of the chain simply
fell in line. And we ourselves added the
final link-"tone control."

Minus tone control, our sound was
muffled. The useful top was perhaps
4 kHz, or less. But we automatically
reached for the tone control knob,
most of us, both for records and for
radio, to get an even more mellifluous
sound-the remaining highs extended
perhaps to 2 kHz, at a guess! Peanut
butter and molasses, a sound that was
thick and unctuous with all the un-
pleasant noises removed. Very practi-
cal, indeed ingenious, under the cir-
cumstances. It served us well, just as
soft cactus needles were practical in
the Carnegie phonograph, which
could reproduce a signal to 15 kHz
with its pair of big tweeters. Needless
to say, we never heard that 15 kHz.
Purely idealistic-and typical of the In-
terim Hi-Fi Period.

We were told that we might enjoy
reproduction up to 7,000 cycles or so,
7 kHz, from existing records, and on
radio at its best-given, of course, the
rest of the reproducing chain. I don't
have exact figures. But this was talk.
Some of the best records might have
done even better, we now know. (At
the end of the period, in 1946, Lon-
don's ffrr 78 shellac records were
played on our New York FM station, full
range.) Maybe the sound was there,
domestic or imported, but we did not
hear it. Until the very last years of the
period, we were entirely accustomed
to the Peanut Butter Standard. Not one
person in millions knew there was any-
thing else.

We liked it. We gave it our total re-
spect. A whole communications com-
plex was built upon it. We learned even
to translate its garbled, sibilant -less
speech into normal English, like learn-
ing a second language. When you
came down to it we found the peanu-
buh-er found fuffifien for our Pimple lif-
fening needf; for our well -rained earf, it
made fenf, defidedly.

No woncer that any wider ange re-
production sounded strange, and was
instantly associated with all we hat-
ed-static, scratch, distortion. When
we at last began to hear real hi-fi, we
winced out of sheer habit, even though
the nastiness wasn't there any more. It
took a long time to calm our nerves

BASS THAT'S CLEAN.

POWERFUL.

PHYSICAL.

Announcing Velodyne" ULD-1 5
and ULD-1 8 Subwoofer Systems:
technological breakthroughs in
bass reproduction!

To fully experience the extended dy-
namic range of today's analog and
digital recordings, you need a sub -
woofer system capable of deep, power-
ful, and most importantly, accurate
bass. Conventional woofer technology
is simply unable to deliver this kind of
performance.

The solution: Velodyne ULD Series
Subwoofer Systems.

Both the Velodyne ULD-15 and
ULD-18 Subwoofer Systems come
complete with 350 watt mated ampli-
fiers. Their frequency response extends
below 20 Hz. And their patented High
Gain Servo- technology provides for
uncanny speed, as well as distortion
measurements an order of magnitude
lower than conventional technology
allows.

This means that ULD Series Sub -
woofers will never become boomy or
muddy, and will never color mid -bass
or mid -range frequencies with bassy
overtones. All you hear is pure, power-
ful, and perfectly accurate bass. And
both systems include an 85 Hz. elec-
tronic crossover to remove the bass
load from your satellite amp and
speakers.

Velodyne ULD Series Subwoofer
Systems merit your attention. Call 1-
800-VELODYNE (408-748-1077 in
California) for the Velodyne dealer
nearest you.

Velodyne
2565 Scott Blvd.

Santa Clara, CA 95050
!800; 835-6396 (408) 748-1077
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We got so accustomed to
muffled, sibilant -less sound
that when we began to
hear real, wide -range
hi-fi, it sounded strange.

enough to accept good wide -range
sound as pleasing.

And so one day in 1941, I came
upon early FM and heard my first actu-
al hi-fi sound. At last, just before war,
there was the beginning of a genuine
consumer hi-fi chain, complete, source
to loudspeaker-at least in prototype.

You can understand why I rate this
original low -band Armstrong FM, un-
der the Major's direct supervision, as
the first true consumer hi-fi. It was ex-
panding, too, at a sensational rate.
Then the war froze everything.

Earlier, when the famous Toscanini/
NBC Symphony broadcasts were

There's simply no other moving
coil cartridge quite like it.

MK440m1 Dual Moving MicroCoir Stereo
Phono Cartridge with MicroLine" Stylus

Start with the precision Dual Moving MicroCoils at the
heart of the MK440m1. They are wound from Linear -
Crystal Oxygen -Free Copper (LC-OFC) wire. The result is
phase coherency and low distortion impossible with ordi-
nary wire. And an unmatched ability to reproduce tran-
sients and the highest frequencies with superb clarity.

The MK440m1 MicroLine stylus is equally outstanding.
Mounted on a tiny beryllium rod, gold plated to reduce
resonances. It has the minimum possible scanning radius
for perfect tracing, yet an uncommonly long support
radius for best tracking. This "contact ridge" maintains its
unique shape throughout its useful life. Unlike all other
stylus shapes, it exhibits no gradual increase in distortion,
record wear, or erosion of frequency response. The
Signet MicroLine stylus is indeed the most advanced
stylus shape ever created.

The MK440m1 is bench -crafted to remarkable stan-
dards of precision and uniformity in the finest Signet
tradition. Until you've seen and heard this outstanding
component, you can only guess how good your records
can sound. At your helpful Signet dealer. Write or call

Sil net today for the one nearest you.

-IL-64701 Hudson Dr., Stow, OH 44224  (216) 688-9400g

launched (was it 1937?)-providing
the Maestro with his own full orchestra,
chorus, famous soloists, and a newly
created super -studio in which to pro-
duce his music-we down in Prince-
ton, a mere 60 miles away, had a
thought: Why not play the concerts for
our own university audience using that
enormous Carnegie phonograph? It

had power to overwhelm a live orches-
tra. We would bypass its weakest link,
the old-style pickup.

So we commissioned a radio tuner. It
had to be custom-made; you could not
easily buy such things. Was it TRF
(tuned radio frequency)? Likely,
though I did not then know the term.
The TRF circuit could pass a nicely
wide range of frequencies but it was
not very selective. On a clear channel,
such as NBC must have had for its
New York "flagship" station, it looked
to be good. And maybe NBC would
send us their very best? If all went
right, we might produce the hi-fi sensa-
tion of 1937.

But things did not go right. We were
still deep in the Interim Hi-Fi Period.
First, the NBC signal, when it came
through, didn't seem very special
though it was easily listenable. Why?
Well, why not? Who needed wide
range, for millions of listeners? Memory
may be wrong here (ask a senior NBC
engineer), but there was worse.

NBC, in its zeal, had spent fortunes
on this series but, of course, within the
thinking of the time. What Toscanini
needed, they felt, was a modern,
soundproof space instead of the (out-
dated) concert hall. I have no other
explanation. It would be on a heroic
scale, utterly dead in the current radio
manner, just as close to an anechoic
chamber as possible. No extraneous
noise, it seems, was to be allowed to
interfere with the pure sound of mu-
sic-not even reverb, which blurs! An
interesting concept. And that is exactly
what they gave us in the revamped
Studio 8H in New York's Radio City. So
Toscanini's broadcast symphonies
were symphonies in a closet full of
blankets. An appalling sound, as we
hear things now, though entirely well
intentioned.

How little our people knew, back
then, about "classical" music's most
vital external ingredient, a mellowing,
space -delineating sonic surround with

Enter No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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GET PULLED IN
BY

"MIAMI VICE"

lOWER
SIGNAL

S'AENGTN DPW SYNTH SPATAL STENO
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FIECOTON" MTS TV STEREO DECODER

SrEPEC

gsci-crr z no.rersav

FRE.D.mbrings you right into the action
with true MTS* Stereo sound.

Say good-bye to boring one-dimensional TV sound. Say hello to
dynamic MTS Stereo with F.R.E.D. He's the Friendly Recoton Enter-
tainment Decoder that delivers superb cinema -like sound through
your home stereo system. Designed by world-famous engineer
Larry Shotz, F.R.E.D. features an awesome 35dB of stereo separa-
tion, as well as dbxTM and DNRTM noise reduction for hiss -free listen-
ing. And he brings you right into the actIon, so you feel like a
participant-not a spectator. Get caught in the middle of a bust on
Miami Vice. Be a guest on The Tonight Show. Rock into a role on
Friday Night Videos. Join the team on exclusive Sports Specials.

Only F.R.E.D. lets you add the dramatic new dimension of MTS
Stereo to virtually any TV. And F.R.E.D. is so versatile, he even simu-
lates extraordinary stereo sound on any non -stereo broadcast.

The future is hear-with F.R.E.D., the Friendly Recoton Entertain-
ment Decoder. Take him home today.

Fcr the name of your nearest Recoton dealer, call: 1-800-223-6009.

RECOTON®
46-23 CRANE STREET, LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101

*MTS is the only Fa approved method of broadcasting stereo TV programs. Enter No. 23 on Reader Service Card



We heard the Toscanini
broadcast in a lecture hall
lined with concrete, with
no idea that the listening
room is as important as the
originating space.

the right reverberation. Miking for a
large ensemble in a big space was still
a new art and we tended to extremes
of engineering enthusiasm. Acoustic
deadness, beginning in the '20s, was
the advanced wave of the time, if not of
the future. Even in churches, designers
were using fake "stonework" to swal-

low the sound. It took us many broad-
cast and recording years to learn bet-
ter-that is, to reproduce "the best,
seat in the concert hall" complete with
natural -sounding space.

Finally, down in Princeton, we made
the ultimate goof. We projected our
curious radio signal into the same con -

How some of you
delayed this Revox

speaker ad.
Sharp ears heard it before we had a chance to tell it.

Last year, when we first heard our new Piccolo/Bass speaker
combination, we thought, "Wow, these sound great, and we can
price them quite affordably. Let's run an ad!"
Alas, the word spread too quickly. A few demos by a few percep-
tive dealers and we were sold out. Then we were seriously back-
ordered. We thought it prudent not to advertise speakers we
could not deliver.
But now, thanks to diligence and overtime at our speaker plant
in Germany's Black Forest, we have Piccolo/Bass systems in stock.
(At least we did on the day this copy was written.)

So if you would like to hear why your fellow audio enthusiasts
kept this ad out of print, hustle on down to your Revox dealer
and listen to the astounding musi-
cal realism of the Revox Piccolo/
Bass. Then marvel at the modest
price your dealer will ask for them.

You may help toss this ad out of
print for another year or so.
Introducing (to the public at large)
the compact Piccolo / Bass satel-
lite and subwoofer speaker
system. Proof positive that
great speakers should be
heard and not (necessarily)
seen.

E-rumEn R EVOX
Studer Revox America, Inc.

1425 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210

(615) 254-5651

Also available in black finish

crete-lined tank of a lecture hall that we
used for many of our music classes.
Again, why not? We had not as yet any
idea that the listening room is as im-
portant as the originating space for a
good musical transmission. (Well, I

was getting the idea, but the Music
Department didn't give it a thought.
They just wanted a convenient place
with seats, to put people and equip-
ment.) So what might have been ep-
ochal hi-fi in 1937 turned out to be very
ordinary, if plenty loud. It was typical of
the Interim Period.

Somewhere, I have one of the gilded
program guides handed out to Tosca-
nini's live audience in Studio 8H. It is
printed on sheer silk-to reduce the
noise of turning pages. Great idea! But
what about a worse noise, audience
coughs? They should have had sound-
proof face masks, while they were at it.
Let me tell you, an anechoic cough is
extremely rude and intrusive, and for
good reason: It sounds right next to
your ear, spaceless, whereas a cough
in a concert hall is out where it be-
longs, in the audience space, and so
much less offensive.

One of the most excruciating of
these Toscanini coughs came out on a
recording, no doubt made during one
of the live 8H concerts. (You can imag-
ine the scene, a battery of four -minute
disc recorders in relays, probably cut-
ting wax.) This was the Beethoven
"Eroica" Symphony, the one with the
two big E -flat chords at the beginning,
an impressive die -away after each.
That is, in a proper concert hall. In
Studio 8H, those chords had all the
impact of two hefty strikes of a kitchen
match on a matchbox. Zip. Zip. And
wouldn't you guess, exactly in the
dead silence between them a lady
coughed.

That cough could not be removed.
The records were released cough and
all-and I had to play that cough for
years, during the rest of my teaching
career. Thus are the lessons of audio
drilled in upon the suffering mind.

I should emphasize that the Toscani-
ni broadcasts were indeed landmarks
in radio history, and I do not mean to
denigrate their importance. But we live
with the times, and those times said
dead acoustics. So that is what the
Maestro got for his music. I doubt if he
objected. A
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The `Best
of 'Both 'Worlds.

You can have it all: sophisticated, state-of-the-art
speaker technclogy and the fines-:, handcrafted European
styled erclosures. Best of all, speaker designs of uncom-
promising performance and beauty are now available at
a price anyone can afford.

DALI'S committment to excellence begins with a
ccmputer-conceived theoretical model. Real world engi-
neering takes over from there, following an intensive
process of driver complement optimization, crossover
design, and critical evaluation, sparing no expense until
we've a tained the best possible system.

Each DALI speaker is also painstakingly finished in
select, handrubbed hardwood veneers in the best
tradition_ of Danish furniture craftsmanship. The result
is a speaker line that looks as dramatic as it sounds.

For a DALI demo and pre-
sentation, or for more infor-
mation on all DALI products
please contactthe DALI Rep-
resentatve in wour area, or call
toll -free 1-800-251-DALI (in
Californ a 805-252-7203).

IMPORTED
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

RETAIL PROFIT

SALES COMMISSI)N
IMPORTERS PROW

MANUFACTURING
COST iNCLuDIN.1
DUTY S HANDLING

DALI
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

DALVMATIRD

ANUFACTURING
COST INCLUDING
DUTY 6 HANDLING

DALI RETAIL PRICES

.VALI
Danish American Ltd., Inc.
P.O. Box 55386
Valencia, CA 91355

Name

Address

City

State

Phone

Zip

ARIZONA
Scott Dixon
(602) 889-7129
CALIFORNIA
Doug DeGroot
(415) 494-3612
John Filippone
(213) 414-0144
Rimas Butkys
(818) 288-2403
Tu Nghiem
(408) 248-7266
John Schreck
(408) 942-8133
Tom Tiseo
(213) 393-2956
Andrew C. Victor
(619) 375-2375
CONNECTICUT
Mark Dicorpio
(203) 756-8164
FLORIDA
John Cudrik
(904) 371-6587
Rene Lima
(305) 266-1897
GEORGIA
Mark Mancinelli
(404) 925-2704
ILLINOIS
Dave Brownell
(312) 964-7160
INDIANA
Dave Jacobs
(317) 846-1922
Jeff Gustke
(219) 987-4974
Kampol
Surapiboonchai

(309) 454-8291
Randy Toth
(317) 257-3494
IOWA
John A. Everett
(515) 752-3899
KANSAS
Brad Larsen
(913) 272-5523
LOUISIANA
Clint D. Hamilton
(504) 272-1468
MICHIGAN
Jeffrey S. Buhl
(313) 666-4080
MISSISSIPPI
Jerold B. Sit
(601) 924-3950
Tom Sims
(601) 325-6793
MISSOURI
Stanley Curtis
(314) 426-6856

Michael Herfkens
(417) 862-4511
NORTH
CAROLINA
Ron Hunter
(704) 438-4509
Larry M. Stover
(919) 872-0950
NEW JERSEY
Frank Cicetti, Jr.
(201) 348-7384
John Gajdek
(201) 347-0464
Robert M. Kearns
(201) 794-6634
Roy Locke
(201) 869-7572
NEW MEXICO
James Brogan
(505) 988-5674
Al Cannon
(612) 433-2898
NEW YORK
Chris Christiansen
(516) 775-3848
Curtis Hucks
(718) 624-6602
Rosen Matthew
(212) 926-3621
James F. Peters
(607) 535-4007
OHIO
Wael Elsakka
(216) 321-5379
OREGON
Bobbie Lo
(503) 344-9819
PENNSYLVANIA
John C. Vilsack
(412) 327-1179
Barry Hecht
(215) 923-2226
Jim McKinski
(215) 947-7942
SOUTH
CAROLINA
Jeff Byess
(803) 781-4152
Harlan Goerman
(803) 293-3338
TENNESSEE
Harlan Richter
(615) 847-8394
VIRGINIA
Edward Pease
(703) 433-1034
Bryan Jackson
(804) 422-5904
WISCONSIN
Gerald R. Kitchin
(414) 744-6496



BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

SHURE THINGS
It is generally considered that the
audio component industry became
a substantial commercial entity in

1950. Even though that was only 36
years ago, few of the pioneering high-
fidelity component manufacturers of
that era have survived with their origi-
nal corporate structures intact; McIn-
tosh, Pickering, and Shure Brothers
are three companies that immediately
come to mind.

I thought I knew Shure Brothers quite
well. So I was really quite surprised
when I received a bulletin from them
informing me that 1985 marked their
60th anniversary!

Some months before this bulletin ar-
rived, I received a most interesting let
ter from Jim Kogen, long-time friend
and president of Shure Brothers. In his
letter, Jim noted the rapid expansion of
the Compact Disc market and the
threat this ultimately posed to the pho-
nograph record. As a major producer
of high -quality phono cartridges, he
quite naturally was concerned about
the future prospects of this important
source of income for his company. Jim
told me that while Shure would contin-
ue their research and development
programs for phonograph cartridges,
he thought it would be wise to diversify
the company's manufacturing capabili-
ties into emerging technologies, in-
cluding Compact Disc hardware and
specialized products for the blooming
audio/video market. Recently, Jim in-
vited me to visit the Shure plant in
Evanston, Illinois in conjunction with

the celebration of their
60th anniversary, and

offered to show me
some new products

that are the first fruits
of their diversifica-

tion program.
Founded in 1925

as the Shure Radio
Company by S. N.

Shure, the firm was

Shure's Unidyne,
introduced in
the late '30s,
was the first

single -element
unidirectional
microphone.

fliIRSnt

The corporate headquarters and
main plant of Shure Brothers in
Evanston, Ill.

Bert Whyte watching a Shure
employee at a computer -controlled
cartridge test station.

at first a wholesale distributor of parts
to the fledgling radio industry. In 1926,
its name was changed to Shure Broth-
ers after the founder's brother, S. J.
Shure, joined the company. Then, after
surviving the Wall Street crash and the
lean times of the Depression era,
Shure established itself as a micro-
phone manufacturer with an innova-
tive, two -button carbon microphone
that outperformed the bulkier, heavier
mikes then in vogue-and at less cost.

Ever since that first carbon mike,
Shure has compiled a long list of firsts
in the field of microphone design.
Among the better known of these de-
velopments are the first modern noise -
cancelling microphone (1937) and the
world's first single -element unidirec-
tional mike (1939). Shure had also de-
veloped a condenser microphone as
far back as 1933-two years before
introducing a crystal mike.

Shure has always been particularly
proud of the testing and quality -control
programs for its microphones. Be-
cause they built very rugged micro-
phones and subjected them to severe
environmental testing for extremes of
temperature and humidity, the compa-
ny was chosen to build special-pur-
pose mikes for the armed services dur-
ing World War II, and won three
awards for excellence in fulfilling their
military contracts.

Today, although most music lovers
and audiophiles are familiar with Shure
as a manufacturer of high -quality pho-
nograph cartridges, few are aware that
the company remains a major maker of
many types of microphones for the
broadcast, recording, and sound -rein-

forcement industries. Several models,
notably the SM57 and SM58, have be-
come the preeminent performing mi-
crophones for rock and pop concerts
around the world, and also are widely
used in recording. In an era when for-
eign -made condenser microphones
are in vogue with many recording stu-
dios, new Shure condenser mikes are
competing successfully and are devel-
oping a good reputation. Noted re-
cording engineer Tom Jung, for one,
often uses the Shure SM81 condenser
microphone for his own Digital Music
Productions CD recordings. Tom used
the omni capsule of the SM81 to re-
cord the piano in his Trio '83 recording,
which has become renowned for the
clarity, articulation, and natural quality
of its sound. The success of the Shure
condenser microphones has been
very gratifying to the company. They
are conducting ongoing research in
this field, and I was shown prototypes
of several new models.

It is only logical that, as a manufac-
turer of microphones, Shure would also
produce a range of microphone pre-
amplifiers and mixers. For quite some
years now, Shure has advanced its cir-
cuit topology and manufacturing ex-
pertise in building microphone mixers
whose sophistication parallels that of
their microphone designs. A particular
area of specialization is the manufac-
ture of compact, rugged, portable mix-
ers suitable for remote work and elec-
tronic news gathering.

The Shure plant, in a suburb of Chi-
cago, is a large and modern building
divided to accommodate administra-
tive offices along with R&D laboratories
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Shure president Jim Kogen, who
foresees diversification into emerging
audio technologies.

and production facilities. I was im-
pressed by the fact that quality con-
trol-or, as they like to term it, "quality
assurance"-seems to be of para-
mount importance, a goal pursued with
almost missionary zeal. Each product
department has a quality -control sta-
tion outfitted with precision test instru-
ments. Much of this is proprietary, pur-
pose-built equipment specifically de-
signed for special measurements. In
recent years, computers have been in-
troduced into the test program, saving
time and achieving higher accuracy
through simultaneous automated
checking of selected parameters. An-
other way Shure maintains quality is by
rigorously inspecting incoming parts
from vendors and, where applicable,
closely matching them for tolerances.

To ensure that all this quality control
is not nullified by the often violent
stresses of shipping, Shure subjects all
of its shipping cartons and containers
to a "torture test" on special vibrating
shaker tables and tumbling platforms.

As you might expect, the Shure re-
search laboratories are equipped with
all of the expensive FFT analyzers, os-
cilloscopes, spectrum analyzers, sig-
nal generators, distortion analyzers,
etc. that are such necessary tools for
advanced audio technology. One lab-
oratory, equipped with a Crown Tecron
measuring computer, is devoted en-
tirely to Time Delay Spectrometry.

With the more stringent demands of
modern technology, Shure has made a
heavy investment and commitment to
the computerization of many of their
activities. Thus, computer terminals
are a common sight throughout the

plant. One department has an elabo-
rate CAD (computer -assisted design)
plotting board which greatly speeds
up and facilitates the development of
new designs.

Most audiophiles have been familiar
with Shure Brothers' phonograph car-
tridges for many years. They have
evolved from the early monophonic
magnetic cartridges, to the famous
M3D stereo cartridge, to the first of the
legendary V15 series cartridges. Every
few years since the inception of the
V15 series, Shure's ongoing research
has upgraded its performance capa-
bilities. Thus, we have had the V15
Types II, Ill, and IV, and the current
well-known V15 Type V -MR.

Shure's cartridge design objectives
have emphasized high trackability with
low tracking force for a minimum of
record wear. They have always opted
for a very flat frequency response and
a very low level of distortion. In the
area of trackability and record wear,
Shure has done much original re-
search, and several pieces, in fact,
have benefited rival cartridge manu-
facturers. Most notable, perhaps, have
been their studies of record warp fre-
quencies and of maximum recorded
velocities at various frequencies.

Virtually all of the Shure phonograph
cartridges are based on the moving -
magnet principle. Still, there is a cer-
tain segment of audiophiles who prefer
moving -coil types and don't mind us-
ing step-up transformers or pre-
preamps to accommodate an MC car-
tridge's low output voltage. While this
group of MC devotees is sti,1 large and
quite vocal, Shure's latest develop-
ment in moving -magnet cartridges has
been converting some of its members.

Shure considers the new Ultra 500
phonograph cartridge their crowning
achievement, the ultimate creation of
all their years of research and develop-
ment in moving -magnet technology.
This cartridge is based on the design
of the V15 Type V -MR, with some im-
portant modifications; the Ultra 500 is a
"blueprinted" version of the Type V
cartridge, created in a process some-
what akin to what is done with automo-
bile engines in specialized, high-per-
formance auto shops.

In Shure's phonograph -cartridge
fabrication and assembly room, it was
fascinating to observe the making of

the Ultra 500. Coils are wound with
infinite care, with just the right number
of wire turns. The thin -wall cantilever
tubing, made of beryllium, is precisely
fitted with the low -mass diamond Mi-
croRidge stylus. All of this work is per-
formed under high-powered stereo-
scopic microscopes. When the car-
tridge is fully assembled, it is fitted with
Shure's carbon -fiber Stabilizer brush -
which acts as a sort of shock absorber,
bleeds off static charges, and removes
microscopic dust particles from the
record grooves ahead of the stylus.
The brush must contain the correct
number of carbon fibers, which must
be cut at a precise angle to achieve
the desired performance.

The cartridge is next sent to the
automated computer -testing station.
Playing a special test record, each Ul-
tra 500 must conform to a set of refer-
ence performance parameters or it is
rejected. Automatic compensation is
built into the computer to allow for wear
of the test record. Finally, the Ultra 500
cartridge body is fitted to a precision -
machined aluminum plate. This per-
mits the use of Allen screws and
wrench to afford ultra -rigid coupling to
phonograph headshells.

The Shure Ultra 500 phonograph
cartridge has caused quite a stir in
audiophile circles. With its high output,
its standard 47-kilohm load, and its
ability to track the highest velocity rec-
ord grooves while affording an ultra -flat
frequency response, the Ultra 500 has
made a fairly considerable impression
upon moving -coil
cartridge devotees.
Because of its en-
thusiastic reception,
the Ultra 500 has
been in short supply.
Shure is trying to
increase production,
but will not com-
promise its quality in
order to make it more
readily available.
(Editor's Note: This is
the first of a two-part
column which will con-
clude next month.) la

The Model 40D,
an early Shure
condenser mike.
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Bryston's name has
for decades meant
the absolute best

in electronics.

Bryston has never con-
sidered price to be an
important criterion in
the design of a product,
only the best possible
audible performance.
The cost was simply a
result of the components
required to accomplish
that end.

Bryston reasoned
there is a large number
of audiophiles, no less
demanding in their ex-
pectation of component
(and sonic) quality, who
have decided to remain

In the United States:

Model .5B preamplifier

with a basic, though
highly competent, sound
system using only a few
of the finest signal
sources. For you, if you
are among this un-
compromising group,
there is now the
Point -Five -B.

The .5B utilizes the finest
components including a
laser -trimmed volume
control, hand tested and
selected transitors in all
amplification functions,
metal film resistors and
polystyrene capacitors
matched to less than
1%. The preamplifier
undergoes extremely
close inspection and a

° VERMONT LTD.
RFD *4, Box 2255, Monpeler, Vermont 05602
(802) 223-6159

100 -hour burn -in prior
to shipping.

The .5B is a "final
purchase" preamplifier,
(i.e. its performance
may be favourably com-
pared even to the most
costly "exotics", and it is
unlikely to be surpassed
in the near future), but
is meant to be used in
a sound system employ-
ing only a few quality
components.

We invite you to ex-
perience the Bryston .5B
preamplifier, one of the
easiest -listening, most
musical preamplifiers
available.

In Canada:

:3DE?U'r-a)C , MARKETING LTD.
57 Westmore Dr., Rexciale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Yc
(416) 746-0300
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MASS

B&W
MODULAR

AUTOMOBILE
SOUND
SYSTEM

B&W HI-FI LEAVES HOME

...AND
TAKES
TO THE
ROAD

B&W MASS offers
a system designed

specifically to overcome
the difficulties of

creating true hi-fi in
the automobile.

With eight associated
modules forming the

complete system - to suit
any automobile, any pocket

- MASS combines
flexible, low -profile

installation with high
sensitivity and the superlative

sound reproduction you expect
from B &W.

LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE

Anglo American Audio P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, N.Y. 14240 Tel (416)297-0595
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DIGITAL PTOMAINE
NEKNNAML HOP

MUSIC EX MACHINA

It is safe to say that all research and
development in audio recording
and reproduction since the 19th

century has been a mistake-or at
least an exercise in futility. The aim of
that misguided science, simply stated,
has been the encoding, storage or
transmission, and decoding of audio
information. Every technological ad-
vance (some valid, others dubious),
from acoustical to electrical technol-
ogy, from monaural to stereo, from an-
alog to digital, has had the same goal:
Reproducing sound with complete fi-
delity to the original signal. However,
such a pursuit is doomed to failure,
because such reproduction never ex-
actly duplicates the original event.

Psychoacoustically, the impossibility
is simple to explain. Aural information,
even complex information such as that
generated by musical stimuli, resides
on a lower perceptual level than that
resolvable by the ear. In other words,
the limiting factor is the stimulus, not the
ear. No matter how sophisticated the
aural reproduction, its reproduced na-
ture will always be evident to the listen-
er in the same way that a photograph
is never mistaken for its subject. Thus,
the art of audio reproduction has at-
tained the status of fine photography;
we carefully compare and purchase

aural "photographs," judging one to
be more beautiful and lifelike than an-
other, while never looking out the win-
dow to the reality beyond.

In purely historical terms, audio re-
cording and reproduction are relatively
recent phenomena. In the two millen-
nia preceding the development of au-
dio recording and reproduction, em-
phasis was on music generating de-
vices, such as strings, lyre, bells, Aeo-
lian harp, carillon, organ, Flottenuhr
(flute -playing clock), Panharmonium,
musical box, keyboard instruments
and pianolas. Some richly complicated
automata were widely used for music
performances in lieu of human musi-
cians. Programmed musical scores
generated performances in real time,
through purely machine methods.
Bach, Handel, Mozart, Schubert,
Haydn, Cherubini, and Beethoven
composed works specially for such
devices. Beethoven originally wrote his
musically lean but financially plump
"Wellington's Victory" for Maelzel's
Panharmonium, a bellows -driven au-
tomaton instrument that sounded like a
military band, complete with cannon
and muskets. The notion of acoustical-
ly or electrically recording human mu-
sicians for playback never occurred to
composers and music -lovers, as they

were content with directly generated,
pure performances.

Seen in a charitable light, work in the
audio field since Edison's error has
probably been a necessary and inter-
esting endeavor, at the very least giv-
ing us something to listen to until more
refined technology was developed.
With recent advances, primarily in the
computer field, we can now look for-
ward to a return to audio's birthright:
Pure performance, unadulterated by
recording and reproduction tech-
niques. Using principles pioneered in
cybernetics, artificial intelligence, digi-
tal electronics, and optics, the scientif-
ic community is developing pure -per-
formance devices.

Maelzel's Panharmonium, in fact,
provides the prototypical model for
new advances in pure -performance
music machines. The workings of such
systems are thus both classically sim-
ple and technically sophisticated. But
most contemporary audio hardware
must be discarded, because the laws
of pure -performance machine theory
are violated by encoding and decod-
ing with acoustical transducers, and
by informational storage (LP, CD, etc.).

In a pure -performance machine, the
encoding and storage/transmission
subsystems are consolidated. The only
informational source-the only "re-
cording"-required is the musical
score itself. Using laser scanning de-
vices, the musical notation is read into
machine memory in real time as the
performance takes place. The score
itself can appear as coded information
on CD-ROM or other storage media
(including paper!), as long as no infor-
mational interpretation or condensation
of the data is involved. A musical score
already exists as an unusually concise
form of storage, and laser scanning is
a simple technology; the technical diffi-
culties are small.

The decoding subsystem is more
complex; because loudspeakers are to
be shunned, original instruments them-
selves must be utilized for perfor-
mance. Studies have shown that most
listeners' tastes in music are confined
to one or a few idioms. Therefore, a
pure -performance machine properly
configured for a particular listener
would require only that collection of
instruments which suited his or her
taste. Of course; software permits the
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The most beautiful music in the
world begins with three simple
words. To. Without. And.

These three simple commands
make the new AKAI CD -A70 the
most easily programmed CD player
you can buy. At any price.

AKAI cats it Natural Logic
Operation. And here's how it works.

To hear, for example, tracks 1
thru 9, while skipping 3 and 5,
you simply enter the following:
1 To 9 Without 3 And 5.

It's fast, simple and foolproof.
And the full -function wireless
remote control lets you manage the
CD-A70's talents from a more comfy
command center. Like your couch.

Best of all, the performance

is flawless. Thanks to an advanced
3 -beam laser pick-up. 16 -track
memory. A Random Play System.
Digital filter. Subcode terminal.

Plus an insulated floa:ing
mechanism and special cajinet b
elim_nate resonance.

The AKAI CD -A70.
Nobody makes great perfor-

mances easier to enjoy.

Visit your AKAI dealer soon for an audition. Or write to: AKAI America, P.O. Box 6010, Compton, CA 90224-6010.

Enter No. 3 on Reader Service Card



Principles of artificial
intelligence have yielded
robot players that can
learn technique and
develop proficiency, much
as a human player does.

addition of other instruments. In the
worst -case example, a listener would
require all of the instruments of a Wag-
nerian orchestra.

Performance is accomplished by the
playing of the instruments indicated by
the score. Electromechanical units, not
unlike the robots used in industrial ap-
plications, are the "musicians" that
"play" the instruments, according to
the musical directives of the interpre-
tive software that acts as the "conduc-
tor." Special interpretive software
could provide the idiosyncratic touch-
es of great conductors, so important to
the enjoyment of music.

To early researchers, a major limita-
tion of a pure -performance machine
was the human voice, in both solo and
choral roles. It was first assumed that
humans themselves would have to per-
form the roles, with robot accompani-
ment, but this severely limited the ap-
plications of a pure -performance ma-
chine. However, recent work in physi-
ology laboratories has resulted in a
mechanical throat/mouth, under com-
puter control, that speaks and sings
with accuracy and beauty rivaling that
of human performers.

Similarly, the principles of artificial
intelligence and so-called "expert sys-
tems" have been applied to the pro-
gramming of the robot players. These
devices are able to learn technique
and develop proficiency in much the
same way that a human musician im-
proves through practice. The use of
software based on the Suzuki Method
has produced remarkable results, par-
ticularly in string -performing robots. In-
deed, it has been suggested that the
pure -performance machine of the fu-
ture will uncover musical nuances nev-
er before heard from human players.

Early applied research into pure per-
formance was fittingly accomplished
with a solo piano. With sheet music
input, a solenoid system operated the
keyboard and pedals. Unlike early
player pianos or pianocorder systems,
the software could produce much
more nuance: The system had inter-
pretive powers, could learn from one
piece to the next, and could apply
newly acquired skills. The first robot
performer without a keyboard was de-
veloped in the Music Engineering De-
partment at the University of Miami. In
1984, a saxophone player named Iggy

Lirpa was constructed and pro-
grammed in both the classical and jazz
idioms, complete with the ability to im-
provise riffs when appropriate.

Although the realization of a full
pure -performance orchestra, with vo-
calists, is still several years away, re-
cent work suggests that no insur-
mountable obstacles will be encoun-
tered. In Japan, a pure -performance
chamber orchestra has already debut-
ed, playing works by Brahms, Dvotak
and Schonberg. Critics detected
weaknesses in the technical abilities of
the robots and compared their profi-
ciency to that of a student ensemble-
a not unfair or unperceptive observa-
tion. However, recently revised soft-
ware has greatly improved the robots'
proficiency. In all of these demonstra-
tions, the advantage of pure perfor-
mance has not been lost on critics or
audience-again, music is being inter-
pretively re-created without the veil of
recording and reproduction.

The absence of the many distortions
of recorded/reproduced music has en-
couraged entirely new perspectives on
re-created music. For example, it has
been pointed out that one significant
(and overlooked) form of distortion is
amplification itself. When music is re-
produced louder than it originally was
played, severe distortion has taken
place. In a pure -performance ma-
chine, amplification is absent.

The future of pure -performance ma-
chines is exciting and filled with oppor-
tunities. Although the size and cost of
such machines are currently formida-
ble, projections have shown that a con-
sumer model should be available by
1985. Further advances in miniaturiza-
tion, including the utilization of new 32-

bit microprocessors, and the acousti-
cal reduction of the musical instru-
ments themselves, suggest portable
machines by 1984. In fact, some ex-
perts are predicting the obsolescence
of conventional recording/reproduction
systems by the year 1983. With an eye
on the future, several Japanese audio
manufacturing companies are already
planning budget cutbacks in conven-
tional audio research and develop-
ment, and are putting together sched-
ules to phase out the production of
such equipment. Of course, they ex-
pect to expand research and produc-
tion in the area of pure -performance
machines.

While Japan and Europe have
shown tremendous advances, the U.S.
is lagging behind in the pure -perfor-
mance market. Amid projections of a
market worth $7.6 billion annually by
the year 1982, a powerful lobbying
group has introduced, to the U.S.
House of Representatives, a bill de-
signed to spur domestic development
of pure -performance machines. If
passed, this legislation would outlaw
the manufacture of recording and re-
production devices, and prohibit use
of such devices except at specially
designated historical sites. Clearly, the
financial prospect of re -equipping
American music lovers with entirely
new technology will provide great im-
petus for research and development in
this country.

To increase public awareness of
pure -performance machine technol-
ogy, demonstrations were to be held in
shopping malls across the U.S. on
April 1, featuring, appropriately
enough, "Wellington's Victory." For fur-
ther information, interested parties are
urged to write the Lirpa Foundation, a
nonprofit organization devoted to pure -
performance research. Anyone donat-
ing $1,000 or more to the foundation
will receive a prospectus for buying
vacation homes on Mars, because
they are apparently the kind of people
who will believe anything. Al
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FOR LIFE'S GREAT PERFORMANCES'

Only one thing *stales...A/price
of admissum. The pedirrmance.

The patl: to first-rate perfor-
mance is paved with plenty of
imposters. Which can be readily
found on any corner.

First-rate perfoimance can't.
Because like anything else of

real value, it takes a little looking.
With both eyes, andears, wide opert.

Which is how most
audic/videophiles cis -
cover AKAI equipment.

And what they
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soon discover is superb perfor-
mance: In stereo -ready monitor/tv's.
And innovative VHS Hi-Fi VCR's.

For the audio buff, high-speed
MOS-FET amps and quartz -
locked tuners. Sophisticated
receivers. Fully -programmable
CD -players with AKAI's Natural
Logic Operation. Cassette decks

Jaw

featuring AKAI's patented GX-
heads guaranteed for over 17 years.
Even complete audio/video home
en:ertainment centers.

In short, a comprehensive
line of components, systems and
potables.

So write for a list of AKAI
dealers. Because once you've found
an AKAI dealer, you've found some=
one who truly values performance

and quality as much as you do.
And that, all by itself, may well

be worth the price
t - of admission.)
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ROADSIGNS
IVAN BERGER

HEAD -UNIT TALES

Time for a changer? Alpine's Model 7375 won't be the only one.

Two dominant car -stereo trends,
the blossoming of in -car CD and
a rash of theft -prevention mea-

sures, emerged at January's Winter
Consumer Electronics Show. Neither
was much of a surprise.

The more predictable trend was the
wide recognition of CD. In -dash receiv-
ers with CD inputs were shown by
Carver, Concord, Jensen, JVC, Mitsu-
bishi, Proton, Sherwood, Soundstream,
and Technics. Most have rear input
terminals best suited for use with in -
dash CD players; however, Proton's
jack is in the front for use with porta-
bles. Jensen plans an adaptor to bring
the input out to the dash for such use,
and Parasound, Sparkomatic, and oth-
ers offer such input modules as acces-
sories. Since input jacks are both easy
to engineer and cheap to incorporate,
they may become universal on all but
the least expensive head units.

More to the point, new players or
prototypes were shown by Audiovox,
Blaupunkt, Clarion, Denon, Fujitsu Ten,
Hitachi (new to the U.S. car -sound
market but well established else-
where), JVC, Kraco, Mitsubishi, Phil-
ips, Sanyo, Sony, and Technics. These

come in addition to the previously an-
nounced models from Alpine, Ken -
wood, Pioneer, and Yamaha; nearly all
fall into the $500 to $600 price range.
Ford and Mazda have announced fac-
tory -installed players too (Ford's will
debut on the Lincoln Town Car only).

The biggest news was Sony's CDX-
A10 DiscJockey ($1,000), the first CD
changer for the car. Too bulky to fit
inside the passenger compartment,
the 10 -disc changer mechanism and
an optional $130 tuner module mount
in the trunk. The remote -control mod-
ule for all this is the width and height of
a DIN radio slot but only an inch or so
deep. This makes it small enough to be
stuck to the dash or other panels with
Velcro and to be passed between
front- and back-seat passengers.
When the car is parked, the module
can be hidden out of sight beneath a
seat. If you want to integrate the sys-
tem with your current receiver, Sony
offers a switching box adaptor for $30;
extra magazines, holding 10 discs
each, are $20.

The CDX-A10 does not set trends as
much as it proclaims them, uniting
nearly all the interesting ideas found in

other car equipment at this WCES.
(Even the idea of a rear -mounted
changer appeared elsewhere, in Al-
pine and Kraco units-but more of
them in a bit.) Combination CD/receiv-
er units, for instance, aren't new-Sony
introduced that idea a year or two ago.
But the only combinations besides
Sony's, so far, are the Denon and
Kraco-both prototypes-the Tech-
nics CQ-PD5, and Sanyo's two new
players, plus a model promised by Au-
diovox for later this year. (Kraco's, inci-
dentally, will include a C-Quam AM
stereo decoder.) Sanyo's two units
pulled a switch on the CD -input idea
described above, with input jacks for
use with portable tape players.

Though the DiscJockey is the only
car player to use multiple -disc car-
tridges, there are several players using
single -disc ones. Clarion announced a
player which would use the same disc
magazine as Yamaha and JVC. ("This
does not preclude other loading for-
mats in future," said a Clarion spokes-
man.) Blaupunkt announced a maga-
zine -load system too, but I could find
no one who knew whether it was com-
patible with the system used by the
other makers.

The DiscJockey is also among the
first to offer that long -overdue car CD
feature, a compressor. Sony's version
offers two levels of compression (they
call it "three -position," but one of the
three is "Off"). Philips has one com-
pression level in their DC085 ($550),
and Parasound announced the CDP-2
external compressor which is de-
signed to match their CDS-1 front -pan-
el input module.

Philips' other CD player, the CD10
($400), is actually a portable which
teams up with a DIN -sized dash -mount
drawer that holds it in place, hooks it to
the car's sound system and battery,
and adds fader, balance, bass, and
treble controls plus a conveniently big
volume knob. Once removed from the
dash mount, the CD10 can be
powered by a portable battery pack or
a clip -on a.c. converter. The player's
loading system (open the drawer, lift
the lid, drop in the disc, lower the lid,
and push the drawer in) is less conve-
nient than the usual in -dash slot -load
system, but for many users its ability to
double as a portable should outweigh
that drawback.
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If youcan't afford it,
spareyourself the heartache of listening to it.

We are all aware that money aside, it is an easy matter to upscale our quality of life, but difficult to
lower :t. In this regard, ignorance is bliss and strict abstinence is sometimes better than a taste of some-
thing finer that we can't have. So it is withConcord high-fidelity, high performance car audio. One
listen, one taste, will significantly alter your demands for mobile high-fidelity.

Uncompromising performance; the Concord story begins and ends with it. Concord'E
performance engineering over the years has resulted in a list of mesmerizing characteristics
that, as you become aware of them, will change your perception of car stereo.

For instance: A sound critics claim is the best they've ever heard in a car
stereo-home high-fidelity sound.  Superb stereo imaging, wide band fre-
quency response, and very low distortion levels are just some of the quali-
ties of Concord's exc usive Matched Phase Amorphous Core Tape Head.
 Electronic DC Servo tape drive for er:ended life and accurate
control of tape speed  A cleaner sounding FM than you ever
believed possible, thanks to the exclusive Concord FNR
FM noise reduction system.  High powered inboard
amplifiers -rated at 5) watts -and the abil ty to simply
plug in external amplifiers for additional power.

A few of the features found in the HPL 540
Fn

shown here are: Dolby B and C noise recuction
systems, tuner/tape switch, tape search, and the
smooth convenience of full logic tape controls.
The el-gonom_c design insures easy opera
tion of all functions.

One listen to al: of this and you will be
exhilarated, and if you've read this far you
are no longer blissfuly unaware. Your
taste has been improved. If you can
afford it, you already deserve, and
probably demand the nest in design, yao
engineering and of course
-uncompromising
performance.

CONCORD'
Anything else is a compromise.

Concord Systems, Inc. 6025 Yolanda Avenue
Tarzana, CA 91356-0010 A Fenril Company
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Many manufacturers have
head units or housings that
you can unplug from the
dash and carry with you.
Take that, thieves!

Sony's in -trunk CD changer uses this
compact remote control.

Now you see it, now you don't. The
Philips CD10 slides into the dash after
loading-or comes out, for portable
use.
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Autovox's security special: Built-in
removability, plus an optional alarm
that protects the entire car.

The ultimate in security may be to
take your stereo with you. This
Stereoschuttle housing system adapts
existing radios.

Keeping It
With its portability, the Philips CD10

also fits in with the second major trend
I mentioned earlier-theft-resistance.
So, in a way, do the in -dash units with
inputs for portable CD or tape players;
the portables, at least, will usually exit
the car when you do, leaving only the
in -car portions vulnerable.

The most common way to get
around that vulnerability is to make in -
dash units removable too. Accessory
boxes for this purpose have been
around for several years, with Metrix
and Caltex now joining Bensi and Ster-
eoschuttle in this field. Using their
head start wisely, the latter two showed
interesting innovations: Bensi now has
models with 20 circuit connections, for
CD players that have both inputs and
outputs (so they can be hooked be-
tween the head unit and amplifier);
Stereoschuttle has a box that will fit
into a DIN car -stereo slot without hav-
ing to cut into the dashboard. All of
these makers offer models with batter-
ies to keep clocks, anti -theft circuits,
and tuner -preset memories alive; most
also offer carrying cases (some with
battery packs for portable use) and
a.c. power supplies so the head units
can be used when you get them inside
the house.

Removability has become so popu-
lar that a growing number of head -unit
manufacturers are designing it into
their new models. Autovox makes all its
units this way. (Like Bensi, they're from
Italy, where the car -stereo theft prob-
lem apparently surpasses even Bos-
ton's or New York's.) Kenwood, whose
KRC-626 was one of the first remov-
able car stereos in the U.S., has now
replaced that with the KRC-636 ($539)
and added a still fancier pull-out, the
KRC-838 ($639). Denon's CD player
and DCR-5420 receiver ($430),
Soundstream's two new head units,
and a forthcoming Carver head unit
are also removable. If head units will
now be coming with removable
sleeves, what will the sleeve -makers
do? Stereoschuttle, for one, will be
making its own removable head units,
with a $300, analog -tuned unit coming
and possibly a $400, digitally tuned
unit as well. Pull-oUt handle assemblies
and extra sleeves for use in other cars
are optional for most makers' remov-
able head units.

A less extensive trend is to make the
thief's job harder by mounting the ste-
reo in the trunk (see February "Road -
signs"). In addition to Sony's CD
changer, there were two trunk -mount-
ed changers for cassettes shown at
the WCES. Alpine's 7375 holds six cas-
settes and includes an AM/FM tuner,
with the control head and changer
linked by fiber optics. Kraco, who had
previously shown a trunk -mounted
cassette -changer prototype without a
tuner, now showed an AM/FM version.
Theoretically, single -cassette receivers
with wired remotes (such as Sharp's
RG-F870, whose infrared remote can
either be used as a wireless unit or be
"wired" by still more fiber optics) could
be trunk -mounted too. But this would
probably be done only in cars with
fold -down rear seats that allow some
access for changing tapes.

Equipment in the trunk is not invul-
nerable. But while the sight of speak-
ers tells a thief that there's a stereo
somewhere in the car, he must still
figure where to strike. If the speakers
are painted to match the car's interior
or concealed altogether by a custom
installer, the thief doesn't even have
that much to go on. So, although a
glance at the dash tells him whether
it's worth breaking into the car itself or
not, a thief who breaks into a trunk
usually does so on a hunch. True, petty
criminals often do just that, but when
they do, they're mostly looking for any-
thing that isn't tied down, not specifi-
cally for stereo gear.

Another approach is to make the ste-
reo unusable if stolen, requiring the
user to input a secret code on the
station buttons any time the unit has
been disconnected from its power
source. The idea seems to have come
from a U.S. company called Kaish, was
first built into a car stereo by Nakami-
chi, has since been adopted by sever-
al car companies (BMW, Mercedes-
Benz, and Saab), and showed up at
the CES in units from Carver and Phil-
ips. As I've said before, this won't pre-
vent theft until all thieves and their pro-
spective customers know about it. Oth-
erwise, it will only give people whose
sets have been stolen the rueful knowl-
edge that the ultimate purchaser wast-
ed his money, even if the thief made
out okay.

A better deterrent is to link the stereo
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From the corner of Zeff Advanced
Products Co. come two healthy new
performers, the M-80 and S-80 auto
amplifiers.

The M-80 is a subwoofer amplifier
delivering an unyielding 80 watts of
power. An integral phase -accurate elec-
tronic crossover provides a stereo high
pass output. The low distortion and
brute output drive potential of this ampli-
fier reproducer the most demanding
bass passages into even 2 ohm loads
with ease and precision.

The S-80 is an 80 watt stereo ampli-

SPECIFICATIONS M-80 S-80

POWER
THD
SLEW RATE
MIN. LOAD
S/N

80 watts 80 watts
.03% .03%
30V/µS 40V/AS
2 ohms 2 ohms
100 dB 100dB

Two-year limited warrarty, parts and labor

fier which can be used as stand-alone
or in conjunction with the M-80 as a
160 watt bi-amplified system. High cur-
rent capabilities and ultra fast circuitry
result in clean, fast transience, making
this amplifier a perfect medium -power
choice for use with today's and tomor-
row's music sources.

Having remained at the forefront of
technology, Zeff Advanced Products has

provided the audio performance stan-
dard for over ten years. From this back-
ground our new amplifiers join a line of
proven, high quality audio components
made entirely in the U.S.A., including
our Parametric EQ/electronic crossover
(THD < .004%, S/N > 102dB) and our
200 watt power amplifier (THD < .003%,
slew rate > 50V/µS).

For a full line brochure or technical
support write or call (209) 577-4263. In
California call toll free:
1 (800) 25 -POWER.

For power, performance, quality and
reliability . . . it's ZAPCO . . by
unanimous decision!

Zeff Advanced Products Company
2549 Yosemite Boulevard, Suite E, Modesto, California 95354.
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Nakamichi's emphasis on
tape azimuth has inspired
Kenwood, Fujitsu Ten,
Philips and Soundstream,
each with its own angle
on the subject.

This Kenwood comes with its own
slide -out housing (left), but the carry
bag is optional.

With compression for all: Parasound's
CDP-2 compressor matches its input
module for portable CD players.

- le.1"P sughipmersot r..38f .- T, I

The jazzily styled Soundstream
TC-308 allows users to compensate
for tape azimuth problems by
tweaking response. The unit also is
removable, and has a CD input.

- .....

With loads of features, Blaupunkt's
just plain radio (no tape) is still fancy.

to an alarm system. That idea started
with JVC but has now spread to Hita-
chi, Autovox, and Sanyo. Hitachi's sys-
tem simply causes the car's horn to
blow if their CKS-350A head unit is
removed from the dash. Sanyo's Viper
system, introduced last year and now
extended to more models, sounds the
horn at 1-S intervals if the radio wires
are cut and disables the car's ignition
unless a security code is punched into
the radio buttons. Autovox's "Untouch-
able" is the most elaborate system
(just under $700 for the alarm alone). It
protects the whole car, with glass -
break and impact sensors, hood and
trunk switches, ignition kill, flashing
LEDs, and an optional siren.

Just covering the stereo inconspicu-
ously can discourage some thefts, and
costs but little. Various models from
Hitachi, Kenwood, and MGT take that
tack, while Scosche and Incognito of-
fer cover-up accessories.

Eventually, someone will come up
with a total theft -prevention program,
where the stereo will be trunk -mounted
but removable, will remind you to take
it when you leave, will require a securi-
ty code if re -installed, and will be
hooked to an ear -shattering alarm. If
you then fill the car with water, stock it
with piranhas, and park it in your living
room, that should probably work . . .

most of the time.

Mini -Trends
Nakamichi's emphasis on azimuth

control seems to be rubbing off on
other makers. Systems which adjust
the head angle for each tape direction
are included in several auto -reverse
models from Kenwood, Fujitsu Ten,
and Philips. Soundstream's TC-308
($579) and TC-305 ($449) compensate
for azimuth losses rather than correct-
ing alignment; they use the Playtrim
system, previously introduced in NAD
home decks, which lets the user tweak
response to offset the high -frequency
roll -off resulting from an azimuth mis-
match. Both Playtrim and the azimuth -
adjustment systems not only improve
overall frequency response, but, since
their action precedes that of the Dolby
NR decoder, improve Dolby NR track-
ing accuracy as well.

The number of station presets on car
stereos has been growing over the
years, from five (AM and FM, mixed) to

18 and even 24. Those high numbers
involve three stations per preset button
(two FM and one AM) and a switch to
select which set of stations is on call.
Travelers can therefore leave their lo-
cal stations in one bank of FM memo-
ries and reset a second bank for each
new area they visit-a bit of a nuisance
for people who are only passing
through. So Carver and Philips have a
button which stashes the home sta-
tions in a second memory, then auto-
matically reprograms the buttons for
whatever stations are strongest in the
car's current location.

Clarion and several other makers
have expressed interest in the FMX
system for FM broadcasting and trans-
mission, which was developed by the
CBS Technology Center. But so far, the
only announced product to include it is
an NAD home tuner. Stations using
FMX transmit a companded L - R
signal, 90° out of phase with the normal
L - R signal. Ordinary tuners ignore
this added signal, but tuners with FMX
decoders use it to reconstruct a stereo
signal that's as noise -free as a mono
signal normally would be at that recep-
tion distance.

Blaupunkt introduced the first high -
end radio (no tape) head unit that I've
seen in years. The Frankfurt SQM 36
features bidirectional seek, all -station
scan, scan of the stations in the 18
preset memories, and ARI traffic -infor-
mation reception (now on all Blau-
punkts). At first, I thought the Frankfurt
might be aimed, in part, at users of
tunerless CD players, but the absence
of a CD input plus the presence of a
30 -watt power -amp section (four chan-
nels, 7.5 watts each) suggest other-
wise. There are, however, preamp out-
puts, so the Frankfurt can be used with
an external CD player and a separate
amplifier.

Head units from at least four compa-
nies (Denon, Fujitsu Ten, Kenwood,
and Technics) now can be illuminated
in different colors, to match the user's
dashboard or tastes. The color is se-
lectable from the front panel of the Fu-
jitsu and Technics models, while Den-
on's color is set when the unit is in-
stalled.

Next month, if our Car Stereo Direc-
tory leaves room enough, I'll cover the
new trends in amplifiers, equalizers,
speakers and such. A
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To hear why George Benson
records on SonyDigital equipment, play him back

on a Sony Compact Disc Player.
When it comes to capturing the experience of live

music, no audio equipment delivers the performance of
digital audio.

That§ why George Benson, creator of Breezin; the
best-selling jazz recording in history, has decided to
invest in digital equipment.

And the name this leader in jazz/pop fusion chooses,
interestingly enough, is the leader in digital audio: Sony.

Not only has Sony led the way in professional digital
recording equipment, we also invented the digital system
for playback-the compact disc player. Sony introduced
the first home, car and portable CD players. And Sony
sells more types of compact disc players than anyone
else in the world.

But whichever Sony Compact Disc Player you
choose, each allows you to hear the music the way the
artist originally intended.

So why not do what George Benson does? Play back
the top -selling compact discs the same way they were
mastered. On Sony Digital equipment. You'll find that
when it comes to bringing you close to the music, nothing
else even comes close.

Presenting the Sony Discman;" the world's
smallest portable compact disc player.

Hardly larger than the disc itself, the fully program-
mable Discman* D-7DX comes complete with carrying
case, headphones and a rechargeable battery. Every-
thing you need for digital audio on the go.

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"'

1986 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. The Leader in Digital Audio and Discman are trademarks of Sony Corporation of America
Headphones included with D -70X only.
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SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

COUNTERPOINTERS

Pointers from the Pointers
After the latest Las Vegas

Consumer Electronics Show was over,
and I didn't need my hearing
anymore, my wife dragged me,
kicking and screaming, to a rock
show-The Pointer Sisters.

The show's sound seemed a bit
distorted at first, until I stuck my
fingers in my ears to lower the
perceived level. Thereupon the sound
became clean and the lyrics
understandable, but the highs
disappeared. Resting my fingers
loosely over my ears cut the
attenuation from about 20 dB (or so
I've been told) to an estimated 10 dB,
restored the treble, and still left the
sound distortion -free. Obviously, my

ears were distorting and the sound
system wasn't-pretty impressive
performance on the latter's part.

This was by no means the loudest
live music that I've heard. A
performance by Flo and Eddie at a
Long Island cafe, a few years ago,
was so loud that blocking my ears
loosely didn't help. And I'd estimate a
performance by a Woody Herman
.band I heard a few years back was
closer to Flo and Eddie's sound level
than the Pointers'; the difference was
that the Herman band only hit that
volume level now and then. Flo and
Eddie were more relentless.

The high bass levels from the
Pointers' backup band didn't bother
me, but the high treble levels from the

voices and synthesizers did.
Unfortunately, cutting down the treble
would have left the performance
musically unbalanced, while cutting
levels overall would have diminished
the excitement, especially by cutting
the gut impact of the bass. My
personal solution, next time, will be to
use earplugs to make the levels more
tolerable to my ears without
diminishing the bass impact sensed
by my larger surfaces. I did start
wondering, though, about the others
in the audience (at Las Vegas hotel
prices, they were mostly middle-aged,
like me, not the impervious -eared
young). Were my wife and I the only
ones to feel discomfort?

And yes, there will be a next time
for me. Rock concerts are fun,
especially when they're short enough
to leave me merely wincing, not
reeling, from the sound levels. And
besides, it would be too much to
expect a Las Vegas hotel to present,
say, the Fitzwilliam Quartet (or even
the Modern Jazz Quartet) for my
delectation.

Incidentally, I erred when I
described rock performance mikes
(February 1986 "Spectrum") as
omnidirectional. They're quite
directional, almost invariably cardioid
or hypercardioid. I'd like to thank
sharp-eyed readers Jim Rockford and
Rick Chinn for noticing.

Editor Auditions
Those of you who wonder what an

Audio editor sounds like will get a
chance on Sunday, April 13, when
John Sunier's radio show, Audiophile
Audition, airs an interview with me.
Taped during the Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, the interview is
about the recently published book,
The New Sound of Stereo, which I
wrote with Hans Fantel. The show airs
on Sundays at 2 p.m. Eastern time,
though its broadcast is delayed on a
few of the 115 or so stations that
carry it (all public radio, save for
commercial stations in Dallas,
Phoenix and San Diego).
Unfortunately, I probably won't have a
chance to hear it myself, since none
of those stations are located in the
New York City area.

Coda: Herb Horowitz
Industry pioneer Herb Horowitz

died in his sleep on December 13,
1985. Horowitz, who served as
president of the Institute of High
Fidelity from 1969 to 1975, had
recently celebrated his 30th year in
audio by becoming vice president for
special projects of Koss Corporation.

He began his audio career in 1954
as chief engineer for audio products
at CBS Columbia, moving in 1956 as
chief engineer to Electrosonic Sound
Laboratories (ESL), then the U.S.
marketer of Ortofon cartridges. In
1958, he helped to found Empire
Scientific Corporation and served as
its president from that date until 1975,
when he left to become director for
special projects at Harman
International.

Based in London during that
period, Horowitz became a familiar
figure on the European audio scene
and an expert on international
marketing of hi-fi components. In
1977, he was named executive vice
president of Teledyne's Acoustic
Research subsidiary, a position which
drew on his engineering and
marketing talents.

In recent years, he was president of
Rotel of America, a marketing
consultant on international affairs for
Cerwin-Vega, and executive vice
president of Ortofon's U.S. company
before joining Koss, first as a
management consultant, later as vice
president for special projects.

(Reprinted with permission from the
January 12, 1986 issue of Consumer
Electronics Show Daily.)
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This oneworks in the studio.

This one plays at home.
YAMAHA
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Yamaha's newest high -end CD
player has a split personality In its
CD -2000M version, with rack -mount
adaptors and balanced line outputs with
XLR connectors, it fits right into record-
ing studios and broadcast applications.

In the CD -2000 version, we've
taken away the adaptors and studio out-
puts. But none of the performance.

And performance is what the
CD -2000M and CD -2000 are all about.

Both have unique vibration -damp-
ing feet and special Vibration Damping
Circuit Assembly to eliminate vibration-
induced modulation which can degrade
the audio signal. 3 -beam laser pickup
with Auto Laser Power Control circuit
for precise tracking accuracy. And high-
grade double -resolution digital output
filters for reference standard repro-
duction purity

In addition to all the expected fea-

tures, both have some unexpected ones.
Like variable output level to correctly
match the output level with other sys-
tem components, and act as a remote
volume control. Gold-plated connectors.
And full -control wireless remotes.

But the most unexpected feature
is one found only in Yamaha CD players.
And that is our century of experience
in making the finest acoustic and elec-
tronic musical instruments. It is our
musical ears as well as our technological
mind that give Yamaha audio equipment
a musicality that goes beyond specs. It's
a commitment you can hear.

Audition our entire new CD player
lineup from as low as $259* to $899'

*Suggested Retail Price.

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA, P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

°YAMAHA®



The Lirpa Turbo
Finally
A Turntable
With No Rumble

Since certain of my unique concepts may have suf-
fered at the hands of commentators and testers less
technically qualified than I, and because my latest

project is still only in prototype form, I have chosen to
describe this invention and its advantages myself, with
Audio's Technical Editor acting as my translator. (I appre-
ciate the difficulty of his task, as the technical terms avail-
able in my native tongue deal chiefly with the husbandry of
goats and the fermentation and distillation of spirits. The
latter, in fact, served as direct inspiration during the devel-
opmental stages.)

In technology, there are two main roads to advance-
ment: One is to pioneer new areas, as has been my
practice in previous Lirpa Labs projects. The other is to
raise existing technology to hitherto -unknown peaks of
refinement. While the latter approach does not hold open
the door to the future as does the former, it builds on a
more solid foundation, avoiding the crudeness common to
new developments. Advancement of the tried and true
yields less spectacular performance, but more reliable
products. We at Lirpa Labs are renowned for our originali-
ty, but we never use more of it than necessary, as even our
competitors attest.

A turntable's function is essentially mechanical, and
mechanical systems have reached a high plateau of re-
finement from which to advance. Accordingly, as well as
from a sense of historic appropriateness, I have chosen to
drive my new Model LST turntable with a well -proven
mechanical force, one which was available even to Edison
(though his preoccupations blinded him to it). Next to
clockwork, it is perhaps the most time-honored of technol-
ogies: Steam.

Consider the basic advantages. Unlike alternating cur -

Prof. I. Lirpa
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MEMOR OM

From: The Editor
To: The Technical Editor
Date: April 31, 1985

RE: The Lirpa 1ST

Please check this translation again. I believe

that the portion dealing with Compact Discs has

been left out. We had a call from a marketing

associate -of the good Herr Prof. DOiLtOr
(and you

know how that Roumanian phone system is),

but he seemed to be saying that the 1ST is a

dual -porpoise machine in that it can pale6 bo
of

th

CDs and LPs. Dr. Lirpa has developed strain

miniature porpoises and trained them to do any

one of 16 bits at a rate of 44,100 times per

second. Now, as you know, porpoises breathe air

but require a moist environment,
so what better

than the 100% humidity,
mini -clean tank

place
of the L8T? With their supersonic hearing, they

can easily read the CDs' codes properly, and so

they have what is essentially a buil
course, not

t -in error -

correction Mechanisni.
And, of

having arms, porpoises are not sublect to the

Deltoid Digital Dementia
described by Dr. Diamond.

rent, steam is a continuous force, re-
quiring very little in the way of smooth-
ing out of power pulses to obtain even
drive. There is no chance of hum pick-
up by the cartridge, leads, or amplifier,
since no electricity need be involved in
the drive system.

The design is ideal for portable use
too. No batteries are required; the LST
can run on many types of fuel. At a
picnic, for example, the boiler could be
fired by the burning of twigs, used pa-
per plates, and leftover tidbits which
would otherwise litter the locality. And
the boiler's excess capacity can be
used with an optional generator to
power a small amplifier.

Let me hasten to add that I am well
aware of the pulse problems involved
in reciprocating steam engines. That
technology is, however, not so much
well proven as obsolete. My turntable
is driven directly by an integral turbine,
a type of drive whose smoothness and
efficiency have been proven since ap-
proximately 1894. But let us begin at
the beginning.

Power -Generation Stages
Aficionados of tube electronics will

feel much at home with the steam turn-
table. Not only will they once again
experience a cheery warmth, but they
will discover that the boiler section is
itself a tube device. It is, in fact, two
such devices: The first section is a
steam -tube boiler, allowing fast pickup
from a dead stop to any desired
speed. Once full speed is attained, the
second or fire -tube boiler takes over to
provide more steady power for long
hours of play.

To ensure quick warm-up to operat-
ing temperatures, the boilers them-
selves are made of copper-oxygen-
free copper, in fact, whose sonic vir-
tues are well known. For safety, the
boilers are wrapped in piano wire. We
intend to provide them factory -
wrapped with BOsendorfer wire, for ex-
tra bass, but Steinway, Baldwin, Ya-
maha, Bechstein, and Kawai wire
wrappings will be available on special
order for those who prefer their sound.

The boiler may be placed within the

AFICIONADOS OF TUBE
electronics will like the
steam turntable-not only
its cheery warmth, but the
fact that the boiler is
itself a tube device.

turntable base or mounted separately.
A window below the boiler allows the
glow from the heat source to shine
through the water reservoir, so water
levels can be checked easily; the glow
also acts as a pilot light. A safety de-
vice, fairly standard on steam engines,
shuts off power when the water level
sinks too low. (Here is yet another ad-
vantage of refining earlier technology:
For this I was able to use off -the -shelf
hardware, cutting months off my devel-
opment time!)

The heat source itself may be elec-
tricity or a fossil fuel. I would suggest
alcohol, as it burns clean and is widely
available, but the boiler may be modi-
fied for other fuels on special order.
We do not recommend coal for home
use, because of the dust problems.
Nuclear sources, while raising suffi-
cient heat, are not advisable for U.S.
installations due to the red tape in-
volved in clearing one's home plans
with the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion and because of the financial sacri-
fice involved in abandoning one's
home, after 20 years of use, for a cen-
tury of cooling off. People living in
countries with little regulation of (and
large amounts of trade in) isotopes
may consider this semi -nomadic exis-
tence a small price to pay for a turnta-
ble that is truly rumble -free.

The Drive System
Motive power is supplied by a tur-

bine which is integrally cast with the
bottom of the platter. To avoid "cog-
ging," steam is fed to the turbine
blades at many points around the pe-
riphery, while waste steam is collected
at the center of the platter for re -use in
various ways which I will shortly de-
scribe. To further stagger the power
impulses and assure great smooth-
ness, the number of steam -feed points
must not be an integral factor of the
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number of turbine blades; in other
words, the number of blades cannot
be evenly divided by the number of
feed points. (I have experimentally set-
tled on a ratio of 3.141597:1.)

For speed regulation, the traditional
ball governor is used. Separate gover-
nors are provided for each record
speed, and they are mounted atop the
spindle for easy interchangeability. In
single -speed models, the governor is
placed within the base.

Subsidiary Steam Uses
In the preceding section, I should

have put the phrase "waste steam" in
quotes. For, in the tradition of my re-
vered ancestors, who used every part
of the goat except the beard (which I

myself use for a record brush), I have
seen to it that the steam in this turnta-
ble does not go to waste after its first
use as motive power for the platter.

To begin with, while the steam is still
relatively fresh and at a fairly high tem-
perature and pressure, it is injected
into the turntable bearings, where it

provides an "air -bearing" effect with-
out the air. The turntable is, therefore,
friction -free and self-supporting. Fur-
thermore, the height of the platter can
be regulated by adjusting the steam
pressure, allowing cartridges of differ-
ent heights to be used without having
to reposition the arm. This bearing/sus-
pension system is totally rumble -free,
and the slight residual hiss it produces
is quite pleasant, providing old analog
listeners with a sound they may have
come to miss in pressings from new
digital masters. Since some tonearms
have air bearings too, a steam outlet is
provided near the tonearm base, al-
lowing the use of such arms without
auxiliary (and noisy) air compressors.

The cueing device is a steam -
powered dashpot, actuated by two
valves. One, a manual control on the
front of the turntable plinth, is used for
conventional raising and lowering. The
second valve is controlled automatical-
ly by an arm -position sensor, to lift the
arm automatically at the end of each
record side-another advance for
modern steam technology! The auto-
matic arm -lift can also operate an op-
tional steam whistle to signal when the
side has ended, a great convenience if
you leave the room while dubbing rec-
ords onto tape.

A small steam jet in the tonearm rest
automatically cleans the stylus when-
ever the arm returns after playing a
record. As the arm is removed from its
rest, the same steam is diverted
through a small venturi, to create a
vacuum which removes from the stylus
any condensed steam and any stub-
born dust that remains.

I considered constructing an arm
with integral steam jets. This would dis-
courage meddling with the arm during
play by raising its temperature uncom-
fortably, thereby achieving the oft -
cited but never -achieved goal of vi-
cious damping. More important, it
would allow the groove and stylus to
be cleaned continually during play.
This idea was quickly rejected, though,
because of the well-known dangers to
the record surface from "wet" play,
and because we have rendered such
continual cleaning provisions forever
unnecessary.

This is because, after the subsidiary
uses I've described, steam is vented
into the dust cover. This has three ster-
ling and unique advantages: First, the
water vapor renders the atmosphere
within the dust cover conductive, elimi-
nating any possibility of static electric-
ity. Hence, remarkably little dust is at-
tracted to the record.

Second, there will be no dust in this
enclosure for the record to attract. The
steam-a distillation product, abso-
lutely free of contaminants-is vented
into the enclosure at slightly more than
atmospheric pressure. As the steam
flows in, normal contaminated air is
forced out and the enclosure becomes
a miniature clean room, similar to those
used in the production of Compact
Discs or ICs.

Finally, this steam pressure holds
the record flat, in intimate, well -
damped contact with the platter. The
platter has air passages similar to
those in vacuum turntables. These
passages lead, however, not to a vac-
uum pump but directly to the outside
air below the turntable base. The pres-
sure differential which holds the record
down is not caused by normal pres-
sure above the disc and a vacuum
below, but by high pressure above the
disc and normal pressure under it. This
eliminates all chance of plasticizers
being leached from the d sc by the
vacuum. In addition, the amount of

HEAT MAY COME FROM
any type of fossil fuel, but I
wouldn't recommend nuclear;
you would require about
a century to cool off, and
that might not be worth it.

hold-down pressure can be regulated
by tre user, thanks to a front -panel
knob which controls the release of
steam from above the record to the
passages below.

Drain water from condensation goes
into a gutter around the inside of the
plinth, to be recycled, used for water-
ing goats, etc. As this water is distilled,
it car also be used in record cleaners
and steam irons.

Translated by Ivan Berger
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Detroit Steers
Collision Course
ON CAR STEREO

David Lander

Freedom of choice is a principle
as ingrained in the American fi-
ber as any tenet of these times.

Yet, when it comes to car audio equip-
ment, the American consumer's free-
dom to choose from a wide variety of
source units, speakers, amplifiers, and
related gear may soon be curbed sub-
stantially. Those posing the threat,
charge aftermarket auto -sound manu-
facturers, are the car makers.

In the past decade, the automotive
audio aftermarket, that segment of the
audio industry dedicated to hardware
installed after a car leaves the factory
(or, in the case of some imports, after it
leaves a port -of -entry installation facili-
ty), has flourished. Increasing interest
in home hi-fi has rubbed off on mobile
sound, and better hardware can now
be found in more cars, vans, and
trucks than ever before.

Recent growth notwithstanding, all
has not been rosy in the land of after -
market auto sound. Competition from
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within has increased overwhelmingly
since the waning days of the previous
decade, when home audio sales tum-
bled and one hi-fi manufacturer after
another sought to improve its fortunes
by rolling out car -stereo lines. Fred
Deutsch, a former marketing vice
president at Clarion, counted 26 after -
market suppliers when he joined that
firm in 1980. At the time he left last
year, Deutsch, now an independent
consultant, said that tally had risen to
88 brand names, produced by 75
manufacturers. "Those are the people
who advertise," he was quick to add.
"I'm not including hose who don't."

In a marketplace where, as Deutsch
puts it, "the competitive level has gone
from fierce to deacly," leading suppli-
ers of aftermarket auto sound are
forced to spend an increasing amount
of time watching their backs while try-
ing to plan for the future. Yet the de-
mons that really trouble the industry
lurk elsewhere; the stuff the aftermar-

ket's collective bad dreams are made
of can be found in the board rooms
and engineering departments of auto-
mobile manufacturers from Detroit to
Tokyo.

If the makers of cars have been slow
to feed the growing American appetite
for car hi-fi, the category's climb has
hardly escaped them, and they're now
moving to catch up. "It's become a
serious business," Deutsch remarks.
"They're not going to let the aftermar-
ket steal it." Al Mattaliano, assistant
general sales manager for field sales
and marketing at Delco Electronics
(the General Motors division that pro-
duces entertainment and comfort sys-
tems, car electronics, and semicon-
ductors), confirms this. "Music sys-
tems help attract young buyers," he
comments, "and we're all trying to get
those young buyers into our cars."

Another factor underlying auto man-
ufacturers' intensified assault on the
car audio market is the high profits

auto -sound systems yield. Deutsch,
who cut his marketing teeth at Ford
before moving to the aftermarket
camp, claims the two most profitable
options for the car companies are air
conditioning and entertainment sys-
tems. It is worth noting that, while a
healthy (if not booming) aftermarket in
car air conditioners once existed, it is
now substantially diminished.

Sales estimates are often little more
than guesswork in the auto -sound in-
dustry which has no formal reporting
system. However, the Electronic Indus-
tries Association last spring released
results of the third in a series of bienni-
al surveys which, when compared, are
revealing. They show that the car audio
aftermarket has begun losing share to
:he car manufacturers, and suggest
this decline is accelerating. In 1980,
according to the first of these surveys,
67.9% of purchasers bought AM/FM/
cassette players separately from their
vehicles. The results of the EIA's 1982
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survey showed that percentage had
dropped, but only slightly, to 66.3%. In
1984, however, a similar study found
that number substantially diminished; it
had slipped to 55.5%.

Kent Friedman, president of CMC
Corporation, a multi -state retailer spe-
cializing in car audio, feels the in-
crease in factory -system sales could
be "attributable to the tremendous in-
crease in new car purchases in the
United States in that period." Friedman
points out that there tends to be an
inverse relationship between new car
sales and auto -sound aftermarket pur-
chases, many of which are made to
upgrade vehicles people intend to
keep longer than they had originally
planned.

Friedman does not dismiss the
threat which factory auto -sound sys-
tems pose to the aftermarket. Nor does
he condone pricing practices which
the aftermarket decries but which are
commonplace among car makers. Un-
der such policies, buyers may end up
paying, at least in part, for radios
that-at their request-were never in-
stalled. Buyers may also be paying
more than the stated price for optional
upgrades they have ordered.

While an increasing number of new
cars include some form of radio as
standard equipment, only some mod-
els are covered by a "delete" option.
When exercised by consumers, this
option allows them to order a vehicle
without a radio and deduct a specified
amount from the price. Few car buyers,
however, actually sit down at dealer-
ships, list desired colors and options,
and then order cars from the factory.
Most buy vehicles that are in stock,
and, should these already have radios
installed, dealers are reluctant to re-
move them. In only a few instances
can a dealer return a radio to the fac-
tory for full credit; more often, he must
swallow the cost and shelve the unit, or
swap with the factory for an upgrade
model, pay the difference, then add
the unit to his parts inventory.

When cars with a delete option are
ordered by people willing to wait for
delivery, the discount these patient
buyers reap can be less than expect-
ed. Often, the amount deducted
comes to less than the same radio
costs when bought as an option in an-
other car model. While Ford's dealer

price sheets indicate that its delete
credit does equal the selling price of
its radios, this is not the case with GM
or Chrysler. The radio included as
standard equipment in the 1986 Chev-
rolet Corvette, for example, can be de-
leted by purchasers ordering cars from
the factory; they get a $256 credit. Yet
company price sheets list this same
radio as a $319 option on the '86 Cava-
lier and Monte Carlo. Edward Lechtzin,
Chevrolet's assistant director of public
relations, speculates that there may be
legitimate reasons for the $63 differ-
ence, such as costs incurred when the
unit is installed in a model that does
not include it as standard. However, he
could not state this as fact, and de-
clined to put me in touch with any com-
pany official who could.

The delete credit has become little
more than an academic consideration
at Chrysler, since it is currently offered
only on the Dodge Diplomat Salon, the
Diplomat SE, and the Plymouth Gran
Fury Salon. The radio that is standard
on the two Diplomat models, an AM -
only, electronically tuned receiver with
digital clock, can be deleted for a
credit of $47.60 to the dealer and $56
to the consumer. Yet what appears to
be the same unit is available as an
option on the Dodge Omni for $98.60
dealer cost and $116 retail. A Chrysler
spokesman declined to comment on
his firm's radio pricing policies.

Another pricing procedure es-
poused by car manufacturers and de-
nounced by the aftermarket involves
"baked -in" costs. Every vehicle that
carries a radio as standard equipment
includes it in the base price. Ordering
an upgrade unit in its place means
paying for the optional unit as well as
the standard one. For instance, when a
Corvette buyer trades up from the
standard radio to the Delco-GM/Bose
music system, the listed charge for the
option is $895-that is, $895 in addi-
tion to the price of the entertainment
system Chevrolet includes as standard
equipment on the Corvette.

Even if a specific car model is cov-
ered by a delete option, it does not
apply when a buyer upgrades. More-
over, just how much in baked -in
charges the purchaser actually pays
remains something of a mystery. This
is due to the disparity noted earlier
between delete credits, granted when

some sound systems are omitted, and
list prices for similar units offered as
options on other car models. When
asked how much the baked -in cost of
the Continental's standard radio adds
to the price of the new Ford JBL audio
system (tagged at $506), a Ford official
working on the project remarked that
the exact amount "is so buried you
would have to talk to the [top man] at
Lincoln-Mercury" to get an answer.

In direct contrast to other factory
sources queried, Delco's response to
my questions on auto makers' radio
pricing was forthright. "What we do
when we make a standard option on a
car is to make that part of the price of
the vehicle," comments Mike Williams,
Delco's sales promotion manager.
"That's standard procedure throughout
the industry, including the Japanese
and the Germans. Now, that is under-
stood, we believe, by the customer.
There are certain tires that are stan-
dard equipment on the car. If you want
a better set of steel belted [tires], it is
an additional so much money. We see
no difference between this and any
other option where there is an upgrade
possible." Moreover, Williams states,
"We do a complete system design on
these vehicles, and when we delete
... a lot of our engineering effort re-
mains in the car. The amounts that
we give on a delete credit are very
substantial."

Nonetheless, the aftermarket finds
Detroit's pricing policies less than
aboveboard. "We put the actual retail
price on every product we offer," com-
ments CMC's Kent Friedman. "I do
think it would be appropriate for the
automobile industry to inform the con-
sumer what the true price is that is

being paid for the person's system."
Another problem with car makers'

auto -sound pricing, aftermarket
sources contend, is that consumers
pay more than factory units are really
worth and could buy far more perfor-
mance per dollar by purchasing radios
and associated equipment separately
from their cars. "Some of these radios
have all the features in the world, but
they're not worth what the consumer
pays for them," asserts Fred Deutsch.

Even opponents of Detroit, however,
concede that its factory auto -sound
systems are engineered for the long
haul. To eliminate costly warranty re -
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placements, car makers do not scrimp
when it comes to building reliability into
their mobile audio hardware. "We put a
lot of time in, and take things fairly
slowly in order to make them right,"
says Delco's Mike Williams, who points
out that the Kokomo, Indiana -based
company spent at least three years in
researching and developing a Com-
pact Disc player in conjunction with an
undisclosed audio manufacturer. (The
unit will not appear in General Motors
cars until after the '86 model year, Wil-
liams adds.)

Pricing is only one of the aftermar-
ket's grievances against car makers.
Several others are articulated by the
Car Audio Specialists Association
(CASA), a trade group founded in 1978
that now includes among its member-
ship aftermarket manufacturers as well
as importers, distributors, retailers,
and installers of auto -sound hardware.

CASA decries the inclusion of radios
as standard equipment or installed op-
tions in an increasing number of cars.
According to data supplied by the
trade organization and attributed to
Ward's Communications, a publishing
company specializing in the automo-
tive industry, 83.2% of domestic cars
sold in 1978 were equipped with radi-
os; by March 31, 1985, that figure had
jumped to 93.4%. Although Ward's
showed only 46.8% of the imports sold
in 1978 had radios installed, by June
30, 1985, the number had climbed to
68.4%. Cheryl Hollins, CASA's execu-
tive director, notes that these figures
do not include radios installed at im-
porters' port -of -entry facilities or at
dealerships. If taken into consider-
ation, it's possible that these could
raise the figures substantially.

CASA claims that dealers are often
pressured to order cars with sound
systems, or are allotted vehicles that
already have them. Comments John
Shalam, president of Audiovox, a
CASA founder, "When certain models
of cars are in short supply, in the past
there have been instances where a
dealer would order 100 of a particular
model. If he'd order it without a radio,
he wouldn't get delivery for quite a
while." If he called his zone manager
to inquire why, Shalam continues, "the
answer would be, 'All the cars that we
have available already have radios in
them, and we have to wait for a special

production run without radios in order
to take care of you.' "

There is another auto -industry pric-
ing practice which may be interpreted
as a more subtle form of persuading
dealers to accept cars with sound sys-
tems already installed: The radio is in-
cluded as part of a group of options,
sold as a package to the dealer, who
buys it at a price sharply discounted
from its sticker value.

In 1979, CASA filed suit against
General Motors, contending that link-
ing the sale of a radio with that of a car
is a monopolistic practice in violation of
existing antitrust laws. In an out -of -
court settlement, GM agreed to pro-
vide a delete option on 13 of its car
models; under the settlement's provi-
sions, dealers were eligible for a previ-
ously unavailable credit for radios re-
turned to the factory "at least through
the 1981 model year." The car -making
giant alsc agreed it would not, before
the end of the 1983 model year,
change the radio models it included as
standard at the time of the settlement.
CASA used the GM agreement as a
model for pacts with a number of other
manufacturers. Though these have all
expired, delete policies are in some
cases being continued on a voluntary
basis.

CASA, founded by five auto -sound
makers and distributors, now has more
than 200 members, yet it is ironic that a
mere 12 of these are manufacturers of
car audio. Almost certainly, others
have declined to join because virtually
all aftermarket companies are-or
would love to be-vendors of parts or
finished products to the auto makers,
and would rather not ruffle any feath-
ers. This also explains the widespread
unwillingness among aftermarket
executives to talk openly with the press
about their problems with car manu-
facturers.

While acting as a vendor to the auto
makers is one way for a car -audio
company to fatten its sales figures, the
unprecedented collaboration of Delco
and Bose (whose system is now avail-
able as an option on 13 of General
Motors' 1986 models) showed after -
market suppliers a very different road -
map to that end. Ford and JBL fol-
lowed with an agreement to jointly pro-
duce a system that debuted in the
1986 Lincoln Continental. And Infinity

Competition in the
auto -sound aftermarket
has gone from fierce

io deadly. But the
industry's real demons
lurk in the car makers'

board rooms.
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Microprocessor -based
integrated systems

will complicate
removing or bypassing
components installed

at the factory, but
they're coming anyway.

Systems has, for some time, been dis-
cussing a collaborative effort with
Chrysler, although no formal an-
nouncement had been made as of this
writing. (Both JBL and Infinity are
owned by Harman International.)

To those in the auto -sound industry
who think of car manufacturers as mor-
tal enemies, it may appear that an af-
termarket supplier's joining forces with
them is high treason. Jim Twerdahl,
president of JBL (which markets its
own aftermarket car audio line) and a
former president of CASA, who still
serves on that organization's board,
contends otherwise. With car hi-fi still
in its infancy, he argues, the medium
needs all the promotion it can get, and,
if a major auto maker is willing to dip
into its substantial advertising coffers
to pay for that promotion, so much the
better from an aftermarket point of
view. Twerdahl points to the extensive
advertising that has been run for the
Delco-GM/Bose system, and states
that such collaborations, "as long as
they are fair and not anti -competitive,
are good for the industry, because
they broaden the awareness of good
sound. As long as the competition is
fair," he remarks, "we should not fear
these guys, but respect them."

Still, there is currently more than a
mere tinge of fear in the auto -sound
aftermarket, and it appears to be in-
creasing. A principal reason tran-
scends both the appeal of music sys-
tems to young car buyers and factory
auto sound's high profit margins: There
is a growing realization in Detroit, and
in the auto manufacturing capitals of
Asia and Europe, that advanced elec-
tronics has become a coveted com-
modity to today's consumers, just as
size and status were to car buyers in
the '60s and fuel economy became
during the gasoline shortfall of the '70s.

"Our motivation is to make our auto-
mobiles more competitive," asserts Al
Mattaliano of Delco. "If you're going to
do that, I think the crude oil of the '80s
will be electronics. If you're going to
move for electronics, you're going to
be dealing with computers. And once
you've got a computer in the automo-
bile, you are going to optimize various
functions and have a total integrated
system."

Integrated vehicle electronics sys-
tems: It's a phrase that echoes like an

alarm throughout the auto -sound after-
market. Compared to the potential im-
pact of such microprocessor -based
networks, roadblocks which the car
makers previously erected for rival car -
stereo suppliers diminish to insignifi-
cance.

A case in point is the long -planned -
for system now appearing in the new
Buick Riviera. This ties the car's heater
and air conditioner together with its
radio, five -band graphic equalizer, trip
computer, and clock. The heart of both
radio and equalizer are integrated cir-
cuits, silicon chips housed in a black
box rather than visible components
packaged to fit a dashboard slot, and
they are operated via images of touch
controls called up on a built-in cathode
ray tube.

Such optional electronics systems
are sure to prove irresistibly alluring to
some car buyers, but the real fear is
that they will be installed as standard
equipment, just as so many factory -
supplied radios are today. And should
these electronic infrastructures expand
to include, say, a car's anti -lock brak-
ing or fuel injection system, removing
them would be tantamount to crippling
the vehicle. Even if such systems could
be removed or bypassed by future af-
termarket car entertainment products,
where would the installation space for
car audio units or their controls be
found?

Mike Williams of Delco, though it is
scarcely his problem, appears unim-
pressed by such concerns. "There is
nothing that prevents the aftermarket
from putting another unit in the car," he
says of the CRT -equipped Riviera.
"They can even utilize the existing wir-
ing harness. From my perspective,
there's as much opportunity for
change as there is in any existing sys-
tem."

Perhaps. Undoubtedly, engineers at
aftermarket auto -sound companies
have, for some while, been hard at
work on systems that can be neatly
integrated into vehicles with radio con-
trols mounted on steering wheels,
black -box electronics, and a conspicu-
ous lack of dashboard space for mo-
bile entertainment hardware. As things
now stand, however, the fight against
the auto makers appears to be, far and
away, the car audio aftermarket's most
difficult challenge. A
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

KENWOOD
KRC-999
CAR STEREO
Manufacturer's Specifications
Tuner Section
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 12.0

dBf.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
18.0 dBf.

FM Frequency Response: 30 Hz
'to 15 kHz, ± 1 dB.

S/N Ratio: 73 dB.
Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

80 dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.5 dB.
Image Rejection: 70 dB.
M. Rejection: 75 dB.
Stereo Separation at 1 kHz: 40

dB.
AM Usable Sensitivity: 27 dB4.t.

(22.4 µV)

Cassette Section
Frequency Response: 120-µS

tapes, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB; 70 -
tapes, to 22.5 kHz, ±3 dB.

S/N Ratio: 62 dB; 71 dB with Dolby B
NR; 76 dB with Dolby C NR; 86 dB
with dbx NR.

Wow and Flutter: 0.06% wtd. rms.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1 kHz.

Graphic Equalizer Section
Center Frequencies: 60 Hz, 120

Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 3.5 kHz,
and 10 kHz.

Range: ± 12 dB.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 60

kHz, ±3 dB.
THD: 0.01%.

General Specifications
Audio Output Level: Normal, 300

mV; high, 1.0 V.
Power Requirements: 14.4 V (11.0

to 16.0 V allowable), 1.0 ampere.
Dimensions: Control unit, 7-1/16 in.

W x 1-15/16 in. H x 57/8 in. D (18
cm x 5 cm x 15 cm).

Weight: Total, 4 lbs., 2 oz. (1.9 kg).
Price: $1,499.
Company Address: 1315 East Wat-

soncenter Rd., Carson, Cal. 90745.
For literature, circle No. 90
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Kenwood's KRC-999 is an extremely versatile, computer-
ized, three -in -one car stereo. It combines a synthesized
tuner, a cassette deck, and a graphic equalizer in a single
in -dash component that is no larger than most car tuners.
This feat is accomplished by assigning multiple functions to
the various pushbutton controls and by mounting some of
the circuitry (such as the power -supply parts and a control
module) on separate chassis that can be tucked under the
dashboard.

The KRC-999 incorporates the Dolby B, Dolby C, and dbx
noise -reduction systems. When using the cassette deck, it
is possible to skip as many as eight selections forward or
seven selections backward, providing there are pauses of 5
S or more between selections. If a pause longer than 15 S
occurs, the tape is automatically fast -forwarded to the be-
ginning of the next selection. I found this to be a very
convenient feature-especially since so many prerecorded
tapes do not have exactly equal amounts of recorded music
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on each side, so that there's often a long blank period on
one side or the other.

Another worthwhile feature, "Index Scan," auditions the
first 10 S or so of each selection on a cassette so that you
can stop and listen to just those tunes you prefer. This
feature even continues to the other side of the tape, since
the unit has auto reverse.

The KRC-999 is one of the first car stereos I've encoun-
tered that provides connections for an optional Compact
Disc player. If that player is Kenwood's Model KDC-9, it
takes priority over cassette and tuner operation; when the
KDC-9 enters its play mode, the KRC-999's tuner and deck
shut off (and if a tape is playing, it is ejected).

As for the tuner, it can be tuned manually or automatically
(stopping only at strong signals if the "Local" mode is
selected) or by means of the preset buttons. Although there
are only five such buttons, you can store up to 15 FM (as
well as the usual five AM) frequencies, since the FM band's
selector switch cycles through three quintets of memory
positions. A preset scan function samples each of the five
preset stations in the currently selected band for 5 S each,
illuminating each button as its memory is selected; touching
the button locks that station frequency in, for continued
listening. The memories can also be programmed automati-
cally with the first five strong stations the tuner can find.

Two other interesting tuner features made possible by the
incorporation of a microprocessor are called ABSS (Auto-
matic Broadcast Sensor System) and ANRC (Automatic
Noise Reduction Circuit). ABSS advances the tuner to the
next strong signal on the dial if the signal to which you are
tuned gets too weak. ANRC blends left and right signals to
filter high -frequency noise when stereo signal strength falls
below acceptable levels. Both ABSS and ANRC may be
switched on and off.

Perhaps the most innovative section of the KRC-999 is its
graphic equalizer. Seven bands are provided, each of
which can be controlled in 2 -dB steps by means of momen-
tary -contact toggle levers. An LED display "draws" the
overall response curve as the equalizer settlings are
changed. However, since looking for too long at a display is
not particularly safe while driving, there are also pleasing
tones that let you know what's happening when you touch
and move one of the equalizer's levers. The tone's pitch
depends upon the octave you are adjusting. A single tone is
heard for each 2 -dB step, but when you pass through the
center of the range (the flat setting), you hear a double tone.
This clever arrangement allows you to make equalizer ad-
justments without ever taking your eyes off the road. (Inci-
dentally, all of the other buttons and controls also respond
with a soft beep when they are touched or adjusted.) You
can store and recall as many as three preferred response
curves, and three more curves assigned by Kenwood can
be recalled at the press of a button: One for typical low-level
loudness compensation, another deemed suitable for listen-
ing to vocals, and the third for flat response. At the press of
a button you can transform the graphic equalizer display
into a real-time spectrum analyzer display, which shows
program -source frequency levels, unaffected by the volume
setting. Since such dancing lights can be distracting, I'd
recommend using this feature only while parked.
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The most innovative part
of the KRC-999 is its
seven -band equalizer.
Thanks to a clever system
of tones, you can "read" its
settings by ear.
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Control Layout
As I mentioned at the outset, Kenwood manages to cram

all of these functions and controls onto a 2 x 6 -inch panel
by giving nearly all of the tiny pushbuttons dual roles. In the
tuner mode, they do one thing, with the appropriate nomen-
clature illuminated. Pop a cassette into the tape loading slot
at the upper left of the panel, and all the illuminations now
indicate the alternate functions of each button. Further, if
you push the "Open/Close" switch located at the lower
center of the panel, a tiny drawer opens up to disclose
additional, secondary controls and buttons. Most of these,
too, perform dual functions, depending upon whether you.
are using the tuner or the cassette deck.

When in the cassette mode, buttons beneath the cassette
slot control rewinding, fast forward, Index Scan, and tape
play/program. When in the tuner mode, these same buttons
select FM or AM band and control tuning direction ("Down"
or "Up"). Below these dual -function keys are an LED display
for volume -level indications, two triple -function pushbuttons,
and three single -function pushbuttons. The triple -function
buttons, labelled with arrows pointing down and up, adjust
volume, balance and the fader (I'll explain how in a mo-
ment). One of the single -function buttons handles muting;
the other two store and select fixed volume settings that can
be memorized by the system.

To the right of the cassette slot are the five frequency
preset buttons, arranged vertically. Still farther to the right is
an elaborate LCD display which tells you tuned -to frequen-
cy, remaining tape time, signal strength, FM or AM band
selection, which type of noise reduction system is in use,
whether 120- or 70-µS tape equalization has been selected,
in which direction the tape is running, whether the tuner is in
the local or distant reception mode, whether automatic tun-
ing is in use, and whether the ABSS and ANRC systems are
active. The lower part of the display houses 49 LEDs which
trace the graphic equalizer's frequency response curve in
use at a given time. Red LEDs are used for boost settings,
green ones for cut settings, and orange ones for flat re-
sponse settings of each band.

Inside the little slide -out drawer, mentioned above, are 19
more tiny pushbuttons arranged in two horizontal rows.
Three individual memory keys store tuner frequencies, vol-
ume/balance/fader settings, and equalizer settings. Three
numbered balance/fader preset keys come next, followed
by a single key which is used in tandem with a trio of
buttons, to its right, to select among Kenwood's three fac-
tory -set equalization curves or to memorize and select three
user -set curves. Beneath this row of controls is yet another
row. Here I found the button which is used to switch be-
tween the displays for the EQ curve and the real-time
spectrum analyzer. Another button selects channel balance,
and a third selects fader control. These two buttons are
what makes possible the triple functioning of the front -panel
arrow buttons alluded to earlier. Normally, the arrow buttons
control volume levels, but they become left -right channel
balance keys when the balance button is pressed, and
adjust front -rear speaker balance in a four -speaker installa-
tion when the fader button is pressed.

That leaves six more buttons inside this tiny drawer, and a
total of 12 more functions. The clock key toggles between
tuner frequency display and clock -time display; used in
conjunction with the tuning "Up" and "Down" keys on the
front panel, it adjusts the clock time. A key labelled "MTL" or
"LO" (depending on the mode) selects 70-1.13 EQ when in
the cassette mode or local reception when in the tuner
mode. The next key, labelled "B/C" or "ANRC," chooses
either of the two available Dolby noise -reduction systems
during tape play, or engages the Automatic Noise Reduc-
tion Circuit when you are using the tuner. The key after that,
labelled "dbx" or "AUTO," chooses dbx noise reduction
during cassette play, or automatic tuning when using the
tuner. A switch labelled "T.ADV" or "ABSS" will fast -forward
the cassette tape or engage the Automatic Broadcast Sen-
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Improving on the sonic performance of the Denon
DCD-1800 was no easy task, considering that reviewers in the
U.S., West Germany, and Japan claim "never to have heard a
better sounding CD player." Yet Denon set out to build players
that exceed our original performance level and make them
more affordable.

We began with the compact DCD-1000, a Denon CD
Player at an unthinkably low $379.95! 'let it includes Denon's
unique DDAC, the world's only digital -to -analog converter
that's hanc-tuned for reduced D/A transfer distortion. And it
has Denon s Real -ime phase correction :ircuitry.

Better still is Denon's DCD-1100. This full-sized machine
has the same high-performance DDAC, the same Real Time
phase correction, and adds wireless remote control with a
10 -key pad for direct track access.

The deluxe DCD-1500 uses two separate 16 -bit DDAC
convertors (one for each channel), and computer -analyzed
linear -phase filtration for perfectly flat frequency response. Its
wireless remote even features volume adjustment.

Now, no matter how much or how little you plan to spe
for a CD Player, you can owr one from the first name in
audio. Denon.

DESIGN INTEGRITY
'Suggested retail price.

Enter No 36 on Reader Service Card

Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006



Sensitivity was extremely
good: Usable sensitivity
in stereo was a very low
14.0 dBf, and mono 50 -dB
quieting was 15 dBf.
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sor System when listening to the tuner. Last but not least, a
key labelled "M.S." (Music Set) or "P.S." (Preset Scan) is
used to skip selections on a tape or to scan preset FM or
AM stations.

In the side of the chassis is a switch that lets an installer
select 300 -mV or 1-V output levels.

By now you are probably wondering how a passenger-
let alone a driver-can possibly be expected to operate
such a multi -featured component while seated in an auto-
mobile. Let me assure you that after reading the 39 -page
owner's manual (it's actually twice that number of pages,
but half are in French) and playing with the KRC-999 for a
half hour or so, the logical arrangement of the controls, the

indicator lights, and the reassuring beeps all began to make
me feel very comfortable with the unit. I couldn't help but
admire the elegance of this component and the genius of
the engineers who were able to cram all of the features into
such a compact package. By the time I finished admiring
the many functions and the microprocessor's role in making
them all work so perfectly, I was more than a little anxious to
see if the basic performance of the tuner and cassette deck
lived up to the high-tech aspects of the control functions.

Tuner Measurements
Figure 1 is a plot of the FM tuner section's quieting and

distortion characteristics as a function of signal strength.
Usable sensitivity was considerably better than claimed by
Kenwood: I measured 10.3 dBf in mono and a very low 14.0
dBf in stereo. Mono 50 -dB quieting was 15 dBf, also well
below Kenwood's claim of 18 dBf. In stereo, 50 -dB quieting
sensitivity was difficult to measure because, by the time I

got down to signal levels low enough to reduce quieting to
50 dB, the blending action typical of this and many other
car -stereo tuners had reduced stereo separation to almost
monophonic levels. This is not a criticism. On the contrary,
Kenwood's blend circuit allows for a very smooth transition
between full stereo and mono, always keeping background
noise at acceptably low levels. At strong signal levels,
signal-to-noise ratio was a very satisfactory 73 dB in mono
and 70 dB in stereo. Harmonic distortion for a 1 -kHz modu-
lating signal was 0.27% in mono and 0.35% in stereo.

In Fig. 2 I plotted stereo frequency response as well as
separation, using my spectrum analyzer in its log/sweep
mode (from 20 Hz to 20 kHz). The top trace represents
stereo frequency response. Over the useful FM audio range
from 30 Hz to 15 kHz, response was flat to within + 1.3 and
-1.7 dB. The bottom trace in Fig. 2 shows separation,
relative to the top trace, for a strong signal input. I measured
separation at 46 dB for a 1 -kHz signal, 36 dB at 100 Hz, and
32 dB at 10 kHz. (The vertical scale is 10 dB per division.)
The middle trace shows the effect of the stereo blend. With
signal strength reduced to around 45 dBf, separation was
significantly lower but was still more than adequate (nearly
20 dB at mid -frequencies, even higher at treble frequen-
cies) to maintain good stereo imaging in an automobile
environment.

Figure 3 shows how harmonic distortion varies with modu-
lating frequency for mono and stereo reception. At mid -
frequencies, THD was almost as low in stereo as it was in
mono, but at the frequency extremes it tended to rise.

Figure 4 shows a pair of plots made using the spectrum
analyzer. This time, the sweep is linear, from 0 Hz to 50 kHz.
The tall spike at the left represents a 5 -kHz signal output
from the modulated channel during stereo operation. The
spike within the tall spike represents 5 -kHz crosstalk ap-
pearing at the output of the opposite, unmodulated channel.
Actual 5 -kHz separation, according to the display, mea-
sures about 25 dB, but there are other unwanted compo-
nents appearing at the output of the unmodulated channel,
especially second- and third -order harmonics, as well as
19- and 38 -kHz subcarrier components and sidebands
around the 38 -kHz residual output.

Alternate -channel selectivity measured a very high 80 dB,
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S/N with dbx NR was too
great for my usual
measuring techniques.
Using direct metering,
I measured 82 dBA,
outstanding for any deck.
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as claimed by Kenwood. Capture ratio measured a very
good 1.5 dB, and image rejection was greater than 75 dB.
I.f. rejection also measured 75 dB. The AM frequency re-
sponse was better than expected. If you allow a tolerance of
±6 dB, the plot of Fig. 5 shows response that is usable from
20 Hz all the way out to beyond 5 kHz.

Cassette Player Measurements
Figure 6 shows the playback response of the tape deck

using a Type I tape on which is recorded a sweep frequen-
cy from 40 kHz downward to 20 Hz. Despite some doubt
that I have regarding the azimuth alignment of this test tape,
response extended out to 14.5 kHz. I suspect that if the tape
head of the KRC-999 were precisely aligned with respect to
my test tape, response would have extended even farther
out, to the 20 kHz claimed by Kenwood. When I used my
Type II test tape-which contains only spot frequencies out
to 18 kHz, instead of a continuous sweep-response was
still flat (actually up a bit, by + 1.3 dB) at 18 kHz, indicating
that it certainly would have gone out at least to the claimed
22.5 kHz before the -3 dB roll -off point was reached.

I analyzed signal-to-noise ratio with and without Dolby B
NR, and with and without Dolby C NR; A -weighted results
are shown in Figs. 7A and 7B. The upper plot in each figure
represents conditions without noise reduction, where S/N
measured 56.5 dB on my first measurement run and 54.8
dB on my second run. These measurements are considera-
bly less than claimed, but I suspect that Kenwood has
based their figure of 62 dB upon some higher reference
point than the 250 nWb/m that I use. With Dolby B noise
reduction, S/N increased to 60.8 dB, again less than
claimed by Kenwood and probably for the same reason.
Dolby C NR added another few dB to the S/N reading. I

attempted to plot S/N using dbx NR, but the signal-to-noise
ratio was then so great that, with the addition of A -weighting,
my Sound Technology automatic tape tester and plotter got
hung up and refused to plot the results. I resorted to direct
meter measurement, using a separate A -weighting filter,
and came up with a reading of 82 dB-again short of
Kenwood's claimed 86 dB, but an outstanding S/N figure for
any cassette deck, no matter what reference level one uses
to make the measurement.

Wow and flutter, shown in Fig. 8, was just slightly better
than claimed, measuring 0.058% wtd. rms. as against
0.06% claimed. Azimuth error (Fig. 9) was only 53° for a
15.8 -kHz signal recorded on both channels of the test tape.
This is one of the lowest azimuth -error readings I have
obtained for car cassette players recently. To my surprise,
the azimuth error in the opposite direction was nearly identi-
cal, probably due to Kenwood's Bi-Azimuth system, which
adjusts head alignment for each change in tape direction.

Figure 10 shows a response curve I created using the
KRC-999's seven -band graphic equalizer. The vertical scale
in this 'scope photo is 10 dB per division, and the sweep is
logarithmic from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. To illustrate the wide
range of the equalizer's controls, I purposely created a
rather extreme EQ curve-one that neither you nor I would
actually want memorized by the KRC-999. You could never
achieve this kind of curve using simple bass and treble tone
controls.
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In addition to the nearly two dozen pushbuttons on the
outside of the front panel, a slide -out shelf houses 19
more, many of which control two functions.

Use and Listening Tests
I've always had great respect for Kenwood home audio

components, but this is, frankly, the first opportunity I've had
to see what that company can come up with in a no -holds -
barred, top -of -the -line car -stereo system. As I tested the
KRC-999 on my lab bench and in my listening room (it was
hooked up to my high-powered reference amplifier and
speakers), I yearned to experience its many features while
traveling in a moving vehicle. I envy Technical Editor Ivan
Berger the fun I know he's going to have with this one. It is a
superb performer in every way. Since Mr. Berger and I don't
live all that far apart, perhaps he will be good enough to give
me a ride in his car once the Kenwood is installed for his
road tests. In return, I promise to submit future test reports
and articles with more careful punctuation and with greater
attention to technical details. Is it a deal, Ivan?

Leonard Feldman

Behind the Wheel
Make no mistake, the KRC-999 is as good a performer in

actual use as the lab tests show it to be, and is as jam-
packed with features as anyone could wish. I feel that
additional thought about how those features are presented
could have made them even more useful to me than they
already are.

One example of this is the night illumination, something I
noticed first because I began testing the KRC-999 after
work. Turn on the ignition, and the panel almost dazzles you
with lights. This makes it tough to spot the three illuminated
items which are useful before the KRC-999 is turned on-
the clock display, the volume setting (so you'll know how
loud the system will be when it's switched on), and the
power switch. If you want to turn the KRC-999 on by simply
loading a tape, you'll have to work in the dark; the cassette
slot doesn't illuminate until the unit is switched on.

With the Kenwood's power on, the dual -function controls'
legends change (both on the main panel and in the control
drawer) to show which function is operative in the current
mode; that's good. The tape -motion indicators are clear
without taking up much space or being a distraction. In the
tuner mode, however, I could not see the five closely
spaced preset buttons in the dark.

The fast -forward and rewind buttons each perform their
labelled functions, regardless of the tape's direction, so you
don't have to know the direction of play to know in which
direction to shuttle the tape. That's another nice touch.

Kenwood's ingenious single/double beep system makes

it possible to adjust the equalizer without looking, though I
think it takes more concentration than a driver should devote
to it. It's also too easy to brush into and accidentally readjust
the EQ controls. I'd like to see them inside the drawer,
where you can set them when the car is stationary and then
shut them away. Similarly, I'd like the controls for the six
preselected EQ settings and for NR selection to be outside,
where I could reach them. The metal/normal tape EQ func-
tion should be automatic.

On FM, the preset scan feature would have been a bit
more useful to me if it scanned all three "bands," not just the
five presets in the current band. The feature that programs
the currently selected station memories with the first five
strong stations it finds in the area will prove very useful out
where strong stat ons are few, but less useful in a signal -
choked metropolitan area. The division of the pleasantly
numerous FM station memories into three batches of five will
appeal most to families where each driver has different
tastes and to drivers who regularly travel between two or
three different listening areas.

Aside from those niggles, the KRC-999's apparent com-
plexity was not difficult to deal with. It helped that Kenwood
didn't stint on the instructional materials. The hefty user's
manual was clearly written (though it could have reminded
the user more often which buttons were inside the drawer).
In addition, there's a very well-done instructional cassette,
an extra I'd like to see provided with other function -packed
car stereos.

As to performance, the KRC-999 sounded clean and
musical on FM. It gave me no fading or "picket -fencing"
problems, and less multipath trouble than my reference set
does. My usual stationary check of stations received in a
suburban location did not show much-if any-difference
between the Kenwood and my reference unit, but the Ken -
wood itself showed me why: As indicated on the LEDs of the
KRC-999's signal -strength "meter," 33 of the 47 stations
received were strong enough for any decent set to pick
them up reasonably well. Had there been time to get farther
out into the country, the Kenwood's superior sensitivity
would have made a big difference.

On AM, the Kenwood was slightly better at picking up
acceptable stations than my reference unit was, but the
sound of those stations was much better. Part of the differ-
ence was better bass, but also, I suspect, a bit less distor-
tion and some reduction in apparent noise caused by the
Kenwood's gently sloping AM treble response.

Judging from its crisp, clean response on tapes from
several sources, the KRC-999's head alignment must corre-
spond better to my music tapes than to Leonard Feldman's
alignment test tape. Whether azimuth or response itself was
responsible, I heard more highs from the Kenwood than
from my reference unit. The Dolby B and C NR circuits
tracked well with my tapes, and the tape-EQ selector made
more of a difference (especially in Dolby tracking) than I'm
used to. My only cavil was a bit of mechanical noise during
the fast -winding modes, which was audible even through
the road noise.

The KRC-999 is a hot performer, plumb full of features. I

like it. If its panel owed a bit less to The Empire Strikes Back,
I would even crave it. Ivan Berger
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

ALPINE
7374
CAR
STEREO

Manufacturer's Specifications
Tuner Section
FM Usable Sensitivity: Mono 16.3

dBf.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: 20 7

dBf.
S/N: 60 dB.
Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

80 dB.
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.
AM Suppression: 45 dB.
AM Sensitivity: 12 tiV

Cassette Section
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 22

kHz.
S/N: 55 dB; 64 dB with Dolby B NR, 72

dB with Dolby C NR, 86 dB with dbx
NR.

Wow and Flutter: 0.05% wtd. rms.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB.

General Specifications
Power Requirements: 14.0 V d.c.

(11.0 to 16.0 V allowable).
Output Level: 500 mV into 10-kilohm

impedance.
Bass Control Range: -± 10 dB at

100 Hz.
Treble Control Range: ± 10 dB at

10 kHz.
Dimensions: Chassis, 7 in. W x 2 in.

H x 61/8 in. D (17.8 cm x 5.1 cm x
15.6 cm); nosepiece, 63/4 in. W x
PA in. H x 5/16 in. D (17.2 cm x
4.8 cm x 0.8 cm).

Weight: 3 lbs., 12 oz. (1.7 kg).
Price: $800.
Company Address: 19145 Gramer-

cy Pl., Torrance, Cal. 90501.
For literature, circle No. 91
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Alpine has been established in this country for only a brief
few years. However, in that time, the company has gained
an excellent reputation for innovative products that cater to
the car -audio buff's desire for flexibility and ease of use
combined with good sound. The Model 7374 mates an
electronically tuned AM/FM receiver with a sophisticated,
multi -function auto -reverse cassette player, and is one of
the latest examples of Alpine's innovative engineering.

When the 7374 is turned on, its volume rises gradually to

the level set at the last listening session, rather than immedi-
ately blaring out at full volume. The volume, bass, treble,
balance, and front/rear fader controls are all electronically
operated, and the digital, PLL frequency -synthesizer tuner
provides for as many as 24 station presets, 16 FM and the
remainder AM.

The tape section is especially loaded with features. An
automatic tape -head demagnetizer operates each time you
turn the car's ignition on. A programmable music sensor can
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find not only the next (or immediately previous) selection,
but any of the next or previous nine selections on the tape. A
digital display shows what selection you've chosen, and
counts down from there to zero as the transport homes in on
the selection of your choice.

The 7374 can be commanded to repeat the current selec-
tion indefinitely, to scan through the first 10 S of each
selection on the tape, to fast -forward past blank sections
more than 15 S long, and to either play through both tape
sides indefinitely or stop and eject after both sides have
been played. That last option, called "Return Eject," can be
set in any of three ways: If its button is pressed in play
mode, play will continue through the current side and
through the next before ejection. If it's pressed in conjunc-
tion with fast forward, play will begin at the start of the next
side; if pressed in conjunction with rewind, playback will
start from the beginning of the current side. When the
ignition is turned off or the "Tape Pause" key is pressed, the
heads and pinch roller will disengage from the tape, but the
tape will not be ejected. Other features include automatic
metal/normal tape sensing and all three popular noise -
reduction systems-Dolby B, Dolby C, and dbx NR.

Control Layout
No knobs protrude from the 7374's faceplate; all controls

are soft -touch pushbuttons. The keyhole -shaped cassette
slot accepts tapes loaded short side first. This conserves
panel space to leave room for the many other controls, the
elaborate and informative display area below the cassette
slot, and the other "bells and whistles" which distinguish this
car -stereo unit from its more conservative competition.

Another clever space -saving measure is the use of a
single rocker -bar switch, conveniently placed at the upper
left, to control volume, balance, bass, treble, and front/rear
fader. Below the bar, five tiny buttons select which function
it controls, with LEDs on the buttons showing which is
activated. Additional LEDs on the rocker bar show the
setting of the control in use.

The display area below the cassette slot, besides indicat-
ing tuned -to FM or AM radio frequencies, shows when a
cassette has been loaded, which type of noise reduction
has been selected, the type of tape equalization being
used, and the radio band. Eight numbered buttons to the
right of the display area do double duty. In radio mode they
act as preset buttons; in tape mode they are used to select
noise reduction and to initiate the "Repeat," "Tape Scan,"
"Blank Skip," programmed music search ("P.M.S."), and
"Return Eject" features mentioned earlier. Tiny touch but-
tons above the eight numbered buttons are used to switch
from stereo to mono and from "DX" to local reception, to
memorize station presets, to adjust clock time, and to clear
the programmable music -sensor memory. A station "Seek"
switch for automatic tuning and a radio "Band" selector are
located at the upper right of the panel.

The lower left corner houses "Eject," "Tape Pause," "Play/
Prog" and "Power" on/off pushbuttons as well as a rocker -
type pad which performs three functions: In radio mode it
acts as a manual up/down tuning switch, in tape mode it
activates fast forward or fast rewind, and it adjusts the
minute and hour settings of the digital clock. The clock time
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As stereo signals weaken,
the tuner automatically
blends the channels to
lessen noise, while
sacrificing separation.

Fig. 4-FM stereo
distortion and crosstalk
products for 5 -kHz
modulating signal.

Fig. 5-AM frequency
response.
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is always displayed when in the tape mode. During radio
listening, the time will be displayed for a few seconds if one
pushes a small "Clock" button; otherwise, the tuned -to fre-
quency is shown.

The Alpine 7374 even has an automatic light sensor which
dims or brightens the control panel according to external
lighting conditions. Leads are provided to synchronize the
panel brightness of other Alpine components with the
7374's. Other connections include a standard coaxial an-
tenna connector, leads for a powered antenna, and sepa-
rate, eight -pin DIN connectors for the front and rear amplifi-
ers. These plug directly into other Alpine components (am-

plifiers, CD player, equalizers, etc.); for use with other com-
ponents, Alpine sells adaptors which translate the
connections to phono jacks and loose power leads. If you
want to make your own adaptors, the owner's manual shows
the pin layout of the DIN connectors.

Tuner Measurements
Usable mono sensitivity of the FM tuner section was 15

dBf, a bit higher than the 16.3 dBf claimed. Mono 50 -dB
quieting sensitivity was 18 dBf, again better than claimed,
though not the best I have measured. Figure 1 showsthe
mono and stereo quieting characteristics for the FM tuner
section, and the harmonic distortion for a 1 -kHz modulating
signal, as functions of signal strength. Notice how the S/N
curves for stereo and mono tend to Merge at lower signal
strengths. This is typical of many car FM tuners. As signal
strength decreases, the tuner automatically blends the two
stereo channels together, thereby decreasing noise while
sacrificing stereo separation. As a result of this blending, I
am unable to provide a 50 -dB quieting figure or a least
usable sensitivity figure for stereo. At the low signal levels
that would ordinarily be required to measure these specifi-
cations, the 7374 has blended the channels to the point
where there is simply no stereo to speak of. At strong signal
levels (65 dBf and up), maximum S/N for mono measured
70 dB, and stereo S/N was 63 dB.

While Alpine makes no THD claims for this FM tuner, the
results I got were not as impressive as I'd hoped for from
this otherwise high -end product. Mono THD for a 1 -kHz
modulating signal measured 0.3%, increasing to 0.85% for
stereo. Figure 2 shows THD at various frequencies for both
mono and stereo FM reception at strong signal levels.

Figure 3 shows the basic frequency response of the FM
tuner as well as stereo separation, though measurements
were made separately. The slight rise in response at the
high end of the spectrum (top trace) signifies that the cutoff
filter designed to attenuate 19 -kHz pilot -signal products was
probably slightly mismatched. As a result, the measured
response was actually up by nearly 2.0 dB at 10 kHz,
returning to flat or "0 dB" reference level at 15 kHz. Two
plots of separation are shown in Fig. 3, for strong (65-dBf)
signal inputs (bottom trace) and at reduced inputs (middle
trace). The latter, showing reduced separation, illustrates
what happens as the circuit blends outputs for reduced
noise. For 65-dBf signal inputs, however, measured separa-
tion was 40 dB at 1 kHz, decreasing to 35 dB at 100 Hz and
30 dB at 10 kHz.

Figure 4 shows the distortion and crosstalk at the output
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BEYOND CONVENTIONAL AMPLIFICATION
ONKYO'S NEW REAL PHASE TECHNOLOGY
Today's speakers, with their multiple driver construction and
complex crossovers, differ electricall> from the simple
resistive locd used by amplifier designers to simulate the
loudspeake- load. The actual load tha- is "seen" by the
amplifier causes severe phase shift between the voltage and
current sent to the speakers. This causes an audible loss of
son c clarity and dynamics.

Onkyo's Real Phase Technology uses not one, but two
power transformers to correct this problem. A large high
capacity p -imary transformer together with a special

In -Phase secondary transtormer prevents this phase shift,
providing increased power output into the loudspeaker load
as the music demands it. The result is clean, c ramatic
dynamics; musical peaks are reproduced with ;funning
clarity.

Now, the dynamic range of the music can be fully realized.
For complete information on the Onkyo Real Phase store,
see your Onkyo dealer or write to Onkyo directly
Shown is our new A-8067 Integra amplifier, with ReDI Phase
Technology and our exclusive Dual Recording Selector.

Artistry in Sound

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446



Frequency response of the
tape player was excellent,
extending out to beyond
20 kHz, and overall S/N
with dbx noise reduction
measured over 85 dB!
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of an unmodulated stereo channel when the opposite chan-
nel is fully modulated by a 5 -kHz tone. The sweep is from 0
Hz to 50 kHz. The tall spike at the left represents the desired
5 -kHz output; the spike contained within it is the undesired
5 -kHz component at the opposite channel's output. Notice
that in addition to the components of second- and third -
harmonic distortion seen just to the right of the main 5 -kHz
spikes, there is also a well-defined 38 -kHz (subcarrier) out-
put near the right of the sweep as well as two sidebands 5
kHz to either side of that subcarrier. Certainly none of these
components will be audible, especially in a car environ-
ment, but they do suggest that this tuner's stereo FM decod-
er circuitry has not been optimized as well as it might have
been, and that it may produce other forms of crosstalk or
"beats" within the audible frequency range.

Capture ratio for the FM tuner section measured very
close to the 2.0 dB specified, while .AM suppression and
alternate -channel selectivity were both somewhat better
than claimed by Alpine, with readings of 50 dB and 82 dB,
respectively.

Sensitivity of the AM tuner section was excellent, measur-
ing only 15 µV for 20 dB of quieting, while AM frequency
response (Fig. 5) was typical of most car radios. At 5 kHz,
response was already off by some 10 dB. The bass re-
sponse was unusual, too, in that there seemed to be a boost
built in below about 100 Hz, even with the tone controls set
to their nominally flat mid -points.

Cassette Player Measurements
Frequency response of the tape player, shown in Fig. 6,

was excellent, extending out to beyond 20 kHz. Using a
Type I (ferric oxide) test tape, response was down only 1.7
dB at the sweep's 20 -kHz limit. Signal-to-noise measure-
ments are shown in the graphs and readouts of Figs. 7A and
7B. The upper plots in each case represent noise distribu-
tion, in third octaves, without any noise reduction; overall
S/N under those conditions measured 58.3 dB. With Dolby B
NR (lower plot of Fig. 7A), S/N improved to 65.8 dB, and with
Dolby C (lower curve of Fig. 7B) it improved still further, to
70.3 dB. A full third -octave analysis for operation with dbx
NR was not made, but the overall S/N when dbx was used
measured just over 85 dB! Wow and flutter was a bit poorer
than claimed, at least on the sample I measured; as shown
in Fig. 8, it measured 0.07% wtd. rms, with the chief wow
component occurring at 1.25 Hz.

Although I recognize the convenience of auto reverse,
especially in a car stereo, one of my chief objections to this
feature shows up clearly in Figs. 9A and 9B. Figure 9A
shows the azimuth error for various frequencies when a test
cassette was played in the forward direction. Here, the error
was extremely minimal, indicating excellent head alignment.
However, when the same test tape was played back in the
opposite direction, the angular azimuth errors for high -fre-
quency test signals were substantial-as much as 154° for a
15.8 -kHz test signal. This translates to poorer frequency
response during playback in the reverse direction.

Figure 10 shows the range of the bass and treble con-
trols. I measured maximum treble boost/cut as +9.9/ -9.2
dB at 10 kHz, and measured maximum bass boost/cut as
+ 8.7/ - 9.2 dB at 100 Hz.
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What other audio tapes fail to hear.

t.

One audio tape is so sensi-
tive it can hear a pin drop.
Or the full crash of a cymbal.

To no one's surprise, it's
made by Sony.

Designed with our widest
dynamic range ever, the
UCX-S can pick up the soft-
est softy you've never heard.

Or the loudest louds.
Without distortion.'

And since we pack
smaller, more uniform parti-
cles on our tape, you can
pack more music in it.

And go from one extreme
to the other.

So pick Sony. And hear
what you've been missing.

SONY

O 1985 Sony Corp of Arnett. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corp. 'The One and
Only" ts a registered trademark of Sory 4 rp of America (Third harmonic ctstor non at 0 dB)
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If a station is just strong
enough for the "Seek"
circuit to find it in the
local mode, the unit will
switch itself to DX for
better reception.
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Use and Listening Tests
As usual, my listening tests were confined to the lab test

bench. I did, however, vary the d.c. voltage powering the
Alpine 7374 and encountered no change in performance
when it was varied over the allowable range from 11.0 to
16.0 V d.c.

I was very pleased with this unit's front -panel layout, its
illumination, and the clarity of its control designations. In my
opinion, the Alpine 7374 has been engineered so that the
user can take ful advantage of all of its features without
having to take his or her eyes off the road for more than a
second or two. This, to me, is extremely important in car
audio. I have to admit that although the technical measure-
ments of the radio section were not quite up to what I've
come to expect from Alpine, those of the cassette deck
section were, on the whole, excellent. Whether those radio
measurements will translate to audibly apparent deficien-
cies when this unit is actually used in a vehicle is something
I'm going to let Technical Editor Ivan Berger tell you in his
addendum to this report. As for myself, if I had to grade the
7374 on a scale of 1 to 10, I'd award it a 10 for human
engineering and layout, an 8 or 9 for its cassette section,
and perhaps a 7 for its FM and AM performance.

Leonard Feldman

Behind the Wheel
The 7374's controls are a mixture of big hits and little

misses. The five -function control bar was a hit, making far
more sense in practice than I'd thought it would. True, it's
difficult to run the bar through all its functions while you're
driving, but you're more likely to set four of the functions
before you set out, then use the bar as a convenient volume
control thereafter. And I liked the way the volume faded in at
turn -on.

The control illumination was great. All controls were easy
to spot, and the settings of most of the often -used ones were
easy to read.

The manual tuning rocker would be easier to use if it were
indented in the middle, to help one's fingers tell which way
to push it. But at least it was large and conveniently
placed-and anyway, in practice, I mainly used the "Seek"
and preset station selectors. The "Band" switch could be a
little smaller-even in the station -studded New York area, I

don't use the extra eight FM presets or the eight AM ones as
often as I do the first eight FM presets and the station-

_ seeker.
The tuner stereo/mono switch was a welcome addition

(every car stereo could use one). The local/DX switch af-
fects the sensitiv ty of the whole tuner, not just its station -
seeking circuit. This is a nice touch carried over from previ-
ous Alpines, but with one good addition: If a station is just
strong enough for the "Seek" circuit to find it when the
sensitivity switch is in local mode, the 7374 will then switch
itself to "DX" to receive that station better.

The tape functions that share the buttons used (in tuner
mode) for station presets would be easier to use if their
legends were bigger and darker. It's become common
practice in car stereos to label grayish buttons with thin
white lettering, but that often makes the letters hard to read
by day and even less legible by night. I found this common
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The main differences
between the 7374 and its
predecessor are better tape
frequency response, some
new functions, and controls
for the knobless '80s.

problem particularly acute on the 7374, with its bright green
night illumination. However, once a function had been se-
lected, its button glowed orange, making the legends a bit
easier to read. Luckily, these controls aren't used too often. I

welcomed never having to set the tape EQ at all-I wish it
were automatic on all car stereos.

The automatic head demagnetizer struck me as unneces-
sary. I liked the fact that turning the ignition off engages
pause mode, rather than ejecting the tape. (In hot climates,
though, I think I'd prefer key -off eject.) I used "Tape Scan" a
lot, but since I know what's on my tapes better than what's
on the air at any given moment, I'd have gladly swapped it
for a station -scanning function.

If V have less to say about performance than I used to, it's
because of the general rise in the industry's performance
levels. It's been about two years, I think, since I've heard
wow and flutter when playing tape on Belgian -block paving
and average country roads, and about the same length of
time since I've encountered "picket -fencing." The 7374's
resistance to multipath seemed a bit better than average,
even for today. I did not realize, at first, how much its
extended high -frequency response on tape increased my
listening enjoyment, until I switched to another unit with less
exceptional response. The difference between forward and
reverse -play response varied with the tape, demonstrating

azimuth of my tapes.

I took a special interest n reception comparisons with my
reference set, since that reference is Alpine's '7347, which
the 7374 replaces. I was struck by the similarity in perfor-
mance-so much so that I looked up our review of the older
model (Audio, March 1984). I discovered that the tuner
specs are identical for both Alpines, and Leonard Feld -
man's lab measurements nearly so. Nonetheless, on my FM
tests, the new set did slightly-but unmistakably-better
than the old, perhaps a sign of aging in the original. Capture
ratio and sensitivity also seemed slightly better. But the main
difference was the auto -blending, which is new: The new set
opted unequivocally for mono on two or three weak stations
where the old set wavered unpleasantly between mono and
stereo.

On AM, the biggest difference was in the operation of the
"Seek" function. On "DX' setting, the older set's station -
seeker stopped at every AM frequency, occupied or not,
whereas the new set mainly stopped just where there were
signals to be heard.

The biggest differences between the 7374 and its prede-
cessor are in wider frequency response on tape, the addi-
tion of new functions (chiefly auto reverse, a clock, and
manual stereo/mono switching), and new, well -thought-out
controls for the knobless '80s. The differences in perfor-
mance are slight, but all to the new set's advantage.

Ivan Berger

YOU CAN SEE FOREVER .

ML 12A preamplifier shown in optional wood case. Available with PLS-124 separate power supply
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

DENON
DCR-7600
CAR
STEREO

PUSH ON PUS. JE LEVEL

-,DOLBY NR- MS METAL

Manufacturer's Specifications
Tuner Section
FM Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 14.8

dBf.
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,

20.3 dBf.
S/N: Mono, 60 dB.
Alternate -Channel Selectivity:

70 dB.
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB.
M. Rejection: 100 dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB.
AM Sensitivity: 18

Cassette Section
Frequency Response: Type I tape,

30 Hz to 16 kHz, ±3 dB; Types II, Ill,
and IV tape, 30 Hz to 18 kHz, ±3
dB.

S/N: 72 dB with Dolby C NR.
Wow and Flutter: 0.09% wtd. rms.
Stereo Separation: 42 dB.

General Specifications
Output Voltage: 500 mV.
Bass Control Range: ± 10 dB at

100 Hz.
Treble Control Range: ± 10 dB at

10 kHz.
Loudness Compensation: +8 dB

at 100 Hz and at 10 kHz, for -30 dB
volume setting.

Dimensions: Chassis, 7'/,6 in. W x 2
in. H x 61/2 in. D (17.9 cm x 5.1 cm
x 16.5 cm); panel, 7% in. W x 25/16
in. H x 3/8 in. D (18.7 cm x 5.9 cm
x 1 cm).

Weight: 4.2 lbs. (1.9 kg).
Price: $625.
Company Address: 27 Law Dr.,

Fairfield, N.J. 07006.
For literature, circle No. 92

PLL SYNTHESIZED STEFIE0 CASSETTE TUNER/DCR-76000010"voRm1

DENON AUTO REVERSE AUTO LOAOING

44

LOUDNESS LOCAL PM AM MEMORY

The trend is unmistakable. More and more car -stereo
manufacturers are abandoning the all -in -one "car radio"
chassis in favor of tuner/cassette decks designed to drive
separate stereo power amplifiers. This approach enables
makers like Denon to incorporate a host of worthwhile fea-
tures in chassis that conform to the DIN dimensional stan-
dards, without sacrificing reliability or performance. In the
case of the DCR-7600, outputs are configured to drive front
and rear stereo amplifiers so that the usual configuration of
speakers, front and rear, can be handled.

Among the noteworthy features found in this head unit are
a dynamic expansion circuit, tape auto reverse, Dolby B

and C noise reduction, a five -selection music -sensor system
for the tape player, presets for six AM and six FM stations, a
noise filter and a local/distant switch for FM, and a tape
equalization switch for normal or metal/chrome tape. Cas-
sette loading is semi -automatic, and tapes are ejected when
the ignition is turned off. If the tuner is switched on, you'll
hear its output during tape rewind or fast forward (but not
during music search), so you don't have to sit in silence.
Once the tape is fully wound, play resumes automatically. In
addition to the usual up/down manual tuning, the frequency -
synthesized tuner also has a "Seek" mode which finds the
next usable signal. What Denon calls "Keytone Confirma-
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tion" is a beep that sounds when you touch any of the
controls. The tone lets you know that you have indeed
entered a command so that you need not take your eyes off
the road when driving. Of course, you still have to know
which button to touch for the desired result.

Control Layout
As is often the case with car -stereo head units, the rotary

volume -control shaft carries more functions than s at first
apparent. The volume control itself, when pushed, turns the
tuner on and off; when pulled, it becomes an adjustment
control for the degree of dynamic -range expansion desired.
Surrounding it are two control rings which handle front/rear
and right/left balance adjustments. Smaller rotary controls
for bass and treble are to the right of the volume control.
Just below are Dolby B and C pushbuttons, the "MS" (Music
Sensor) button, and a pushbutton which selects 70-4
equalization (for metal or Cr02 cassettes) when in tape
mode or high -cut filter when in FM mode. Five pushbuttons,
mounted in a vertical row, handle the tape -transport func-
tions. The first four, starting at the top, control tape ejection,
tape direction reversal, fast forward, and fast rewind; the
fifth, labelled "Clear," stops fast tape spooling or cancels
the Music Sensor system.

Below the cassette insertion slot is a display area which
shows tuned -to frequency and indicates stereo reception.
Up and down tuning rocker switches for both the "Seek"
and manual modes are to the right of the display, and just
below are touch buttons for "Loudness" compensation,
"DE" (Dynamic Expansion), "Local" (for FM reception),
"FM," "AM," and "Memory." The last-named switch is used
in conjunction with the six numbered preset buttons, which
are arranged in a vertical row at the extreme right of the
front panel.

To make installation easier, Denon has equipped this
head unit with familiar phono-tip jacks rather than DIN con-
nectors. (While DIN connectors should simplify installation
by combining many circuits into one plug, it sometimes
seems as though no two manufacturers wire their DIN
plugs-especially the 8 -pin types-alike, and instruction
manuals don't always tell which connection goes to which
pin.) Other connections include a ground wire and terminal,
plus individual wires to operate a power antenna and re-
mote turn -on circuits for two amplifiers. The panel illumina-
tion lead is separate, so it can be hooked into your car's
dashboard lighting and dimmer.

Tuner Measurements
As usual, I measured the performance of the tuner section

first, and then went on to evaluate the tape deck. My
listening tests are conducted in my lab and merely verify that
the measured results correspond closely with what I hear. I

leave the unit's behavior on the road to Technical Editor Ivan
Berger, who has the patience and stamina to swap head
units in and out and drive around with them under difficult
reception and tape -playback conditions. I'm always inter-
ested in his reactions to each set, especially to see if my lab
results and sedentary listening tests correlate well with his
more rigorous real -world evaluations.

Figure 1 shows how background noise and distortion vary
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I liked the sensitivity of
the tuner section, its
signal -seeking feature,
and the degree of mono
blending provided.

Fig. 4-FM stereo
crosstalk and distortion
components for a
5 -kHz signal.

Fig. 5-AM frequency
response.
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Fig. 6-Frequency
response, cassette
section, with Type I tape.

with signal strength for mono and stereo FM input signals.
Usable mono sensitivity measured 15 dBf, and best mono
signal-to-noise, for a 65-dBf input signal, was only 62 dB. At
that same signal level, S/N in stereo measured 60 dB. As
with most car FM tuners these days, there's not much point
in talking about usable sensitivity in stereo or even 50 -dB
quieting sensitivity in stereo, for that matter. This is because,
as signal strength decreases, the tuner circuitry blends the
left and right channels until they are virtually monophonic.

THD in mono, for a 1 -kHz signal, was 0.3%; I measured
the same value of distortion in stereo. Figure 2 shows stereo
frequency response (top trace) and separation for both
strong and weak stereo signals. The middle trace shows the
effects of the weak -signal blending. At strong signal levels
(bottom trace), separation measured about 44 dB at mid -
frequencies; when signal levels were reduced to about 40 or
45 dBf, separation at mid -frequencies decreased to well
below 20 dB. Again at strong signal levels, separation at 100
Hz measured 45 dB and at 10 kHz was 28 dB. The crossing
of the two separation curves is unusual but not significant.
As long as separation is reduced in the region between 2
and 4 kHz, where stereo noise is most annoying, it does not
matter much that separation increases above about 7 kHz.

Figure 3 shows how harmonic distortion varies with fre-
quency for mono and stereo FM reception at strong signal
levels. Often, the single distortion reading observed for a
stereo FM tuner when it is receiving a high -frequency signal
is not really a true indication of what's going on. For this
reason, I always use a spectrum analyzer, linearly swept
from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, to plot what happens at the output of
the unmodulated channel when a 5 -kHz signal modulates
the opposite channel fully. The tall spike at the left in Fig. 4
represents the amplitude of the desired 5 -kHz output, while
the shorter spike inside it represents the 5 -kHz output from
the unmodulated channel. The other crosstalk components
appearing at the unmodulated channel's output include
both harmonic distortion components and subcarrier output
products at 19 and 38 kHz, as well as sidebands.

FM frequency response was generally flat from 30 Hz to
15 kHz, with deviations never exceeding 1.0' dB at any
frequency. Capture ratio measured exactly 2.0 dB, as
claimed. Alternate -channel selectivity measured 73 dB, i.f.
rejection was greater than 100 dB, and image rejection
measured 53 dB. AM frequency response, shown in Fig. 5,
exhibited a rather strange characteristic from about 2 to 5
kHz, but was otherwise typical of most car -stereo units' AM
response.

Cassette Player Measurements
Figure 6 is a plot of playback response using Type I

(normal bias) tape recorded with a sweep signal that could
be read by a Sound Technology 1500A tape tester. Re-
sponse was reasonably flat from about 45 Hz to around 13
kHz. For checking Type II tape response, I used a spot -
frequency test tape supplied by BASF, and had to record
results manually. Using this calibrated test tape, and with
equalization correctly set, response improved somewhat,
with the -3 dB points moving out to 40 Hz and 14.5 kHz.

Figures 7A and 7B each show two measurements of
signal-to-noise. In Fig. 7A, S/N ratio values of 56.4 and 65.2
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HARMAN KARDON ULTRAWIDEBAND CASSETTE DECKS

LEADING, BY FOLLOWING THROUGH

The professional, alert with anticipation, is ready
to meet the challenge, anywhere on the court,
anytime. 'Then to respond quickly, with a
fluid full-swing-from the draw to the
follow through...the apparently effortless
movement that is the winner's edge.

In cassette decks, the principle's the
same-if high fidetrty sound repro-
duction is to be achieved.

That winning edge is in every
Harman Kardon cassette deck. It's
called Ultrawideband Frequency
Response-the ability to react
smoothly and quickly through
the total range of human
hearing (from 20Hz to 20kH
± 3dB). From the most inex-
pensive to the most sophist,
cated, every Harman Kardon
cassette deck delivers this level
of performance, with any tape
formulation.

Other manufacturers simply don't
follow through the entire range and
therefore miss many of the hard to reach
notes.

Harman Kardon cassette eC expect
the unexpected, anti:3ipate the highs and
and lows... to accurately reproduce all o
the music.

In meeting the challenge of high fidelity, every
Harman Kardon cassette deck shows the seem
ingly effortless supprion neede t
title-every time.

Shown is the new TD392 Cassette Deck featuring 3
heads, Dolby HX Professional' Dolby B* and C,* Meter

Weighting, Auto Repeat, Output Level Control and
Solenoid Operation.

Rama, Lotion T D392

a)

New York 11797 Call Toil -Free 1-800-633-2252 Ext. 25
man International Company



The "Loudness" control and
the Dynamic Expander
were worthwhile on the
road, and Denon was wise
to make the latter feature
adjustable.
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analysis without noise
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dB were obtained without and with Dolby B NR, respective-
ly. In Fig. 7B, results are shown for S/N without Dolby and
with Dolby C NR. With Dolby C, I obtained an overall S/N
reading of 71.9 dB, close enough to the 72 dB claimed' by
Denon.

Figure 8 is an analysis of wow and flutter. My tests
resulted in an overall reading of 0.096% wtd. rms, slightly
poorer than the 0.09% claimed.

Azimuth error, plotted in Fig. 9, amounted to 165° of
phase for a 15.8 -kHz test signal. That is to say, the azimuth
angle of the playback differed enough from the orientation
of the tracks on my azimuth test tape to cause a phase
difference of 165° between the right and left channels when
playing a 15.8 -kHz signal. This may seem like a very large
phase error, but it is fairly typical of cassette players that
offer auto -reverse playback without any means for adjusting
azimuth alignment.

Figure 10 shows the range of the bass control and that of
the treble control. Both are very slightly greater than speci-
fied: ± 10.1 dB at 100 Hz, and + 10.3, -11.5 dB at 10 kHz.

Use and Listening Tests
I found the Denon DCR-7600 easy enough to operate and

had no trouble interpreting the instruction manual or figuring
out how each control was to be used. Despite the middling
signal-to-noise showing of the FM tuner section, I was
pleased with the sensitivity of the tuner and with the way its
signal -seeking feature worked. I felt, too, that the degree of
mono blending under weak -signal conditions was just right;
enough separation is maintained at medium signal
strengths while a good deal of noise is suppressed. The
Music Sensor worked flawlessly, as long as I played tapes
that had a sufficiently long pause between selections (at
least 5 S). The required pause is a bit longer than it usually
is on home decks that offer a music -search feature. So, if
you've been recording tapes with 3- or 4-S pauses on your
home machine, the DCR-7600's Music Sensor may not
respond when you play those tapes in your car.

I was a bit surprised to see that Denon had included a
Dynamic Expander in the DCR-7600. I know that some
people are looking for effective compressors for use in cars,
especially when playing CDs in a mobile environment. I

certainly enjoyed the action of the DCR-7600's expander
during my listening tests in the lab, with the head unit
connected to a powerful home stereo amplifier and a pair of
excellent speakers, but I wonder how practical such a
feature is in an automobile. Perhaps a moderate amount of
expansion could lend realism to the reproduced program
when listening to cassettes in a car. I'll let Mr. Berger be the
judge of that when he conducts his road tests. As for me,
unless Ivan finds something drastically wrong with the unit
during his tests, I'm prepared to say that Denon has done a
competent job in designing this head unit. It should work
well with almost any car -stereo amplifier of high quality.

Leonard Feldman

Behind the Wheel
A year or so ago, I quoted Denon's Ken Furst as saying

that most car stereos seemed to have been designed by
people who took the bus to work. Well, Denon's designers
definitely drive to the office. The DCR-7600's controls fall
into logically related groups: Tape functions along the bot-
tom left and to the left of the display and tape slot, tuner
functions below the display and along the right edge of the
panel, major sound controls grouped in the upper left cor-
ner. Only the loudness and expander switches seem a bit
out of place, and you won't change their settings often.
Other nice touches include bidirectional "Seek" tuning, pro-
truding ribs on the station preset buttons, and exceptionally
good night illumination.

If you connect the separate panel -illumination lead (not
found on most car -stereo units) to your dashboard lighting
circuit, the Denon's lights will come on when you turn your
headlights on, whether the unit itself is on or off. This makes
the unit easier to find and switch on in the dark. The lights
dim with your dashboard dimmer too. And Denon dealers
can change the color of the illumination to match your
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The best audio investment in the
world Perreaux amplifiers have a
built in 80% trade-in value.*

An interview with Anthony Federici,
Director of Perreaux International

Q. by do Perreaux coilipulients have
4ch a high trade-in value?

The trade-in value of Perreaux components have and exceptional value when new. To further increase
always been far higher than average. This is proba- trade-in value, F'erreaux is now giving a one-year
bly due to several factors: Engineering that is at the limited parts and labor warranty on pre -owned
leading edge of technology... hand crafted, limited Series 2 that is traded toward Series 3.
production ... simple, elegant, non -trendy styling ...

Q. How long do you anticipate that
Perreaux will retain this exceptional
trade-in value?

Probably indefinitely, because the resale value is
intrinsic to the product. Given Perreaux's reliabil-
ity and longevity, a 1 -year warranty on pre -owned
equipment is not an expensive commitment for the

factory. In other words, the trade-in "deal" simply
reflects the real world value of Perreaux. I would
expect both new and used Perreaux's to continue to
retain the world's highest trade-in value.

Q. Why do you believe people will pay
as much or more for a used Perreaux
as for a new product from another
manufacturer?

Because they are already doing so wLth Perreaux. new cars. However, because essentially there are no
A used Porsche or Mercedes costs more than many mechanical parts, it won't deteriorate like a car.

Q. Will this lead the way for audio
components other than Perreaux to
increase their trade-in value?

I hope so. Because it will allow more people to
enjoy quality audio. As an example: The new
Perreaux Series I system, consisting of a tuner,
preamp and power amp, retails for about $2000.
I would expect it to retain about a $1500 trade-in

Amplifiers
Preamplifiers
Tuners

value toward a new Perreaux. This means that the
consumer will have been enjoying Perreaux quality
and performance for about $500. That's only the
cost of a moderate receiver.

Perreaux

Techport Ltd.
Westbury, NY
1-800-TECPORT
or 516-683-3000

*At participating dealers up to 80% of original amplifier purchase
price and 70% of original preamplifier purchaseprice be
offered for trade up of Series 2 toward Series 3. Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Carc



Despite my few quibbles,
the DCR-7600 is definitely
a good performer, and its
human engineering is just
about the best I have yet
run across.
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dashboard's other lights (an option not mentioned in the
instructions or sales Jiterature); five colors are available for
less than $20 each, installed. When you slip a cassette into
the illuminated tape slot, the tape -motion buttons light. An
orange indicator on the tape -reverse button tells you the
direction of tape travel, so you know which fast -wind button
is for fast forward and which one is for rewind.

The "Seek" and manual tuning controls are easy to use,
with the "Seek" button (which I use more often) closer to the
driver. For some reason, I find a vertical row of preset tuning
buttons, like those used here, easier to operate than the
more common horizontal row. The tone controls' protruding
ribs make it easy to tell their settings by touch. The keytone
beep drove me nuts after a while, but the instruction manual
explains how to shut it off.

I found both the "Loudness" control and Dynamic Expan-
der worthwhile on the road. Denon's loudness contour
seems a bit extreme, on paper (an 8 -dB rise at both ends)
but works out well against road noise. The expander did
give compressed broadcast music more impact (and
there's a lot of compressed music on the air); it also made
some of my old Burns & Allen radio tapes sound far more
lifelike and easier to understand. Denon wisely made the
expansion adjustable; I'd have liked them to include a
compressor posrion also, for tapes that have too much
dynamic range for the road.

The cassette section's frequency response was about
average, similar to what I've been accepting happily in my
car for some time. But I'm becoming acutely aware that
there are other (albeit usually more expensive) units whose
response is more extended.

On FM, I noted a slight "edge" on weaker stations, audi-
ble only when the car was stationary and quiet. At first I

thought this might be distortion, but, after referring to Leon-
ard Feldman's measurements, I began to think it might be
the residual high -frequency noise let through by the DCR-
7600's unusually shaped blending curve. Nonetheless, the
DCR-7600 brought in a few FM stations marginally better
than my reference unit did and clearly brought in several
AM stations that gave my reference set trouble.

Like most car -stereo units today, the DCR-7600 turns on
automatically if you insert a cassette, but the tuner must be
turned on manually. Denon tells me that the power -antenna
lead is energized only when the tuner is on, but the separate
amplifier turn -on leads (not found on most car stereos) are
energized when tuner or tape is playing. You can therefore
safely listen to a tape while you go through a car wash,
without losing your power -antenna shaft in the cleaning
brushes. It's a minor but nice touch, one that shows Denon
listens to its dealers and customers.

Despite my quibbles, the DCR-7600 is definitely a good
performer, and its human engineering is about the best I

have yet run across. Learning how to use it takes less than a
minute-the only things you likely can't figure out without the
instruction book are the expander, the beep on/off switch,
and (if you haven't used electronically tuned radios before)
the station memory. I would have liked a station -scan fea-
ture and about two more FM -station memories . . . but there
I go, quibbling again. All in all, it's a very pleasant set to use
and reasonably priced for what it offers. Ivan Berger
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A CD PLAYER THAT'LL PLAY SIX DISCS?
I SAID I'D TAKE IT BEFORE THE SALESMAN
EVEN OPENED HIS MOUTH.

am et1 611 1:111
001000013000

I'M A PIONEER. AND I'M PROUD OF IT
"Music plays more than a minor role

in my life. I live by it. I work by it. I relax

by it. So when I ran into Pioneer's new

Multi -Play CD Player, there was just no

way I could leave the store without it:"

THE PIONEER PD -M6 MULTI -

PLAY CD PLAYER. The first and only

compact disc player that holds six discs,
to play over four hours of uninterrupted
beautiful music.

The first and only compact disc

player that allows you to play nothing but
your favorite songs from all six discs, in
the order you want to hear them.

The first and only compact disc

player that, with the touch of the remote,

plays selections at random. And theo-
retically, the sequence won't repeat
itself for about 3,000,000,000 years!

Pioneer's revolutionary Multi -

Play CD Player. Don't go home

without it.

CATCH THE SPIRIT OFATRUE PIONEER.

I .111,11

Pioneer Electronics (USA I. Inc.. Long Beach. CA

Pioneer Electronics of Canada, Inc., Ontario, Canada ©1985 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.

Enter No. 20 on Reader Service Card
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If you wanted good sound in the
early days of hi-fi, you cut a hole in
your wall and mounted the woofer
inside. Or you built a Flared Horn the
size of a refrigerator. Or bigger.

n 1954, a man named Edga'
Villch ur found a better way. In building
the \Aorld's lowest-distortior low -
frequency speaker, he repla:ed crude
mechanical suspensions and giant
cabirets with a cushion of air in a
small, tightly sealed box. Called
"Acoustic Suspension," the new
loudTeaker reduced distortion by a
factor of 10. And it was the first high
fideli-y speaker you could fi-. on a
books helf.

o build his Acoustic Suspen-
sion speakers, Villchur founded a new
company: Acoustic Research. Over-
night, AR products became the most
revered, most sought-after, most
imitated speakers in history. In fac-_,
over 70 different speaker manufac-
turers are using AR's Acoustic Sus-
pension design today.

since 1954, AR has su)stan-
tially improved the original Acoustic
Suspension speaker. By inventing
the dome tweeter, introducirg mag-
netic -luid cooling, building 3/4"
high -tensity enclosures, eliminating
cabinet diffraction, and solving the
problem of speaker/room interface.

AR's new BXi Series Lad -
speakers for 1986 are the most
highly refined speakers on today's
marke:. And they should be. It took
us 32 years to make them.

Ai
ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH

We speak from experience.

Errer No. 1 on Reader Service Card
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LIRPA
DISTORTEK
J -X336
RACK SYSTEM
Company Address: R.F.D. 22,

Drawer G, Shelf 14, Slot 1, Mayberry,
Mo. 67890.

If there's anything that'll keep you
home from the drive-in, it's the new
Lirpa Distortek J-X33B stereo rack sys-
tem. Gettin' one good look at this 6 -foot
slab of knobs, lights, dials, and front -
panel tattoos is like dunkin' your bean
in a bucket of Bud. Make no mistake,
pal, this is one suave way to impress
your friends. Check it out: For $99 you
get two full pickup loads of gear, in-
cluding digital tuner, suspender -drive
turntable, 81/2 -track deck, Compact
Disc player, preamp, equalizer, re -

verb, 200 -watt power amp, TV tuner,
timer, expander, spatial composer,
time delay, aural rototiller, bugler
alarm, remote control, triple cassette
deck, electronic stylus cleaner, and
Naugahyde rack with stained-glass
doors-and we're not even up to the
good part yet. It all drains into a pair of
loudspeakers-that's loudspeakers-
with 15 -inch metal -flake woofers that'd
vaporize Arnold "Conan" Schwarzen-
egger from 30 yards out, no lie. Sure,
they got tweeters and midranges and
horns and coaxial whizzer cones, too,
just to keep the audiophiles happy, but
don't worry, none of 'em come hooked
up, so they can't slow down those
amazing woofers.

So much for the high technology.
You want to know what this baby'll do,
right? Just put on a little Oingo Boingo
and watch this rig pogo -stick itself
around the room. I mean, the motion of
the woofers is pure poetry. We're talkin'
hi-fi. We're talkin' bass-fi. We're talkin'
juke-fi. Nuke-fi. Puke-fi. First day I had
it home, I put the pedal to the metal,
and all the hair fell off the hippie's dog
four houses down, and that dog was
used to The Grateful Dead. The Lirpa
folks could do a full -color ad campaign
in all the big stereo rags with that hair-
less hound just to prove how awesome
this Distortek system gets down.

I put Led Zep on the turntable, Elvis
in, the 81/2 -track, The Horizontal Mongo-
lians in one cassette, Waylon & Willie in
another, Dolly in the Compact Disc
player, and then dialed in a classical
station on the tuner, just to be kinky.
Once you activate the patented new
Sonic Bilge Pump circuitry (built into
the preamp), you can switch from one
source to another and never tell 'em
apart. Can't tell Waylon from Elvis from
Zep, and that's no idle boast. And it
takes only a little fiddlin' around with
the sliders to get the gospel channel
on the TV to sound just like the Boingo
Brains-somethin' I could never do
with my old system, as advanced as I

thought it was.
Watchin' this rig workin' out is an

enlightening experience. In fact, you
got enough lights here to illuminate half

of Las Vegas at midnight. They don't
hold back on variety either: You got
your horizontal red ones, your vertical
banks of blue ones, your diagonal
gash of greens, and a couple clumps
of purple and orange that run around
kitty-wumpus just to keep your interest
up-and that's just the tuner. There's
not one square inch on any component
that isn't just forested with lights and
knobs and displays and sliders. It's
glorious.

Okay, you're impressed, but what
about its innards, you say? I popped
the hood on the power amp, which
uses that new low -feedbag technol-
ogy, just to check out the workman-
ship. It was a sight to behold: Pure
empty space, save for a 1 -ampule fuse
and a little imported "chip" that rides
herd on the light displays. I mean the
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layout is clean, friend. All that open
real estate in there isn't just for looks,
either: If you ever get dizzy from gaw-
kin' at the panel, you can stick your
bean inside and gulp some fresh air.
Or just keep the top off and use the
space to store records, tapes, ash-
trays, fly swatters, whatever, because
there's no circuitry to cramp ya'. Joe
Bob, who's already put in his order, is
gonna store his whole paperclip col-
lection and two electronic stylus clean-
ers in there-gonna use one as a
toothbrush. One other nice touch: If the
fuse blows, the bugler alarm bugles
and hollers at about 182 dB. It's a
cryin' shame you can't activate the
alarm while the whole system is up full
tilt, just for atmosphere. I'd also like to
equalize and expand the alarm to see
if I can make it sound like that new
sewer -rock group that just entertained
at Tipper Gore's last party.

Okay, nothin's perfect, so let's pick
some nits and lice: It took too long
massagin' the equalizer, expander,
bilge pump and psycho-holographics
rejuvenator to get Wayne Newton to
sound like that Albanian mud wrestler
they got on cable TV. That's a real
disappointment, and should be fixed in
an updated model. (They promise me
this one will be obsolete in a week or
two, anyway.) Also, six knobs, five slid-
ers, and eight switches all fell off the
J-X33B the same day I hooked it up,
which is a small thing, I admit, but one
of 'em might've controlled a light dis-
play somewhere. Once, I thought I

heard a melody rear its head and leak
through the speakers, but the expan-
der and equalizer put it out of its mis-
ery once I sic'ed 'em on the problem.

My scorecard: 725 lights, 558
knobs, 142 sliders, 317 switches, 112
buttons, 3 joysticks, and 2 optional
biamped whoopee cushions-out-
standing value at about 22¢ per gad-
get. Guitars come out like chain saws,
drums like garbage cans, trombones
like tortured cats, vocals like Nigerian
wombats, tortured cats like Setay
Htiek-impeccable performance, in-
deed. You can get the J-X33B at Hon-
est Al's Knob City (all locations), select
department stores, and assorted bag-
yer-own supermarkets. Class like this
never comes cheap, so you may have
to roll a drunk to score this one. I give it
four stars. Tsrif Lirpa
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The best sound you can hear
next to Carnegie Hall.

Toshiba's new CD player makes concert quality sound portable.
Yet, hooked up to your stereo system it'sa top of the line home CD player.
Offering 16 program random memory, 3 beam laser pick up, even
a wireless remote. Toshiba's XR-P9 is the InTouch withTomorrow

complete, portable CD player. Outside of
a concert hall nothing sounds better. Toshiba America. inc 82 Totowa Road, Wayne, N107470

TOSHIBA
Enter No. 31 on Reader Service Card
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INFINITY RS 4B
LOUDSPEAKER
Company Address: 9409 Owens -

mouth Ave., Chatsworth, Cal. 91311.
For literature, circle No. 93

Some readers of Audio may lack the
space in their listening rooms, or the
wherewithal, for the $35,000 Infinity
IRS Series III loudspeaker system.
These readers will take special interest
in the Infinity Reference Standard (RS)
4B speakers. They cost only $1,078
per pair and measure only 42 x 15 x
11 inches each. Instead of weighing
1,200 pounds per system, a pair of RS
4Bs weighs only 110 pounds. They
give excellent sound, whatever the
considerations of size and weight.

The RS 4B is a three-way system
using an EMIT tweeter, a polypropyl-
ene dome (Polydome) midrange, and
two 8 -inch polypropylene woofers in a
sealed box enclosure. The crossover
frequencies are at 600 Hz and 4 kHz,
and frequency response is specified
as ±3 dB from 38 Hz to 32 kHz. The
Infinity RS 4B has a wide frontal radiat-
ing pattern. To reduce diffraction inter-
ference between the drivers and the
cabinet surfaces, the cabinet's corners
are rounded and the grille frames are
beveled. The cabinet has a number of
other nice finishing details, including
hand -rubbed oak veneers.

All this results in a very well-chosen
set of sonic attributes and compro-
mises. The EMIT tweeter provides very
quick and transparent reproduction of
the upper octaves with excellent musi-
cal life, transient information, and har-
monic detail. The EMIT adds an overall
grace to the sound, which is normally
present only in much more costly
speakers using ribbon or electrostatic
drivers. At the same time, the EMIT
crosses over to the midrange smoothly
enough, and at a high enough frequen-
cy so that, despite the EMIT's different
dispersion characteristics, attention is
not called to any transition between the
tweeter and the midrange.

In fact, the RS 4B is pleasantly (and
unusually) free of any emphasis on the
upper midrange and treble. At the
same time, the EMIT provides excep-
tional upper -octave information in a
musically convincing form. This combi-

nation of treble and midrange also
makes the RS 4B sound musical over
very long listening periods. (The kind
of emphasis or sonic "punch" which it
avoids in the upper midrange often
sells speakers but rapidly loses its at-
traction in the home.)

The midrange is also dynamic and
detailed. There are, for me, some slight
hints of frequency irregularity, but
these have to be expected in any
speaker in this price range, and they
don't prevent the RS 4B from having a
more coherent and convincing mid-
range then most of its competition. The
transient performance in the mid -fre-
quencies is particularly good, and
there is an excellent impression of mu-
sical life, throughout the midrange, that
blends very well with the tweeter.

There also is good transition be-
tween woofer and midrange, with little
of the "suck out" between the lower
midrange and upper bass common in
many competitively priced speakers. I

would, however, like to see some im-
provement in this area to cure some
minor irregularities in the timbre. I do
not find that these result in any domi-
nant coloration, as is common in many
less well -designed speakers, but male
voices and the lower register of strings
are not as musically convincing to me
as on some of Infinity's upper range of
speakers.

The bass remains relatively tight,
even with complex percussion and full
orchestral music. Bass performance is
limited in depth and power compared
to the best full -range monitor speakers,
but the RS 4B can generate room -fill-
ing power down to around 40 or 42 Hz.
It is not a super "rock" speaker that
can deliver deafening bass, but the
low frequencies remain musically natu-
ral at loud volumes. The RS 4B is capa-
ble of handling the dynamics of rock,
jazz and full orchestral music at any
reasonable listening level.

Although the RS 48 does not pro -
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duce a large sound stage, it does have
good sound -stage proportions, depth
and imaging. The general sound char-
acter is to me approximately fifth -row
to mid -hall in terms of frequency bal-
ance, which suits the slightly "forward"
sound common in the electronics I

think likely to be used with this speak-
er. The imaging in percussion and
strings is particularly good, as is the
stability of the imaging. The instru-
ments spread in a smooth curve
across the sound stage, with no ten-
dency to group around each speaker
for a "hole in the middle" or "dual
mono" effect.

The RS 4B does sound better with its
grille cloth removed and with its front
feet extended to maximum length to tilt
it backward. Its bass and lower mid-
range also improve if spiked feet-
available at most audio dealers-are
substituted for the smooth feet provid-
ed by the manufacturer.

The sound also improves if the
speaker is kept at least 2 feet from any
wall or furniture. A distance of 3 feet is
audibly preferable, and furniture like
coffee tables should not be placed be-
tween the speaker and the listening
area if at all possible. The distance
between the speakers should be
slightly greater than the distance from
each speaker to the listening position,
and this can be done without a "hole in
the middle" effect.

These recommendations apply to
most closed -box speakers, but the RS
4B is of sufficiently high quality that the
resulting benefits will be more dramat-
ic. They will open up the sound and
"float" the sonic image in a way that
will greatly improve the illusion of being
at a live performance. Note, however,
that this ability to float the sound stage
also makes proper adjustment of your
balance control more critical Even
small changes in the balance, to cen-
ter the overall performance for a given
record or CD, will greatly improve the
depth and width of the sound stage.

In short, if you want many of the
virtues for which Infinity's most expen-
sive speakers are famous, you can get
them in the Infinity RS 4B. It may not
have all the virtues of the IRS Series III,
but it is extremely competitive in pro-
viding value for money and the illusion
of a live musical performance.

Anthony H. Cordesman
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COMPACT DISCS

George Gershwin: Rhapsodies.
Members of the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic; Michael Tilson Thomas, piano.
CBS MK 39699.

A wonderful combination of reper-
toire, performance and recording
makes this an exceptionally enjoyable
disc featuring Michael Tilson Thomas,
who has been exploring the works of
George Gershwin for many years. On
this recording he presents two familiar
pieces in new forms-"Rhapsody in
Blue" and "Second Prelude"-and
several works never recorded before.

What he accomplishes is analogous
to what early -instrument specialists are
doing for Baroque and classical music.
With the help of Ira Gershwin, Thomas
restored the original scores and devel-
oped a style of performance that
makes George Gershwin's music
sound the way the composer played
and heard it in his lifetime. Producer
Steven Epstein and his engineers Bud
Graham and Tim Geelan recorded the
piano in a way that reveals subtle,
slowly changing colors in the decay
portions of its tone. The same quality is
present in both the studio recordings
of the solo piano pieces and the on -

site recordings with members of the
Los Angeles Philharmonic.

"Rhapsody in Blue" sounds espe-
cially fresh and vigorous because of
the return to the lean muscularity of
Ferde Grofe's original arrangement for
the Paul Whiteman band. But the re-
creation of the performance style is
what is most noticeable. The slow,
wide vibratos, the sliding tones, the
phrasing, and the articulation all have
an unfamiliar sound, but they seem ex-
actly right for the music.

Thomas likes brisk tempos, and they
are a breath of fresh air. For the fa-
mous "big tune" he takes it slow
enough but without allowing the melo-
dy to become ponderous. In the solo
part, he often uses rubato to give the
effect of improvisation. This is true ru-
bato, a kind of rubber -band effect with
the tempo, as Thomas slows down and
even hesitates on a note before dash-
ing ahead to catch up with the music.

Thomas' performance of the "Sec-
ond Prelude" conveys the atmosphere
of a hot, lazy afternoon. It has a laid-
back, introspectively amorous feeling,
by turns passionate and lyrical. By
comparison, Leonard Bernstein's inter-
pretation (on Deutsche Grammophon

DG 410 025-2) is a smoldering torch
song, filled with extroverted anxiety.

Among the premiere performances
on this disc is a delicate, airy piece
called "For Lily Pons." It's a fairly late
work, written when Gershwin was
reaching out for more subtle harmonic
colorations and moods. Ira Gershwin
discovered it shortly after George's
death, and found the words "for Lily
Pons" scribbled across the top of the
incomplete manuscript. The musical
effect is almost like Debussy, but the
piece retains Gershwin's thoroughly
American point of view.

Anyone who knows and loves
Gershwin's music will want to have this
recording. The newly discovered
pieces are, alone, worth the price of
the disc, and the sound is clean, clear
and spacious. Thomas' authoritatively
authentic performances make the mu-
sic sparkle with the light of Gershwin's
creativity. Steve Birchall

Hot House Flowers: Wynton Marsalis
CBS CK 39530.

Listening to Hot House Flowers is
like watching a bouquet of delicate
tropical blossoms open up and reveal
their intricate structures and subtle fra-
grances. Each track demonstrates the
expressive control that Wynton Marsa-
lis et al. have over every parameter of
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sound-from dynamics, timbre, at-
tacks and articulations to style.

At the same time, the musicians ex-
pand the range of these microscopi-
cally graduated scalings, taking every
sound to the limits of their technique.
Paradoxically, this intensely disci-
plined attention to detail brings a wide
variety of sounds and precisely ex-
pressed emotions to the music. Pro-
ducer Steven Epstein plays his instru-
ment (the recording studio) with equal
artistry, enhancing the communicative
power of the album.

"Django" begins with ghostly, widely
spaced sounds in the bass, plus trum-
pet and closely spaced chords in the
high woodwinds. Listen for the continu-
ously changing timbre Ron Carter gets
on the sustained bass. He does it by
slowly lessening the firmness of the
string against the fingerboard to get a
slight breakup of the tone.

The title track, composed by Marsa-
lis, shows off the sonic subtlety of the
CD in two wonderfully musical ways. In
the introduction, a fast diminuendo and
precisely terraced dynamic levels
sound so naturally live that they almost
pass by unnoticed. Later, in the series
of solos on trumpet, flute, sax and
acoustic bass, you can hear with unac-
customed clarity all the nuances of
phrasing and attacks these musicians
have at their disposal.

The pastel bouquets of sounds in
Robert Freedman's arrangements ex-
plore the potentials of the CD medium
still more effectively. In "Hot House
Flowers" the accompaniment has a
complex, multi -level texture. The bot-
tom layer is a plucked pedal tone, plus
an intricate acoustic bass figure of vir-
tuosic difficulty played with ease by
Carter. Over this, Jeffrey Watts adds a
rhythmic figure played on hi -hat and
suspended cymbals, extracting an as-
tonishing variey of colors from his in-

struments. Finally, Kenny Kirkland on
piano plays chords in ever-changing
patterns-groups of two or three or
one, staccato and sustained, with ped-
al and without.

Epstein gives each of these layers its
own acoustic environment, a polypho-
ny of ambiences that complements the
arrangement's complexity. Sometimes
he plays with these acoustic
microworlds as if they were instrumen-
tal effects. At the end of the sax sob,
the reverb on the drums gradually in-
creases by imperceptible degrees.
This opens up the sound, giving the
effect of a movie camera receding for
a long shot of the entire ensemble. It
provides a moment of relaxation before
the jump back to the close-up of the
soloist. With all this going on, you still
have to listen to the incredible solos,
the main features of the song.

Hot House Flowers represents an in-
tensely intellectual, tightly controlled
approach to jazz. Within that structure,
Marsalis and friends have the freedom
to improvise and to explore its furthest
reaches with emotion and depth. Ep-
stein's production presents these tropi-
cal blooms in thoughtfully designed
acoustic settings. Steve Birchall

Rachmaninoff: Symphony No. 2. The
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, And'e
Previn.
Telarc CD -80113.
Rachmaninoff: Symphony No. 2. The
Los Angeles Philharmonic, Simon Rat-
tle.
EMI CDC 7 47062-2.

Telarc's recording of the glorious
Rachmaninoff Second Symphony is
the label's second venture with AndrO
Previn and the Royal Philharmonic Or-
chestra. In his first project with these
same forces, recording Tchaikovsky's
Fifth Symphony, engineer Jack Renner

Andre Previn furnishes a
lush, unabashedly romantic
reading of Rachmaninoff's
melodious score.

didn't quite master the famous Wal-
thamstow Town Hall in London. On this
Rachmaninoff recording, however,
Jack has gotten a lovely, natural sound
from Walthamstow's vaunted acous-
tics. String sound is lustrous, clean and
well defined without any wiriness. The
woodwinds are vibrant and well pro-
jected, brass has wonderful bite and
presence, and percussion is clean and
articulate.

The music is to Previn's taste, and
he furnishes a lush, unabashedly ro-
mantic reading of this melodious
score. Under his steady baton, the
Royal Philharmonic provides a very
high quality of execution.

Young Simon Rattle's recording on
the EMI CD has some good moments,
but at this stage of his development he
simply doesn't match the refinement
and elegance of Previn's reading.

Bert Whyte

Prokofiev: Cinderella. The Saint Louis
Symphony, Leonard Slatkin.
RCA RCD1-5321.

This CD is an outstanding recording
of Prokofiev's delightful Cinderella Bal-
let. It's also a rather more extensive
suite than is usually performed; I re-
corded this work with Leopold Stokow-
ski and the New York Philharmonic,
and that version was quite a bit shorter
than what we have here.

This has to be RCA engineer Paul
Goodman's masterpiece; it's even bet-
ter than his Grammy Award -winning re-
cording of Prokofiev's Fifth Symphony
with these same forces. Paul has
caught the perfect balance between
fine orchestral detail and the warm am-
bience of Powell Hall in Saint Louis.
The sound is very clean, tonally rich
and sumptuous, with splendid depth
and instrumental localization.

There are many wonderful sections
in the score, notably "Cinderella's De-
parture for the Ball," "Mazurka and En-
trance of the Prince," "Entertainment of
the Guests" (which has a direct quote
from "Love for Three Oranges"), and
"Duet of the Sisters with the Oranges,"
a boisterous dance with staccato ac-
cents of trumpet and much rollicking
interplay between high strings and
trumpet. The "Waltz Coda" is a rather
sardonic waltz, with the high strings
played with great vehemence. The stri-
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dency that is heard here is not a fault of
the recording or digital processing, but
it is a true reflection of how Prokofiev
wanted the strings to sound in this par-
ticular section. This waltz leads directly
to the fateful midnight strokes of the
clock, with the ticktock of the clock
represented by very loud wood blocks.
In a great dynamic outburst, midnight
is tolled by loud orchestral bells and a
huge tam -tam of crushing sonority.
You are hereby warned to watch your
playback levels, as this section's dy-
namic range is a real speaker -blower!

Slatkin seems to have a particular
affinity for the music of Prokofiev. He
gives us a superb performance of this
work with orchestral playing of very
high order. Don't miss this CD!

Bert Whyte

Promise: Sade
Portrait PK 40263.

Sade glides-cool, sexy, and always
in control-through this smoky supper
club of an album. Although the atmo-
sphere is hazy from the quiet fires lit by
this ever -so -elegant lady, the digital re-
cording is as clear as an icy martini in
a classic, long-stemmed cocktail
glass.

On Promise, the follow-up to Dia-
mond Life, Sade (the group and the
singer) trails their debut like a second
set up on the stand after the midnight
show. There are no surprises here, no
departures from the signature Sade
sound. Some may find these all -of -a -
character cuts repetitious, others may
appreciate the soothing, seamless flow
of the music.

The recording is superior. These airy
arrangements-based on the vocal,
saxophone, guitar, keyboard, and
bass lineup of the band (drums, per-
cussion, horns, and strings are bor-
rowed)-leave plenty of quiet spots
where digital silences are a superb en -

The airy arrangements on
Sade's new disc leave
plenty of quiet spots where
digital silence is a superb
enhancement for the
splendid, jazzy pop.

hancement. The clarity of tonalities as
dissimilar as bottom -end electric bass
notes and high, delicate wind chimes
is impressive. Instrumental location
and definition are breathtaking. The
sound of heavy rainfall in "The Sweet-
est Taboo" will have you looking out
your window to check the weather,
and, with eyes closed, you might
swear that the solo acoustic piano in
"Punch Drunk" was located in your
own listening room.

This is splendid, jazzy pop for the
sophisticated night bird, and a techni-
cally stunning Compact Disc. Sade
has certainly fulfilled its Promise.

Paulette Weiss

Schubert: Symphony No. 9 in C,
"The Great." The Cleveland Orches-
tra, Christoph von Dohnanyi.
Telarc CD 80110.

This new recording of the Schubert
Ninth Symphony is, by all odds, the
most satisfactory in terms of sound and
performance to be issued thus far on
CD. Christoph von Dohnanyi has the
right temperament for this music and
provides a classically structured "mid-
dle -European" performance of great
power and elegance. His Cleveland
Orchestra responds with playing of ex-
quisite refinement, especially the
strings.

Schumann called the Schubert Ninth
the "symphony of heavenly length,"
but if this version had included all the
repeats in the score, it might have
been a bit longer than heavenly! Doh-
nanyi omits all of the redundancies and
traverses this towering work in slightly
over 49 minutes.

Jack Renner used Masonic Auditori-
um instead of his usual Severance Hall
in Cleveland for this rather massively
scored music, managing a superb bal-
ance between high orchestral defini-
tion and spacious acoustics. Jack
gives this noble music a richly reso-
nant sound, majestic in its proportions
and visceral in its power. Bert Whyte

Valotte: Julian Lennon
Atlantic 7 80184-2.

That Julian looks and sounds eerily
like his father John Lennon has been
said before; this Compact Disc reveals
the resemblance in greater detail. Phil

Ramone has created a lush, complex
cradle for the son of the late Beatle. It
is a flawless production, heavily tex-
tured with layers of sound in which
each individual instrument maintains
its integrity. It is the aural equivalent of
looking into sunlit, pristine waters to
see tropical fish gliding below, individ-
ually or in schools, layer upon layer of
them, each fish defined in color and
form as far as the eye can see.

Clean CD silences have great effect
here; the majestic acoustic piano
chord that opens "Well I Don't Know"
is all the more impressive for its ap-
pearance out of absolute silence, and
the complete absence of sound in the
moment following Julian's emphatic
line "makes me wanna shout" on "OK
for You" underlines the powerful emo-
tion poured into the word "shout."

Strong emotion drives this disc
throughout. Although they could be in-
terpreted as love songs, most of the
cuts are apparently belated son -to -fa-
ther conversations. They are heartfelt
expressions of love tempered by ques-
tions, a bittersweet probing for mean-
ing, for explanations of past events.

Besides his distinctive nasal intona-
tions, the younger Lennon has inherit-
ed his father's musical talents. Julian
handles lead vocals, keyboards, bass
guitar, Simmons drums, and percus-
sion. His sophisticated lyrics and melo-
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Each cut on Sportin' Life,
Weather Report's latest
album, uses a carefully
defined group of sounds
and has an identifiable
acoustic ambience.

dies are brilliantly supported by the
arrangements of Barry Becket and the
Muscle Shoals Rhythm Section, and
benefit as well from the perfect horn
accents arranged by David Matthews.

A memorable album, an excellent
Compact Disc. Paulette Weiss

Sportin' Life: Weather Report
CBS CK 39908.

Weather Report never stops evolv-
ing and assimilating new styles into its
repertoire. This time, Joe Zawinul's
group has chosen a Central American/
Caribbean style which is as eclectic as
the culture of that part of the world.
From the surprise vocal introduction of
the opening track to the end of the
disc, Sportin' Life is filled with fascinat-
ing sounds-traces of Indian flutes, for
instance, and the sound of steel
drums. But through it all, Weather Re-
port retains its essential identity. No
matter what the group does, their mu-
sic is uniquely their own.

The Weather Report style is like
chamber music-each song uses a
carefully defined group of sounds, and
the textures are basically clean and
open. Mino Cinelu's complex percus-
sion never obscures the exotic rhythms
and colors.

Each song has its own identifiable
acoustic ambience. Coproducers
Zawinul and Wayne Shorter contrast
the pastoral, outdoorsy sound of "Con-
fians" with the extroverted, metallic
sound of "Pearl on the Half Shell."

Even more striking is how Zawinul and
Shorter retain the ambient character of
"Pearl" for the introduction of the next
track, 'What's Going On," bet quickly
change to a quieter, more intimate feel-
ing, complete with cocktail -party vocal
effects. It's a wonderful blend of re-
cording technology and musical imagi-
nation.

Sportin' Life sports subtleties of tone,
dynamics, mixing, and ambience that
are easy to hear and beautifully per-
formed. Steve Birchall
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Days Like These: Jay Hoggard
GRP D-9516.

Sound: C + Performance: C -

Jay Hoggard is a skilled and under -
recorded artist who polished his vibra-
phone with some of the seminal figures
of New York's mid -'70s and early -'80s
jazz scene. Chico Freeman, Anthony
Davis and Clifford Thornton benefited
from his colorations. He can exude the
warmth of Milt Jackson, or the speed
and complexity of Gary Burton, but
also a tribal earthiness and power that
is strictly his own. That presence can
be heard on this 1979 recording, if you
want to sift through producer Dave
Grusin's cliched funk arrangements.

"Samba Pa Negra" opens the disc
with a pleasant Latin shuffle and a
playful theme, with Hoggard's vibes
doubled by Dave Valentin on flute.
Hoggard breaks out of the head like
he's champing at the bit and launches
a fleet, melodic improvisation, a Hercu-
lean effort considering Grusin's wood-
en comping at the keyboard.

The string arrangements on most of
the pieces were added as an after-
thought, lifted from "String -Sweetening
Book #1." Background choruses ap-
pear out of place. On the ballad "We
Got By" they sound like they were
sung through surgical masks. Chico
Freeman, who can elevate the most
mundane recordings, has trouble ris-
ing up to a slow burn on "Brown Lady
with the Braids." Only percussionist
Nana Vasconcelos seems oblivious to
the mediocrity around him as he per-
colates and hums his talking drum solo
on "West End Dancer."

Simply put, Days Like These is an
atypical recording for Hoggard, who is
heard to much better effect on his
1982 recording, Mystic Winds, Tropic
Breezes (India Navigation). It's defi-
nitely an unsatisfying exercise for a CD

player. The analog master is brisk and
clear and GRP did a fine job on the
digital mastering transfer, but it's all
mixed to the middle of the dynamic
range. After all, this record wasn't
meant to excite; it's only sophisticated
background noise. John Diliberto

Ravel: Le Tombeau de Couperin; De-
bussy: Danse Sacree et Danse Pro-
fane; Faure: Dolly Suite; Ibert: Diver-
tissement. The Academy of St. Martin -
in -the -Fields, Neville Marriner.
Vanguard CD 25019.

Neville Marriner and his Academy of
St. Martin -in -the -Fields orchestra have
established a great rapport in the
many years they have worked togeth-
er. They have made many recordings,
mostly of what can be described as
light classical music. Their perfor-
mances are rarely less than good,
quite often brilliant, and, on some
works, near -definitive. Marriner and his
orchestra have also fared very well in
matters of sound, reaping the benefits
of much fine engineering.

On this Vanguard CD of some well-
known French confections, perfor-
mances and sound quality are up to
this group's usual standards. Ravel's
popular "Le Tombeau de Couperin"
and Debussy's "Danses Sacree et Pro-
fane" receive carefully wrought, well-
balanced performances, character-
ized by superb playing. The important
harp in the Debussy work is beautifully
recorded. The Faure "Dolly Suite" is a
tuneful trifle. The real treat is lbert's
wonderfully saucy, racy, irreverent "Di-
vertissement." Marriner offers a bril-
liant reading, full of wit, with a nice
handling of the satirical elements in the
score. In "Cortege," the second sec-
tion of the piece, he captures well
Ibert's delicious burlesque of the
"Wedding March." The closing "Pa -

On this disc of popular
French confections, sound
and performance meet the
usual high standards of
Neville Marriner and his
Academy of St. Martin.

rade" and "Finale" are rowdy and rau-
cous, and the parody on "cancan"
themes is played at a breathtaking
tempo.

The sound is clean and well bal-
anced, its high definition clothed in the
warm ambience of EMI's Abbey Road
Studio One. Bert Whyte

1984: Van Halen
Warner Bros. 9 23985-2.

Van Halen got a lot of mileage out of
the LP 1984, and the flamboyant David
Lee Roth eventually used it as a
springboard to his own solo recording
career. 1984 features the familiar
chart -toppers ("Jump," "Panama," and
"I'll Wait") and just about as many py-
rotechnic guitar solos from whiz -kid
Eddie van Halen as my inner ear can
handle in one sitting.

The problem with this CD lies in its
heavy-metal portions; the digital medi-
um cannot clarify material that was
meant to impact as a massive glob of
sound. Eddie van Halen is a fuzz -tone
guitar freak, and most other instrumen-
tal elements on this album are
slammed on top of each other with all
the delicacy of a guacamole -filled bal-
loon hitting the pavement from 10 sto-
ries up. Roth's vocals are generally re-
corded far back in the mix, and drums,
bass, keyboards, and guitars plunge
forward in an unholy alliance to test the
aural pain threshold of American
youth. The cymbals on "Drop Dead
Legs" are a hissing smear of static,
and "House of Pain" is a stew of instru-
mental noise with drums and vocals
surfacing like lumps of steaming meat.
The frantic pace of "Hot for Teacher"
and "Girl Gone Bad" adds speed to
injury.

Ted Templeman's production is cal-
culated for this effect. When he likes,
he can bring Roth's vocal forward,
clear and intimate in a spoken mono-
log over the blazing instrumentals of
"Panama," or place a lovely, clean gui-
tar over the sharp metallic pinging of
cymbals in the "Top & Jimmy" intro. It's
just that he rarely chooses to do so.

Even with so much built-in distortion,
the album itself is fun. It's energetic,
hard-hitting Van Halen at their best,
and probably their last studio record-
ing with dear David Lee up front.

Paulette Weiss
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The gold standard
for golden ears only.

Here's your invitation to experience a full spectrum of
audio delights made for your ears alone.

It's AUDIOPHILE AUDITION, the one truly state-of-the-
art radio program brought to you for a full hour each
Sunday on over 100 participating national public radio
stations and selected commercial concert music stations
by AUDIO Magazine and Telarc Records.

It's fun, it's innovative. And it's hosted by John Sunier, one
of the country's leading record reviewers, author of numer-
ous audio articles and books, including "The Story of
Stereo," and FM broadcasting specialist for three decades.

Heard at 2 pm Eastern Standard Time Sundays on most
stations, or check your local public radio listings for exact
times in your area. Be sure you're tuned in to hear:

 Digital mastered satellite -transmitted broadcasts of the
very best jazz and classical music.

 A unique opportunity to aurally sample the finest CD's,
direct discs, half -speed mastered, 45 rpm, dbx and other
high-technology records.

 Audiophile cassettes, reel tapes, and digital tapes plus
binaural sound and other special features.

 Interviews with noted audio and music personalities.

 Hints on how to enjoy your stereo system more.

 Comparisons of different recording technologies.

 Audio jargon made understandable for the layman..

AUDIOPHILE AUDITION
THE PUBLIC RADIO PROGRAM FOR AUDIO BUFFS

WITH JOHN SUNIER
See pagelll for local stations in your area.

Ifyour local station doesn't yet carry Audiophile
Audition, call or write and suggest they schedule it.

Audiophile Audition is provided at no charge.

Funded by grants from AUDIO Magazine and Telarc Records.
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON & SALLY TIVEN

UNITED GREATS
Sun City: Artists United
Against Apartheid
Manhattan ST -53019, $8.98.
Sound: C + Performance: B -

While it's impossible to
measure the altruism of this
project against that of any
other "Aid," it's easy to argue
that Sun City presents its anti-
apartheid cause with the most
interesting music. Its jazzy
jams, funky anthems, strip-
ped -down blues and experi-
mental collages are miles
away from the enervated,
soda -commercial pop we've
heard elsewhere; they evoke
the very struggles that the
participants are trying to re-
lieve.

For instance, the title track
takes aim at the South African
casino resort which caters to
rich whites and is located in
the middle of a vast urban
slum. Against a gutsy, driving back-
ground, irate singers jump in and out
with fragments of the lyrics as if they're
jabbing spears at some huge creature
doomed to extinction. Indeed, that's
the end which they hope to speed with
this album's proceeds.

Sun City features a much more
eclectic lineup than any similar project:
Mainstream heavies such as Spring-
steen and Dylan join forces with Miles
Davis, Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter,
Jackson Browne, Joey Ramone, Lou
Reed, Bono, Bonnie Raitt, and a host
of other rockers, rappers, and distin-
guished funk and reggae artists. Peter
Gabriel fans starving for new material
will be delighted with "No More Apart-
heid," a long cut featuring Gabriel
keening wordlessly over the kind of
fluid yet percussive background he
helped pioneer.

The project was organized, of
course, to feature as many artists as
possible, but instead of an unpalatable
stew of styles, producers Little Steven
and Arthur Baker have forged dispa-
rate musical attitudes into a set of
strong, separately flavored songs. De-
spite the vast number of engineers and
the use of 15 studios, Sun City is a
cohesive recording unspoiled by so
many cooks and kitchens.

Susan Borey

ARTISTS UNITED AGAINST APARTHEID

Visions of Excess: The Golden Palo-
minos
Celluloid 6118, $8.98.
Sound: B Performance: B+

For sheer coolness of conception
alone, The Golden Palominos should
be applauded. Anton Fier, New York
City downtown drummer of some re-
pute, gets the go-ahead to do his own
record, and he pulls in a load of very
talented people to contribute their cre-
ative two cents. He manages one
"name" singer (Michael Stipe of
R.E.M.), one legendary guitarist (Rich-
ard Thompson), two greats from musi-
cal movements of days gone by (Jack
Bruce of Cream and Johnny Rotten of
The Sex Pistols), the hottest session
guys in Manhattan (Bernie Worrell and
Bill Laswell), a founding father of New
Wave pop (Chris Stamey), and a really
good singer who nobody knows about
but who is definitely on the way up
(Syd Straw). We're talking almost -all-
star cast here, so expectations natural-
ly run high.

About half of the time they triumph;
Moby Grape's "Omaha" (the only cov-
er tune), "Clustering Train," and "Silver
Bullet" are certainly standouts. The
Performances on these cuts are confi-
dent and emotive, the songs some-
what jammy at times but basically co-

herent. A lot of the rest
sounds like instrumental
tracks with vocals grafted on,
after the fact. It's okay to
make records that way as
long as they don't sound like
they're made that way, and
this is our only real bone to
pick. They should have re-
corded more material, so they
could have picked the cream
of the crop.

The general musical direc-
tion is jangly-pop with modern
rhythms supporting. It's a bit
bluesy at times, but the tracks
do fit each singer rather well.
Johnny Rotten's "The Animal
Speaks" could be mistaken
for something by Public Im-
age. Syd Straw's somewhat
Chrissie Hynde-like vocals
are given Pretenderish sup-
port from the group which An-
ton Fier has assembled here,
and Michael Stipe is given a

track that seems rooted in the same
traditions as R.E.M.

All things considered, this effort is
valiant and is true to its hip ethic. Very
few drummers can make solo albums
that are interesting at all, and it only
makes one eager for the next vinyl by
this strange musical amalgamation.

Jon & Sally Tiven

Escenas: Ruben Blades y Seis del
Solar
Elektra 9 60432-1, $8.98.
Sound: B Performance: B+

If Ruben Blades wants to be a big
star in American pop music, he'll have
to look harder to find the right door to
slip through. Though he's certainly en-
ergetic enough, his sound is too pol-
ished, too Latino for the rock main-
stream and, on the surface, not spec-
tacular enough for a more sophisticat-
ed crossover crowd.

To fully appreciate Blades, who
some say is a bit obscure, you've got
to make a few investments: Become
attuned to the complex subtleties of
salsa, and take time to read the trans-
lations of Blades' lyrics. A champion of
Latino music, Blades has chosen to
sing in Spanish about seven "es-
cenas,' or scenes. He treats each slice
of life with a poetic touch comparable
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to that of Pablo Neruda; mundane
scenes are portrayed without glitter,
charged with emotion.

Blades is by no means a purist; as
the best crossover artists do, he re-
tains the root matter and then
branches out with innovations. Funky
bass helps balance pure salsa's usual-
ly top-heavy tone, and jazzy keyboard
solos (including an understated one
contributed by Joe Jackson) further
widen the horizon. Synthesizers do
double duty, subbing for horns as well
as providing atmosphere. The music is
always very busy, regardless of tempo,
except for "Silences," a ballad on
which Linda Ronstadt does a duet with
Blades in a rather limp and saccharine
arrangement.

Still, Blades has kept the most en-
dearing and enduring attributes of
salsa alive and kicking on Escenas.
The album's passion and energy are
enhanced by crisp rendering of the
instruments, and the vocals are not wa-
tered down by too much processing.
The percussion is placed up front in
the mix, and the many instruments fuse
into one galvanized body of dense and
complex sound. Blades sticks to an
overall conservative production style,
serving up a fresh, colorful salsa
blend. Susan Borey

So Many Rivers: Bobby Womack
MCA 5617, $8.98.

Sound: B Performance: A -
Of all the singer/songwriters left from

the golden era of soul music, Bobby

Womack is probably the most talented.
Although many of his peers have died,
and p-enty peaked more than 10 years
ago, Womack continues to prove him-
self it top form, or close to it, every
time he ventures into the recording stu-
dio. His last abum, The Poet II, was a
brilliant piece of work-first-class
songs, unbelievable singing, tasty ar-
rangements, and classy production
(courtesy of former Rolling Stones pro-
ducer Andrew Loog Oldham). This al-
bum, produced by Bobby and his
drummer James Gadson, is not quite
as consistently mind-blowing as its

Many instruments fuse
into one galvanized body of
dense and complex sound
on Ruben Blades' fresh and
colorful Escenas.

predecessor, but it certainly is in the
same ballpark.

There is an urgency, a vibrancy and
a conviction in Womack's vocal deliv-
ery that can put across even the most
superficial lyric, and he puts himself to
the test this time with songs like "Let
Me Kiss It Where It Hurts" and "So
Baby Don't Leave Home Without It."
Early on, Bobby proved himself a mas-
ter craftsman at songwriting, with "It's
All Over Now" and "Looking for a
Love," and every one of his albums
has had at least a couple of gems. In
fact, Womack pulls an old chestnut out
of his catalog with "Check It Out" (from
his / Don't Know What the World Is
Coming To album), and the new version
actually beats the original. Why he
chooses to cover Curtis Mayfield's
"Gypsy Woman" when he's got such
great songs of his own is beyond us,
but he can do little wrong even when
he's slightly below par.

It would be a lie to say that this is the
greatest Bobby Womack album ever,
but even when this guy is cruising, he
beats most of his contemporaries run-
ning full -throttle. When people like Paul
Young and Mick Jagger line up to pay
their dues, Bobby is there to collect-
and rightly so. It'd be nice to get him
together with a great producer, but
we'd even take Womack's basement
tapes over the polished masters of
most artists. Jon & Sally Tiven

Pack Up the Plantation-Live!: Tom
Petty and The Heartbreakers
MCA 2-8021, two -record set, $10.98.
Sound: B- Performance: A-

I lived in Miami during the mass im-
migration of the Cuban Marielitos refu-
gees, back when Tom Petty's song
"Refugee" was current. The Miami ra-
dio stations, as if by consensus,
dropped the song from their playlists.
They didn't really have to; most of the
Marielitos didn't speak English well
enough to understand the lyrics, and
they and their relatives had other
things to worry about. But "Refugee"
was more than the sum of its music
and words; like the best rock songs, it
was a dangerous anthem. On this con-
cert double album, Petty redefines the
song through sensibilities changed
over the last six years.

He accomplishes this partly by
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beefed-up instrumentation-the five -
piece Heartbreakers are joined by a
horn trio, a backup vocal duo, and
guest vocalist Stevie Nicks (on "Insid-

twangy about it-lead guitarist Mike
Campbell fine -chops hard, nervous,
jagged notes; drummer Stan Lynch
slams and holds instead of tippy-tap-
ping. The sound is cynical, almost an-
gry; without calming vocal phrasings, it
would be harsh. Fortunately, this retro-
spective is introspective.

The album opens with The Byrds'
"So You Want to Be a Rock & Roll
Star," climaxes with the defiance of
"Southern Accents" and "Rebels," and
closes with the reminiscences of John
Sebastian's "Stories We Could Tell."
This is a personal album of the band's
career, and when they spit out "Refu-
gee," you can feel the weight of all the
record -industry shenanigans they've
had to face.

Coproducers Petty and Campbell
wisely retained much Of the hoarse-
ness and popped p's and other vocal
and instrumental imperfections that too
many makers of "live" albums contrive
to erase. (Not that Park Up the Planta-
tion isn't slicked -up, to some extent;
the album is culled from six shows on
two continents, and the audience
sounds carefully sweetened, after the
fact.) Yet, on the magnificently moving
"Southern Accents," for example, the
imperfections work precisely to Petty's
advantage. Stripped down to the
wood, the song has gone from the stu-

If you'd like to know more about our charcoal mellowing process and how it smooths out our whiskey, just write.

BUILDING A HARD MAPLE RICK is tough
work. But burning it down is still tougher.

You have to burn it in just the right way to get
charcoal instead of ashes. Then, you have to grind
up the charcoal into pieces no bigger than peas
and tamp them tight into room -high vats for
mellowing the taste of Jack
Daniel's. Doing all this
is a big job. But you'll
appreciate how important
it is after one smooth sip
of `tcharcoal mellowed"
Jack Daniel's.

aCH Al II%

WHISKEY
80-90 Proof Distilled & Bottled

By Jack Daniel Distillery
Lem Motlow, Prop. Inc.,
Lynchburg, Tennessee

(Pop 361) 37352
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Sandy Denny had a cool
voice that radiated power
and dignity, and it has
been lovingly preserved on
this retrospective.

dio to the street, and becomes a la-
ment for all the outsiders who know
more than they know how to say. This
makes the song, of course, more uni-
versal than on the recent Southern Ac-
cents album from which it comes. With-
out the polish, it's less Petty's song
Phan his and the crowd's together.

Frank Lovece

Who Knows Where the Time Goes?:
Sandy Denny
Hannibal HNBX 5301, four -record set,
$26.98. (Available from Carthage Rec-
ords, P.O. Box 667, Rocky Hill, N.J.
08553.)

Sound: B Performance: A
Sandy Denny's is a voice I've really

missed ever since her sudden death in
1978. She had a cool, sometimes icy
sound that radiated dignity and power.
She was a wonderfully instinctive sing-
er who, with the flourishes and trills that
punctuated her singing, would never
do a song exactly the same way twice.

This boxed set includes 43 selec-
tions. Of these, 20 are from various
albums Sandy made on her own, with
her short-lived band, Fotheringay, and

with the seminal English folk-rock
group Fairport Convention. The rest in-
clude original demos and alternate
versions of songs issued elsewhere,
artifacts of Sandy's late -'60s work with
The Strawbs, rare BBC tapes of 1969
Fairport performances and 1972 solo
work, and newly released, live record-
ings of tour performances of Fairport,
Fotheringay, and Sandy alone.

Assembled by Sandy's husband
and fellow musician Trevor Lucas and
her former producer Joe Boyd, this
really is a very well -thought-out and
balanced collection that has been lov-
ingly executed. The sound quality is
generally fine, although it dips some-
what on some of the demos and the
old BBC tapes, but the merits of these
performances more than compensate.
On the other live tracks, the sound is
quite serviceable.

If you loved Sandy Denny's work,
you will rejoice at Who Knows Where
the Time Goes?, a very thorough and
very satisfying summary of a voice
stilled too soon. Even if you didn't love
her, on its own merits this is a fine
collection of English folk -rock's fullest
flowering. Michael Tearson

When You're a Rebel: The Altar Boys
Broken Records SPCN-7-100-30282-X.

Sound: C+ Performance: B+
It takes a lot of chutzpah to form a

born-again Christian punk band, and
even more talent and security to pull it
off with any credibility. The Altar Boys,
spike -haired in torn denim, successful-
ly blast new bedrock with this cluster of
hard-core hymns.

Trading the blessedness of the
meek for the adrenalin of the righteous-
ly wrathful, they replace the character-
istic nihilism of most punk with positiv-
ism, hope, and even joy. There's still
some tension; The Altar Boys are infan-
trymen, after all, in the celestial battle
for souls, and they cheerfully proclaim
to all who will listen that "against this
world we stand."

The Altar Boys' proselytizing would
immediately go down as hoke if it

weren't supported by strong music.
But it is. I bet these guys cut their teeth
on the early Clash. Falling back on
many stock punk arrangements, they
basically revive '60s pop chord pro-
gressions, push a back -beating snare
up front, and fill out the sound with
soaring, chrome -tone guitars. Their
husky harmonies, and the finesse and
urgency of lead vocalist Mike Stand,
are endearing. I don't know which I'd
most like to see them do: Take a bunch
of head -bangers by surprise at CBGB,
or open for Amy Grant.

I don't for a moment doubt The Altar
Boys' sincerity, even though the nar-
row scope of their vision weakens the
effect. There's no room for reflection;
the full glare of their religious convic-
tion will make all but the most open-
minded look away. Susan Borey

Little Games: The Yardbirds
Fame EMI 4131241, $6.98.
Sound: B Performance: A+

You've already read the rantings of
rock critics (such as ourselves) pro-
claiming The Yardbirds to be one of
the greatest rock bands of all time. It's
been virtually impossible to obtain
many of their classic recordings, be-
cause some dolt saw fit to delete their
albums from the catalog too soon after
their release. Well, guitar -band fans,
although you still can't get Live at the
Anderson Theatre, you can finally get
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On Little Games there is
sloppiness, dated effects,
and bum notes, but also
some classic solo guitar
from Jimmy Page.

the studio equivalent. This particular
version of the album has a couple of
extra tracks, including one, "I Remem-
ber the Night," which has never been
issued or mentioned before and might
not even be The Yardbirds. The press-
ing and mastering seem every bit as
good as (if not better than) the original,
although the liner notes are a little on
the overly pithy side.

So, what's so special about this al-
bum? Consider the following scenario:
The first great British blues guitar band
has just chucked its producer/man-
ager Giorgio Giomelsky, and ace gui-
tarist Jeff Beck is about to leave. In
come production Svengali Mickie
Most, and session man extraordinaire
Jimmy Page, on guitar. Page had
played on TV jingles, soundtracks, and
every straight session he could find-
usually trying to please the producer
by playing as little as possible, and
getting the work done as quickly as he
could. He had already turned down an
offer to join The Yardbirds once before,
and comes in at the spur of the mo-
ment while Beck is still in the band.
Page starts off as the bassist, but soon
talks rhythm guitarist Chris Dreja into
switching instruments, most likely
through subtle humiliation. All of a sud-
den Page is doing 20 -minute guitar
duels with Beck, that sound somewhat
like World War III just broke out.

When Beck leaves the group, all of a
sudden Page, who's used to doing
Donovan and Petula Clark records at
10 o'clock in the morning, is the only
guitar player in perhaps the raunchiest
group in England. And producing is
Mickie Most, notable for being some-
what of a guitarophile, having made a
string of hit records by The Animals
and Herman's Hermits. The combina-
tion makes for a very strange cross of
mid -'60s pop ("Ha Ha Said the Clown")
and late -'60s psychedelic guitar blues.

This particular record more or less
set the stage for Led Zeppelin. This
was Page's first real opportunity to ex-
periment in the studio as a featured
artist. He had recorded some blues
jams with Eric Clapton and Beck, but
nothing that let him stretch like he does
here. There is sloppiness galore, dated
effects, and bum notes, but also some
classic solo guitar and historic toying
with violin bows, not to mention the
furious sitar/acoustic instrumental,

White Summer," which became the
intro to Zeppelin's "Over the Hills and
Far Away." This is where Jimmy Page
first learned how to appropriate song -
writing credits, making Elmore James'
"Rollin' & Tumblin' " into "Drinkin' Mud-
dy Water," and Beck's "Rack My Mind"
(or Slim Harpo's "Scratch My Back,"

for that matter) into "Smile on Me." This
is Jimmy Page learning how to layer
guitars, a little bit on the careless side
but completely inspired. Performances
like this are rare, and no serious fan of
Zeppelin, The Firm, or modern guitar
can afford to be without it.

Jon & Sally Tiven

The PRO MCD

all CD players
are not created
equal...

The New PRO MCD, a descendent of
the Meridian MCD which has set new
standards for musicality in CD
reproduction, has been developed
with the help of major recording
studios - designed to be a sonic
reference in the production of new
compact d scs. The MCD Pro
recovers more of the musical details
recorded on a CD than many critics
have considered possible. The
Meridian dealer can tell you the
techn cal reasons why the MCD Pro is
capable of such resolution, but your
own ears will tell you how much better
it sounds.

BOOTHROYD STUART

/MERIDIAN

Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL LTD., PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLx 494115E
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FOR SALE

A BRAND NEW PRODUCT,

WONDER
SOLDER

THIS STUFF IS MAGIC': It even improves the sound of all
the old solder joints in your system. Write for FREE infor-
mation on our Wonder Caps® and Wonder Solder*.

TRT, Box 4271, Berkeley, CA 94704

A BREAKTHROUGH FROM KINDEL AUDIO! Forget your
prejudices concerning large speakers: the Kindel PLS-A
breaks from the past. Certainly the PLS-A will reproduce
the full soundstage of an orchestra and play CDs at as-
tounding volume levels. But the Kindel PLS-A also excels
on intimate material at modest volume levels. Solo voice
and instruments are presented with natural size and focus.
This is a large speaker with the virtues Kindel Audio nas
become known for: natural soundstage, clarity, intelligent
design and value. Less than $2000. Kindel Audio, River-
side, CA. (714) 787-0662.

ACCESS TO MUSIC SAN FRANCISCO
Offering guidance based on a practical understanding of
the fundamental role of music in contemporary life. Linn,
Naim, Rega, Creek, Revolver, Wharfedale, Dual, Sound
Organization, Watts. Single Speaker Demonstrations Ex-
clusively. Call for details. (415) TO MUSIC.

FOR SALE

ABSOLUTELY THE FINEST, OCEAN STATE AUDIO in
New England! B&K, NYAL Moscode, Futterman OTL, Ro-
tel, Eagle 2, Superphon, SOTA, Systemdek, Melos, Emi-
nent Technology II, Grado, Grace, Premier-MMT, Magnum,
Profile, SME, Sumiko, Quicksilver, Alchemist, Andante, Au-
dioquest, Kiseki, Supex, Talisman, Dayton -Wright, Spec-
trum, Spica, Vandersteen, Wharfdale, Straight Wire, Peter-
son, Tweek, Well Tempered, Mod Squad. FREE NEWS-
LETTER, TRADES, VISA/MC. OCEAN STATE AUDIO,
985 Cranston St., Cranston, RI 02920. (401) 943-2580.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO: HOME OF FINE AUDIO VALUES
JSE/Infinite Slope, Kindel Audio, Merlin, Chapman, MCM,
Spica, 3D Acoustics, Counterpoint, Electron Kinetics Ea-
gles, Superphon, B&K, Precision Fidelity, Creek, VPI, AI-
phason, Discrete Technology, Kimber, TiffanyNan Den
Hul, Promethean, Grado, Distech CD Players, Tweak, Tip-
toes and more. Demo and used specials. Auditions by
appointment, Massapequa, L.I., NY. (516) 541-7025.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO DIMENSIONAL PURITY

64.....imewmaimer

0

0

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling a musically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.

Write or call for a brochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324
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FOR SALE

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB!
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Sota, Thorens, Talisman,
Audire, Haller, Klipsch, Adcom, Quad, SAE, Compact Digi-
tal Players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

AFFORDABLE HIGH END EQUIPMENT at Prestio Audio.
Audible Illusions, BEL, B&K, Dual, Dayton Wright, Euphon-
ic, Grado, GSI, Gold Ribbon 3.0, JSE, MCM, ProAc, PS
Audio, Straightwire, Souther, Superphon, Tip Toes, VPI,
WTA, Warfedale. 3125 Williamsburg Dr., San Jose, CA
95117. (408) 374-0292.

ALCHEMIST & TALISMAN MOVING COIL CAR-
TRIDGES. MOST MODELS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL -FREE
FOR ORDERING AND PRICES. 1-800-222-3465. WE
CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO: 1-916-345-1341. VI-
SA/MC/COD

ALTEC, JBL, ELECTRO-VOICE speaker components and
speakers, JBL studio monitors. Altec Model 19's, 17's (with
new 604-8K's). Premium drivers for subwoofers. Reel re-
corders (Revox, Otari), professional sound equipment. Low
prices. Rick Marder, AHCo. (201) 561-8123.

AMPLIFIER SALE! FAMOUS TRANSISTORIZED DYN-
ACO kits: ST410, 200/200W, $299 ($12.75 UPS); ST150,
75/75W, $149 ($9 UPS). Warranty. Sound Values, Box
551AM, Dublin, OH 43017. Visa/MC ordering: 1-800-443-
4548.

ANALOG READY
Almost all CD players share one common problem; poor
design of the Analog Audio stages. Owners of Philips
based players, i.e., Magnavox, Sylvania, Mission, Meridian,
Revox, Nakamichi, etc. Can now enjoy a performance level
unattained by any other player. Two performance levels
available: Level I $180, Level II $280, both installed. Write
for brochure. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Flo-
rissant, MO 63031. (314) 831-1822, 1-5 PM CST.

APT/HOLMAN PREAMPLIFIER $500. APT I amplifier
$500, Perreaux 2150 B $950, 6 months old. All equipment
in mint condition with original boxes and instructions. 713-
360-3837.

APT HP PRE -AMP AND INFINITE SLOPE model 2 speak-
ers (like new -latest model). Kinergetics tuner. Also show
cash LPs. 215-567-4626 Penn.

ARGENT, ARISTON, B&K, BEL, CLEARAUDIO, Dayton
Wright, Morrison, Souther, Straight Wire and VPI. Hear
these and other fine components at Audio Abode, Dallas,
Texas, where music and technology live in harmony. In
home auditions available. (214) 369-2092.

ATTENTION: BERNING, SOTA, AR TURNTABLE, AU-
DIOQUEST, PETERSON, STRAIGHTWIRE, DYNAVEC-
TOR, KOETSU, SHINON, ELECTRON KINETICS, AUDI-
BLE ILLUSIONS, ALPHASON, STAX, SPECTRUM,
SAEC, MCINTOSH, FULTON, MONSTER, WALKER,
MOSCODE, OTHERS, TRADES, COD. (713) 728-4343,
MAURY CORB.

ATTENTION DETROIT!!
Announcing the grand opening of Performance Systems.
Audition the finest ... Eagle 2A, Koetsu, Syrinx, Lazarus,
Rauna, Straitwire, more. Some surprises coming soon!! By
appointment (313) 542-8114.

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT
ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

ACOUSTAT  ACCUPHASE  ADCOM  ARISTON 
AUDIO INTERFACE  BEVERIDGE  BERNING 
COUNTERPOINT  DECCA  DISTECH  DYNAVECTOR
 EAR  ELECTROCOMPANIET  ELECTRON KINE-
TICS  ENTEC  GRACE  GRADO  HAFLER  ITC 
JSE  KISEKI  KIMBER KABLE  KOETSU  MICRO
SEIKI  MIT  MONSTER PRODUCTS  ORSONIC 
PRECISION FIDELITY  PROFILE  REGA  SIDEREAL
ACOUSTIC  SHINON  SOUTHER  SPICA  STAX 
SUPERPHON  SUPEX  TRIAD  VPI  VAN DEN HUL
Auditions by appointment  Sn.pping and export tacinnes

7805 Greenfield Street  River Forest, Illinois 60305
312/7714660 7/85

Audio Exposure carries the definitive value in
top quality phono cartridges. The AudioQuest 404(3 is a
very smooth, high definition movinc coil. It is available in
three output levels (2.2mV, 1.1mV, .22mV) so there is an
AudioQuest 404(3 that is perfect for your system, $225.
629 Camino de los Mares #305, San Clemente, CA 92672 (714) 240-0742

FOR SALE

AR, PROAC, SOTA, PERREAUX, CJ, BEYER, STAX,
CARVER, CONCORD, DENON, ENERGY, HK, KEF, NAD,
IMAKAMICHI HOME & AUTO, NITTY GRITTY, NILES,
ORTOFON, PARSEC, POLK, PROTON, SOUND -
CRAFTSMEN, SUMIKO, GRACE, THORENS VPI, CWD,
AND MORE. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION AND IN-
STALLATION. THE LISTENING ROOM, 1305 COURT ST,
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 48602. (517) 792-3816.

AUDIO CLASSICS OFFERS THE BEST trades towards:
Conrad -Johnson, Class& Motif, Goldmund, Berning, Mer-
rill, Koetsu, N.Y.A.L., Pink Triangle, Quicksilver, Melos,
MCM, GSI, Souther, Sound Labs, Merlin, JSE, Alphason,
Distech, MFA, Rowland Research Definitive, Shinon, Su-
perphon, Tiptoes, Entec, Fosgate, C.A.T. Straight Wire,
Spendor, Modulus, RAM, Lead Balloon, Kindel, Grado,
Stax, Promethean, Electrocompaniet, WTA, BEL, Sonus,
MIT Magnum, Spectrascan, Jordan, Sumiko, Audioquest,
Flasmatronics, Clearaudio, B&K, Kinergetics, Rock,
McLaren, Walker, and more. Ask for used, demo list. Audio
Classics Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla. Call: (405f 842-3033.

THE
SLA-3
MPROVED eddt SUPERB SOUND
REPLACED Ves SWEET PRICE

THE NEW

TRIQUARTZ
SUPERIOR SOUND
SAME PRICE

THE SOUTHER
°It, JUNIOR

$0 5504
$850 Oi

THE CLIEARAUDIO IMPORTER

0rAl, t 5 404 R JII toruf I it 0,110,10 1,1ACA r.6

SOL/TNER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
2., YORK STAEET CANTON MASSACHUSET, 020,

517 828.50501 TELEX SOOTHER 940 530805 TELEX

Four Simple Ways to Improve
the Sound of Your Music

Interlink Reference A® Our Finest Cable
Design lets you Re -discover your Favorite Music.

Interlink Reference A is recognized worldwide as
the best sounding interconnect available. Winner
of International Audio Review's "Engineering
Achievement Award" and flagship of the Interlink
Series, Interlink Reference A sets a new standard
for audio cable performance. The finest example
of our "Bandwidth Balanced®" design features
3 wire networks to provide ultra -wide bandwidth
and absolute phase coherency over the entire
audio spectrum. Audiophiles agree. The sonic
improvements are worth every penny.

Interlink Special® High Technology Puts
Big Performance into a Small Package.
Based on the same "Bandwidth Balanced"
technology incorporated in Interlink Reference A,
Interlink Special is smaller and more flexible. Ex-
tended frequency extremes, superb transients,
incredible instrument clarity, and an outstanding
3 -dimensional image, make Interlink Special
second only to one.

Interline 4
A Price/Performance Breakthrough...
Now Monster Cable's "Bandwidth Balanced" tech-
nology is yours in a very affordable, compact
package. Using dual inner conductors, each with
2 wire networks, Interlink 4 delivers sound quality
that other "audiophile cables" can't match at any
price. We invite comparison with the competition.

Interlink®CD Fulfilling the Promise of Digital
Conventional cables run out of breath when trying
to cope will today's digital sound. The detailed
resolution, awesome dynamic range, and power-
ful bottom end available from digital are lost when
giu use ordinary interconnect cables. Interlink CD
controls huh frequency phase shifts to produce
a richer musical sound while minimizing the
harshness found in some CD program materiaL
Connect yours with Interlink CD.

Bun:lard
Coaxal
Cuunrucuon

Ifitialthr
Write for a free brochure.

Mcinster Cable® Products, Inc.
101 Townsend, San Francisco, CA 94107

Tel: 415 777-1355 Telex: 470584 MCSYUI
Available on GSA Contract.

MOISTOLCAMILI'

id

Balanced"
Constr.-ton

Two "BaLwed"
Center
Conductors

Mid Freq. octo,
Bass
Hugh Frequences
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rCALL
TOLL.FREE FOR

FREE PRICE QUOTES
VISA/MC/C.O.D. ORDERS
N.Y. Stabs (518) 5991112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. A Bo. 158

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

audio-technica
4'

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER!

A.111111

When was the last time you
changed your stylus? If you can't
remember, then it may already
be too latell

We specialize in phono cart-
ridges, factory original replace-
ment styli, headphones & record
care items onlyll

0

(800) 221-0906 5.6

m

Phones Open Mon. Sat. 9am 8pm

Ofroion smumE ma:Num

You may be damaging every
record you play ...

...if you haven't replaced your stylus
(needle) in the past year.

Finding the proper Shure replacement
styli is easy. Call toll -free 1-800-257-4873
(Illinois residents call 1-800-624-8522)
for the location of your nearest Shure
Stylus Replacement Center. Your dealer
will show you a stylus that's precision
designed to maximize the sound of
your system.

Call today. Don't let a great record
collection go to ruin.

SHURE®

FOR SALE

APPALLING? ISN'T IT?
How many esoteric audio products look and feel as if

they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair!

There are many high -end audio components built by
small yet solid professional companies which not only ex-
press the utmost in musicality but also reflect the high level
of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. At
Sound By Singer we select and blend only such compo-
nents into systems designed to extract the most music from
your audio dollars.

ACOUSTAT  ADCOM  AKROYD  APOGEE  AUDIO -
QUEST  AUDIO NOTE  AUDIO RESEARCH  AUDIO
VOIS  B&K  BERNING  BEVERIDGE  COUNTER-
POINT  CWD  DYNAVECTOR  FUSELIER  GRACE 
GRADO  HI -PHONIC  KISEIKI  KLOSS  KOETSU 
KRELL  KYOCERA  LINN SONDEK  LIVEWIRE 
MONSTER CABLE  NITTY GRITTY  NYAL (MOS-
CODE)  PRECISION FIDELITY  PROAC  PROTON 
RANDALL RESEARCH  RAUNA  REGA  REVOX 
ROBERTSON  SME V  SNELL ACOUSTICS  STAX 
SYMDEX  SYRINX  TALISMAN  VANDERSTEEN

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33RD STREET
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

ATTENTION KEF CUSTOMERS
KEF's Five Year Warranty applies to the original purchaser
only. Speakers imported by non -authorized dealers and
resold are not covered under this or any other warranty.
Technically, such equipment is second-hand, which both
voids the warranty and reduces its value. For your nearest
authorized KEF dealer call:

1-800-533-0035

AUDIO ADVISOR INC. Get LOW PRICES on ALL types of
audio equipment-including high -end and even esoteric
products not normally discounted! Now we can save you
money on the equipment you REALLY WANT. Extensive
selection-no need to settle for second choice. Thousands
of satisfied customers nationwide. Call us for price quotes
or friendly, expert advice. Catalog $1. 616-451-3868. VISA/
MC/AMEX. THE AUDIO ADVISOR, INC., 225 OAKES SW,
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503.

AUDIOPHILES-WE HAVE PS AUDIO, B&K, Vander-
steen, CJ Walker, Talisman, Premier, MAS and more. We
also have a large selection of pre -owned equipment.
Call/write for our newsletter. QLC Audio, 1006 Berkshire,
Dayton, OH 45419, (513) 429-4434, (513) 293-7587.

S

Shown: The Audio Control Phase Coupled Activator

Arouse Your Music's Basser Instincts.
The Phase Coupled Activator TM

digitally reconstructs lost music.
Lurking beneath the surface of every record - and
most CD's - are ultra -low fundamental notes that
have been lost from the moment they left an
instrument. Lost to' microphones, recording processes
and mastering. Even the best cartridge, biggest woofers
or most advanced CD player can't bring them back.

.. The first bass -recovery device that we can
unhesitatingly recommend to audiophiles."

- High Fidelity
Using patent pending intelligent circuits the Audio Con-
trol Phase Coupled Activator detects harmonic artifacts
and digitally reconstructs the previously lost portion.
Musically. Without introducing unrealistic by-products.
"Compared to other bass enhancers, the Phase Coupled
Activator reigns as state of the art."

- Chicago Tribune
That's because it isn't really an "enhancer" at all;

it's a restorer. Designed and built in America by a
company with a 10 -year reputation for quality and
value. Packed with extras like a separate video circuit
that works wonders on bass -shy rental tapes, cable and
regular broadcasts. And a built-in 18dB/ oct. pro-
grammable electronic crossover.
"My stereo now sounds (and feels) like I have always
fantasized the 'ultimate sound' to be. Outstanding!"

- D.H., Torrance, CA
Discover why initially skeptical reviewers and audio-
philes are raving about the Phase Coupled Activator.
Enjoy live performance bass. Visit your nearest Audio
Control dealer or write us for more information.

AuclioControl TM

6520 212th St. S.W., I ynny.ond. 11A 9'4016 (206) 775-8461

FOR SALE

AUDIO CONNECTION
in Northern New Jersey

TURNTABLES: Goldmund, Heybrook, Merrill,
VPI, Systemdek

TONEARMS: ET, Grado, Lurnb, Well Tempered
CARTRIDGES: AudioQuest, Dacca, Grado, Pro-

methean (stylus retipping for all cartridges)
ELECTRONICS: (TUBE) Audible Illusions, Melos,

MFA Systems (Luminescence), Quicksilver
(SOLID STATE) Electrocompaniet, FM Acous-
tics, Jordan, Leach, Magnum, British Fidelity

CD PLAYERS: Melos Audio, Harman Kardon
SPEAKERS: Kindel, Princeton Acoustics, Rauna,

Spendor, Vandersteen, Merlin
ACCESSORIES: AudioQuest, Chicago Sp.

Stands, Goldmund, Last, LiveWire, Kimber,
Kinergetics, NG, Peterson, Sims Vibration Dy-
namics, Sonex, Tiptoes, Torumat, Tweek,
vdHul, VPI

1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona NJ 07044

AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sale: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment and display pieces.
Single speaker demonstration; record cleaning; audio-
phile discs. HOURS: Mon, Tues, Fri 12 to 7, Thurs 12
to 9, Sat 11 to 6. Closed: Sun, Weds. PLEASE, CALL
FOR AN APPOINTMENT!

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS MOBILE, SUPER DISCS'S. Out
of -print, current, collections. Some just $10. British pressed
Beatles collection 14 LPS $115. Proud distributor of South-
er Linear tonearms. 913-825-8609, Chad.

AUDIO RESOURCE INTRODUCES THE TURNIP -TUBE.
Hand selected pairs, quartets, front end or preamp sets of
US, European, Eastern Eurpoean audio tubes. Matched
according to bias, output, clipping point; computer -aided
TUBE CURVE TRACER utilized to match linearity of fre-
quency responses. The finest matching available, guaran-
teed. Catalog. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Court,
Metairie, LA 70001. 504-833-6942.

AUDIO RESOURCE is an AUTHORIZED MCINTOSH
DEALER. We sell and service ALL McINTOSH according
to LABORATORY STANDARDS. We allow generous
trades and pay retail prices on OLD TUBE GEAR especial-
ly McIntosh, Marantz, Dyna. We offer affordable, well -
researched modifications on TUBE MCINTOSH which yield
sonic superiority and a five year warranty. Other mods
available. Catalog. AUDIO RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Ct.,
LA 70001 504-833-6942.

BEST QUALITY, BEST PRICES. KEF, Tandberg, NAD,
Rogers, Robertson, Snell, Mission, B&W, P.S. Audio,
Grado, Kyocera, Thorens, Adcom, Harman Kardon, Onkyo
and more. The Sound Shoppe, (206) 938-2302/325-3931,
between 6-10 PM PST. VISA/MC.

BEST TRADES OFFERED. Acoustat, Adcom, Allison, Al-
pha, Alphason, Apt, AR, Audioquest, B&K, British Fidelity.
Berning, Celestion, Classb, Connoisseur, Creek, Distech,
Duntech, Dual, Fried, Futterman, Goetz, Goldbug, Grace,
Grado, GSI, Gyrodec, Haller, Heybrook, JSE, Kisiki,
Koetsu, Lazarus, Logic, M&K, McLaren, MCM, Melos,
MFA, Micro Seiki, Mordaunt-Short, Monster Cable, Nitty
Gritty, PS Audio, Quicksilver, Premier, Rauna, Revox, Rob-
ertson, Rock, Rogers, Rotel, SAEC, SME, Snell, SOTA,
Spendor, Spica, Stax, Straightwire, Superphon, Souther,
Symdex, Talisman, Tannoy, VPI, VSP, Watkins, and more.
Free Newsletter. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518 W. Commercial,
Box 390, Buffalo, MO 65622. 417-345-7245. Hours 9-6 M-
Th., 9-4 Sat. Thank you for your support.

BRYN MAWR
STEREO

IN SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
AND NEW JERSEY

FEATURING
Quad, Krell, Apogee, Sota, Syrinx, Grado, KEF, Nakami-
chi, Polk, Yamaha, Dynavector, Monster Cable, Carver,
Dahlquist, NAD, Bang & Olufson, Klipsch, DBX, Crown
Canon, Mitsubishi.

Nine locations with the finest in audio products, service,
and advice: Bryne Mawr, Philadelphia, Jenkintown, Frazer,
Quakertown, Whitehall, Camp Hill, Montgomeryville, and
Maple Shade, New Jersey.

215-885-4400
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"THE QUAD FOUNDATION SPEAKER BASE"
By

FOR SALE

CARTRIDGE & TONEARM SALE: DYNAVECTOR 23R
$125, DV6Z $69, 20A2 $99, 20B2, $125, 10X3 $49,

100R $89, DENON 301 $89, 207 $139, ALPHA1 $289,
KOETSU SA 1100MK2 $389, ALPHASON $499,

SAEC407 $389, MMT $145, BRB10 $249, 713-728-4343.

----r77_1c. agaSpeakerStano---`
The Quad Foundation Speaker Base is engineered and is aesthetically designed

to be an integral part of the Quad ESL -63, and not merely an add-on device which
elevates the speaker off the floor. The "QFSB" is an engineering marvel, it is the only
speaker base which brings the QUAD to the theoretical ideal of mounting a speaker
rigidly in free space. To achieve this, the ESL -63 mounts directly into, and is securely
fastened to the "QFSB". It is also very massive (150 lbs. each), VIRTUALLY non -
resonant and spiked to eliminate undesirable speaker movement.

The Quad Foundation Speaker Base is molded to the exact width and curvature of
the ESL -63 and looks like part of the speaker. To further complement the ESL -63 the
"QFSB" is available in gloss black or brown.

1-800-882-2256 In Illinois 312-745-5500

CHADWICK MODIFICATIONS
Major upgrades for Thorens TD 146, 147, 166 model turn-
tables and Grado pickups. Our Corktone Platter Mat re-
stores midrange/imaging and bass detailing. Evident Inter-
connects replace the jumper pins used in intergrateds and
receivers for a dramatic sonic improvement. For info pak
send $3 refundable with purchase to Chadwick Mod's, 205
Rindge Ave., Cambridge Ma. 02140.

CITATION 15 TUNER $200, Citation 11 Preamp $250,
Three 100 Watt mono amps $100 each. 305/752-6456.

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR
TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to
improve your AR's transparency. detail and smooth-
ness or we will refund the purchase price.

1). AudioQuest Sorbothene Mat $35
2). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards

MMT, Linn, or AR arms $30
3). Hum -shielding for AR Platters:

Platter shield $39
The Audio Advisor, Inc. 225 Oakes SW, Grand Rap-
ids, MI 49503. (616) 451-3868. Shipping $3/item.

FOR SALE FOR SALE

FREE catalog-LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES on ste-
reolesoteric components for home and car. Sony, Bose,
JVC, SAE, Crown, other 'high quality' brands. Audio Unlim-
ited, 12031/213 Adams, LaGrande, OR 97850, 503/963-
5731, 10-6 M-Th Pacific time.

HAFLER-HIGH QUALITY, LOW COST
We stock all of the following components: DH -100K $175,
DH -400A $225, DH -110K $360, DH -110A $440, DH -120K
$260, DH -120A $320, DH -160K $275, DH -160A $375, DH-
220K $400, DH-220KE $410, DH -220A $500, DH-220AE
$510, DH -330K $385, DH -330A $460, DH -500K $675, DH -

DYNACO PAS -3 PRE AMP $95, amps, ST -70 $140, ST
20 $110, ST -150 $195, Spectrum 108A speakers (new

$175. Klipsch La Scala $750 pr. 412-238-5171 after 7 PM
EST. FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS

State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Free shipping. Also
Sota, Hafler, SAE, Audire, Thorens, Adcom, Klipsch, CD
players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

500KE $695, DH -500A $850, DH-500AE $870. Accesso-
ries too! Three year warranty on assembled units. Visa and
MasterCard. Free delivery to ALL zip codes (PR and
APO/FPO too). WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X.. AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

were designed to
was designed

Perfectly.
Acoustat speakers utilize a unique
full -range electrostatic element
one that operates in much the same
way as the recording microphone
and the human ear. Because of this,
they are capable of reproducing
music exactly as it was recorded
with all the sonic brilliance and
realism you hear at a live concert.

work the way your ear
to hear.

Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment that is unequal -- led by any other loudspeaker system
regardless of price. We'd like you
to hear the full story of Acoustat
speakers and electronics.

Call or write for the name of the
Acoustat dealer nearest you - then
give your ears the music they
deserve.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18 DB/OCTAVE.
Kits from $120. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Sub-
sonic, Bandpass Filters from $25. Free flyer w/reviews.
ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th Street, East Northport, NY
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990.

ELECTRON TUBE SALES 6DJ8 6AN8A 6CA7 6L6GC
6550A EL34 K177 KT88 EF86 Same day shipping from
stock Industrial Tube Distributors since 1947. 4000 Types
in stock. A R S Electronics, 7110 DeCelis Place, Van Nuys,
Ca. 91406, 1-800-422-4250.

ELITE MUSIC SYSTEMS
Central Florida's newest high -end audio dealer. Specializ-
ing in products of renowned performance and lasting value.
Featuring the LOGAN LABS-KRELL-SYMDEX SYS-
TEM: the ultimate in sonic purity! Also offering: VPI, Alpha -
son, BEL, Berning, Lazarus, Moscode, Belles Research,
Superphon, Shinon, Miyabi, Kiseki, Grado Signature Prod-
ucts, Randall Research, Systemdek, Profile. Oracle. (305)
629-9161.

Listen

High Gain

A Vacuum tube
Call

723 Bound

to

-Low

preamp
or write

MHOS
Brook

(201)

the

Noise

GK
for

Rd.
929-2613

Music!

-Great Sound

-1
priced under $1200

information:

Dunellen NJ 08812

ACOU5TAT
SPEAKERS ,:ELECTRONICS

Revolutionary by Design
3101 Southwest First Terrace / Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315

Telephone 305/462-6700
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KIMBER KABLE
HIGH PERFORMANCE

SPEAKER WIRE

ASK YOUR DEALER
OR CALL FOR
DIRECT SALE

KIMBER KABLE
2058 Harrison Blvd.
Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530

FOR SALE

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AR, REGA, HEYBROOK, LOGIC, SYSTEMDEK, DUAL
turntables; REGA, PREMIER, GRACE, GRADO, LINN
tonearms; ADCOM, AUDIRE, CREEK, KENWOOD BASIC,
ROTEL, MUSICAL (BRITISH) FIDELITY, VSP electronics;
FRIED, HEYBROOK, MAS, MORDAUNT-SHORT, ROYD,
SPENDOR, SPECTRUM speakers; TALISMAN, AUDIO -
QUEST, PROMETHEAN, GRADO & SIGNATURE, REGA,
RATA, SUPEX, SHINON, GOLDRING cartridges; NITTY
GRITTY, LAST, LIVEWIRE, TARGET and other accesso-
ries. EARS, P. 0. BOX 658-U, W. COVINA, CA 91790.
818/961-6158 EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MC/VISA. MANY
MONTHLY SPECIALS-SEND STAMP!

(Singles or Systemk
For eyes and ears,

always the highest fidelity you can afforcL

AdcoinApogeeAR BA KConrad JohnsonCWODayton
WrightElectrocornpanietHarrnon KardonIntinityRS1
JSE Krell  Melos  Mission  Monster  Morrison  NEC
NYAL MOSSode RotelShinonSouther  Spendor  Spir
Stn.  Superphon There' Vx,dersleen VPI and mor.,

OPEN: TUE, WED, FRI: 11-7, THURS: 11.8
SAT: 11.5; OR BY APPOINTMENT.

AUDIO1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA02174

----- VISION 617-648-HIFI

FOR SALE

HAFLER OWNERS REJOICE! MUSICAL CONCEPTS
has improved our classic amplifier modifications! All Hafler
amplifier modifications have undergone significant topo-
logical changes resulting in dramatically superior sound.
"Tubelike," "great depth," "dramatic focus," "pure tonality"
are among the descriptions offered by our customers. Still
available: M-110SN (Hafler DH -110), highly regarded by
both The Absolute Sound and Audiogram (best solid state
preamp!), toroid transformers for all Hafler amps, dual
mono conversions and too many other services to mention,
including our pacesetting CD player mods. Write for bro-
chure/review packet. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Pla-
za, Florissant, MO 63031, 314-831-1822, 1-5PM central.

The Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership

Many audiophiles who want high quality audio systems
are misled by well meaning-but misinformed salesmen,
magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound
reproduction is superficial or incomplete. As a result, many
expensive "mistakes" are made.

During the past 10 years, Gala Sound
has distinguished itself as the preeminent
high -quality audio dealership in the United
States. Founded by pianist/acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians,
orchestra conductors, and recording
engineers throughout the U.S. and Europe
rely on Gala Sound for state-of-the-art
audio systems tailored to their specific
needs, listening environments and
budgets. These systems are second to none.

If you're serious about sound, you can own the finest:
a definitive audio system from Gala Sound.
Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.

KEF  B&W  MAGNEPLANAR  ACOUSTAT  MERIDIAN  MARK LEVINSON  THRESHOLD
McINTOSH  CONRAD-JOHNSON  BRYSTON  BELLES RESEARCH  REVOX

GALA SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618  (716) 461-3000

FOR SALE

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY MODEL ONE (exchangeable
for Model Two) $300. Audio Interface CST -80H step-up
transformer $100. Robertson 4010 $400. SOTA Saphire
$400, Electronic Flywheel $125, Tiptoes replacement feet
$16. Mark Zenon, 2301 S. Jefferson Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231,
Arlington, VA 22202. (703) 521-0836 evenings.

HAFLER! FACTORY CLOSEOUT! DH -220A BRONZE
$299.90. FACTORY ASSEMBLED  3 -YEAR WARRANTY
 LIMITED SUPPLY, BLACK RACK -MOUNT FACE
$24.95. ORDER TOLL -FREE 1-(800)222-3465 (except
California) 916-345-1341. MC/VISA/AMEX.

HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Hafler pre -amps, amplifiers, tuner and
equalizer. Immediate FREE shipping. Also Acoustat, Ad-
com, Audire, CWD, Fried, Klipsch, Mirage, Monster Cable,
PS, SAE, Superphon, Talisman, Thorens, CD players.
READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

HEYBROOK IN THE EAST
The TT2 an honest record playing alternative at a reason-
able price. Complementary budget, Esoterica Superphon,
Rotel, Dyna/GSI, Esoterica, Apature and much more. For
demonstration appointment call: Precision Audio Utilization
by Laletin. (212) 874-6904. The sound solution.

CING;

DEFINITIVE HIFI
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION

OFFERING,
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS  CLASSE
VPI  JORDAN
ROY GRANT  LAZARUS
MAGNUM DYNALAB  MELOS
RADFORD
SYMDEX
STRAIGHT WIRE
WELL -TEMPERED
MIT

 QUICKSILVER
 PRINCETON ACOUSTICS
 SUPERFON
 SUMIKO
 DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY

PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
DAY: (203) 869-0745, EVE: (914) 747-3375

J.B.L., HARTSFIELD-TO-A MINUETTE. Complete stock
of components-reconing-custom building, sales and ser-
vice. World wide, Est. 1947. Also Altec, E.V., Stevens,
Belveder, Boardwalk, Advent, AR & Klilpsch. Call in S.F.
Bay, (415)435-4878'388-5711.

JBL PARAGON, MCINTOSH C-32 & 2125. Revox A-77.
Sony 2648R Prof eel in Black Oak. 207-946-7079.

LAST RECORD & CD CARE PRODUCTS! LOWEST DIS-
COUNT PRICES ANYWHERE! ALSO STYLUS CARE,
VIDEO CLEANERS, AND CASSETTE CLEANERS. OR-
DER TOLL -FREE 1-(800)222-3465 (except California)
916-345-1341. MCNISAAMEX.

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and
sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Informa-
tion! Wilsonics, 2510 47th Street, Suite AA, Boulder, Colo-
rado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings

ACTIVE

amp configurations with optional level con-
trols, subsonic filters, or summers. Filters.

Made to order in bi-amp, tn-amp, and quad -

regulated power supplies, equalizers, also
available.

Free catalog and price sheet

NEW DESIGN! MODEL 120
CROSSOVERS

NOW AVAILABLE

8 Jefferson W. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397.9668
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FOR SALE

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

LINN & NAIM-NEW PRODUCTS
Visit our SINGLE SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION ROOM
and hear these remarkable new Linn products: Index
Speaker $350/pr., K-9 mm cartridge $150, Preamp, Power -
amp. Visa and MasterCard. Free delivery to ALL zip codes.
WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-
TANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-
3333, TLX427791.

LOW PRICES -HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
DENON, CONRAD-JOHNSON, KEF, HAFLER
BELLES, ADCOM, VANDERSTEEN, BCM, ACOUS-
TAT, SOTA, PS AUDIO, CARVER, BOSTON ACOUS-
TICS, MIRAGE, PROTON, JBL and any others you
desire. AUDIO ELITE, 414-725-4431. Menasha, WIS-
CONSIN.

OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

MARANTZ (TUBE), MCINTOSH (ALL TYPES) AND OTH-
ER PRECISION AUDIO EQUIPMENT BOUGHT -SOLD -
TRADED. CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATA-
LOGUE. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176FS, WALTON, NY
13856. 607-865-7200.

MARK LEVINSON ML -2 AMPS, $2895. New York Audio
Labs NCP-2 preamp, $1295. JSE model 1 $595/pair. Ora-
cle Delphi w/Koetsu arm, $1095. VSP labs Trans-mos 150
amp, $595. BRB 200 amp, $295, G.A.S. Grandson amp,
$200. Conrad -Johnson PV -2A preamp, $250. Dahlquist
DO -10, $395/pair. Thorens TD160 super with Premiere
MMT, $300. PSIV-H preamp, $375. Kenwood L07 -C
preamp, $195. NAD 1020 preamp, $75. Counterpoint SA -7
preamp, $450. All in excellent condition. Audio by A.J.
Conti, 6-10:30 PM daily, 9-12 noon Sat. Hudson, NH. (603)
883-4504.

MARK LEVINSON ML-9AMP, $1800. SPECTRAL DMC-
1 0 (Beta) PREAMP, $1600. LINN SARA SPEAKERS,
$700/pair. (805) 872-4481.

MCINTOSH AND OTHER PRE -OWNED HIGH END AU -
010 EQUIPMENT BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED. CALL OR
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE. AUDIO CLAS-
SICS, POB 176, WALTON, NY 13856. 607-865-7200.

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE COMPONENTS, J.B.L. used
Alnico components, and systems. Bought, sold and traded.
313-229-5191, 7-11PM EST.

MAGNAVOX

Philips (Magnavox in the U.S.) invented the CD
format. Their CD players feature dual digital to analog
converters, digital and analog filtering and quadruple
oversampling. Magnavox players have always been
favored by audiophiles for their exceptional sound
quality. Other manufacturers obviously agree, with
high -end vendors like Mission, Meridian, Revox, 13 B 0.
Discrete Technology, PS Audio and Melos all using the
Magnavox player as the base for 'Their" units.

Clearly, Philips/Magnavox players represent superb
value for the money. O Audio now offers you these
remarkable components at prices that won't last
forever. Hurry!

SEVERAL MODELS
AVAILABLE

CUSTOM MODS
AVAILABLE

95 Vassar St.
Cambridge, MA

02139
AUDIO

PRICED
FROM

16988
617

547-2727

FOR SALE

MARANTZ 10B $700, $800 W/CABINET. Mcintosh MC -
2205 $1,050, MC -75's $775-875, MC -60's $650, MC -2100
$450, MC -225 $300, MI -75 $500, MR -71 $350, MR -67
$200, 1700 $300, 1900 $500, MX -100's $300-425, MX -115
$450, C24 $99, C26 $300. Mercury Living Presence,
R.C.A. shaded dogs request list. R.C.A. ribbon micro -
hones: 77DX $475, BK-11A $190, 9289-8 tube power -

amps 200 watts $575pr. New tubes from 1970 many num-
bers. Tandberg 6021X $225. Burwen 1201 $150. Booth-
royd-Stuart Meridian system $575. Dyna PAT5Bi-Fet kit
$150. Crown DL phono modules 1/2 price. Sansui 909008
receiver $300. OHM F drivers $225. Braun TG -1000 $400.
Deltalabs DL -5, DL -4, ADM -512 demos 70% off. Onkyo
sealed TX -25 $140, TX -35 $185. Marantz 7T preamp $165.
Phase Linear 700B $475. Hitachi DA-1000CD $300. Sony
Ferrichrome elcaset tape $11. Teac AL -700 elcaset ma-
chines sealed originally $1,100 now $299, RX-10DBX for
elcaset sealed $225, 234 Syncaset new $600 ARXA $70.
Technics RS7500 elcaset mint $575. Mitsubishi demos:
LT -30 $325, DA -M30 meter $130, DA -F30 $225, DA -R8
$150. Advent 500 SoundSpace delay $375. Lux -L-110
integrated $525. EV 7445 quad encoder $475. Revox A700
$1,200, G36MK3 $300. Many Teac remote controls $50.
Pioneer RTU44 quad recorder $1,250, laser video player
VP1000 $225, new video dads 40-60% off. DBX 224 $225,
400 $200. Ortofon STM-72 transformer $25 600 prere-
corder rit/r$7, 1/2track $18. Want collections pre-recorded
rd/r, Pioneer TAU -11, JT-2044T, Mcintosh, Marantz (tube)
units, Sony, Teac, Advent Dolby units, oddball pieces,
accessories. Want high quality units to sell on consign-
ment. Everything money back guaranty. Shipping world-
wide. Martin Gasman, 779 Worcester Street, Wellesley,
Mass. 02181 phone: 617-CEL-TICS, 617-235-8427.

MARANTZ, MCINTOSH, J.B.L., A.R.C., C.J. and other
tube and collectable components wanted immediately. For
Sale: Beveridge model 3 b/o over $1595. Triple Stratherns
w/$800, Tech. R&B tweeters & Tech. honeycomb woofers,
8' tall (Cost $3m) $1250. A.R.C. SP6B w/case $675. Mar-
antz model 1 preamps $425 pr. McIntosh 65,71, C11
C8(2), 2105, 1900 rec. w/cab. $495. All types of tube and
tube equipment a specialty. N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282 noon
till 3PM.

AudioQuest Solves
The Energy Crisis!

Usually people worry about
how to get enough energy.
AudioQuest has been wcrking
on how to get unwanted
energy out of your audio sys-
tem. The answer is by using
Sorbothane, an amazing
material that is like a black hole
for unwanted vibration.

aq
aq
aq
aq

aq

Sorbothane Record Mat
Sorbothane Isolation Feet
Sorbothane Record Clamp

Sorbothane Self
Adhesive Sheets

Sorbothane Vacuum
Tube Dampers

audioquest
629 Camino de los Mares #306

San Clemente, CA 92672
714-240-0604

OUR SPECS
SPEAK FOR

THEMSELVES.
INTEGRA-1 Mk11

legrated2way 6" I Dome Tweeter (Adapted for bi-amp)

.,crwer Handling Capacity 100 Watts RMS

Frequenq Response 4525000 Hz

Woofer Tyne 6" Dia., 3" Aluminum voice coil

'weeter Tyoe Soft dome, Aluminum voce coil

Ferrofluid Cooling1Damping Yes

Impedanc 4 ohms

Sensitivity 1W11M 91 db.

Magnetic itructure Weight 2.3 lbs./1.05 Kgs.

Dimensions 160m16114" Dia., 67mm1251e" Depth.

Mounting Depth 53mm12118"

Nel Weight 2.85 lbs.11.3 Kgs.

Front Grill Integral metal grill

INTEGRA-2 Mk11

htegrated 2 -way 8" I Dome Tweeter (Adapted for bi-amp)

Power Handling Capacity 120 Watts RMS

Frequency -Response 3825000 Hz

Woofer Type 8" Dia., 3" Aluminum voice coil

Tweeter Tyne Soft dome, Aluminum voice coil

Ferrofluid r:oolingIDamping Yes

Impedance 4 ohms

Sensitivity 1WI1M 92 db.

Magnetic Structure Weight 2 3 lbs.11.05 Kgs.

Dimensions 220mm1851e" Dia., 75mm13" Depth

Mounting i3epth 57mmI2114"

Net Weight 3.3 lbs.11.5 Kgs.

Front Grill Integral metal grill

What they tell you is that Morel's Integra
Auto Fide* loudspeakers are head and
shoulders above conventional coaxial sys-
tems. The Integra concept utilizes two mag-
nets-both for the woofer and one for the
dome tweeter-integrated on a single axis.
The result: adroit high -power handling and sump-
tuous sound. And Integra loudspeakers
are rugged enough for use in any vehicle.

Morel also offers separate woofers, tweeters,
midranges and crossovers for your car. Please
call or write for further details.

INTEGRA
Morel Acoustics USA

414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
tel. (617) 2776663 telex 650-2499475

Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road, Ransomes Indus. Estate

Ipswich IP3 9RT, England
tel. (0473) 719212 telex 987601 Morel G

Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B, P.O. Box 140, Ness Ziona

70 451 Israel

)))
morel
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Audio Exposure has the smoothest, cleanest,
most musical power amp anywhere near its price. The
McLaren Audio 702 stereo power amp has 100
watts a side of dynamic power, is built like a tank, looks
beautiful, is stable into any load and only costs $995.
629 Camino de las Mares #305, San Clemente, CA 92672 (714) 240-0742

"... the most
successful
design of all"

J. Gordon Holt Stereophile July, 1985.

Mr. Holt elaborates further: "of all the speakers in this
price class that I have heard, I would say that Siefert's
Maxim is probably the most successful design of all...The
system is beautifully balanced and almost perfectly
neutral.... the low end from these is just amazing!... these
little speakers will play LOUD! Unlike most small
systems...they have the most accurate middle range I
have heard from any speaker...the high end sounds as if
it goes out almost indefinitely... I would gladly take this
high end in preference to that of most over -$2000 speaker
systems I have auditioned in recent years...The Maxim
reproduce massed violin sound superbly- with not a
trace of steeliness, yet with all the resinous sheen of the
real thing...I have never heard strings on good CDs
sound more natural...the imaging and soundstage
presentation from these are excellent. They do not sound
small...It can make most audiophiles (and practically all
music lovers) quite happy for an indefinite period of
time. Recommended."

Siefert Research, dedicated to excellence in sound, is a
pioneering designer and manufacturer of minimum -
group -delay and low-intermodulation-distortion speaker
systems.

Send for a reprint of the entire review along with com-
plete specifications of this walnut 2 -way bookshelf size
system. Save $100 from the $499 dealer selling price. Buy
the Maxim Ills factory -direct for $399, including ship-
ping. 30 day, satisfaction -guaranteed return privilege.

SIIEFERT
RESEV-91REIH1

31212-A Ballard Rd., Malibu, CA 90265
Phone 213/457-4239

FOR SALE

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH, LEVIN-
SON, KRELL, TANNOY, ALTEC, JBL, WESTERN ELEC-
TRIC, BERNING, DYNACO, BUY -SELL -TRADE. MAURY

713-728-4343, 11122 ATWELL, HOUSTON, TEXAS
77096.

MCINTOSH MCINTOSH MCINTOSH MCINTOSH I pay
retail for your used McIntosh Call or write for quotes AUDIO
RESOURCE #1 Metairie Ct. Met, La. 70001 504-833-
6942.

MCINTOSH MC 60 AMPLIFIER-$400. McIntosh A-116
grey chassis 30 watt amplifier-$200. Both have been in
use until recently and work wet. 415-865-2040.

MCINTOSH MC6O'S, MC225, MC240, MC275, C-26, C -
34V, MC2205, MC2105, MC2002, MCD7000, MI3, over 60
pieces in stock. ONE YEAR TRADE -UP POLICY, NO
MINIMUM ON USED GEAR! Call, write for quotes. AUDIO
RESOURCE, #1 Metairie Court, Metairie, LA 70001. 504-
833-6942.

MISSION CD7000R COMPACT DISK, REMOTE control,
Van den Hul Cables/gold connectors. Mint (value $839)
$495. 203 226-7045, 846-0349 eve., Lew.

MODIFIERS SUPPLY HANDBOOK-Comprehensive
supply of state-of-the-art parts. Capacitors, monocrystal
wire, interconnect cable etc. Rel-Cap, Siemens, Tiffany,
Straight -Wire and more. Send $3. D.R.H., 2275 E. Bay Dr.,
#1205C, Clearwater, FL 33546. 813-536-2904. After 5PM
EST. Member: Audio Engineering Society, Society Audio
Consultants.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS MC -1 PREAMP
Finally ready in kit form, this dual mono preamp on one
board offers truly outstanding performance for the Hafler
DH -101, Dyna PAT -4/5, and scratch built units. Audiogram
says this is the best solid state preamp period! Write for
details. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Florissant,
MO 63031, 314-831-1822, 1-4PM Central.

NEW ACCUPHASE AC -2-$249; AUDIO RESEARCH
SP3-D76-D51; DCM TIMEWINDOWS-$590PR.; ELEC-
TROCOMPANIET PREAMP, AMP -$850 EA.; NEW
GRACE F9E RUBY -$170, LEVINSON ML10-$1600, ML9-
$2100: NEW SIGNET TK1OML-$175; SNELL TYPE C-
$1200; SOTA HEADAMP-$100. CALL TERRY: (402) 391-
3842.

FOR SALE

NEW PS AUDIO SR-1/SOURCE Pre -Amp. (Dust Apt
P2)-$300 firm. Mark Levinson ML -1 modified, two power
supplies & interconnect-$1250. (806) 763-6697; (806)
762-6510.

NITTY GRITTY RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & SUP-
PLIES. MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. CALL TOLL FREE FOR
ORDERING & PRICES. 1-800-222-3465, WE CAN'T BE
BEAT! HCM AUDIO: 1-916-345-1341 VISA/MC

NORTH AMERICAN SOUND MONITOR III speakers digi-
tal ready, time aligned, phase aligned, mirror imaged. List
$750 pr., now only $449 pr. Call for information. 915-695-
5277.

ORDER TOLL-FREEI 1-800-222-3465. ALCHEMIST *
AR * AUDIOQUEST * AMBER * B&W * DYNAVEC-
TOR * GRACE * GRADO * HARMAN/KARDON *
HAFLER2 * LAST * LIVEWIRE * MONSTER * NITTY
GRITTY * PREMIER * SHURE * SOTA * SPICA *
STAX * SUPERPHON * THORENS * TALISMAN *
ACCESSORIES, CABLES, AND MUSICAL CONCEPTS
HAFLER MODIFICATION KITS. CALL FOR LOWEST
PRICES & FREE CATALOG. VISA/MASTERCARD WEL-
COME. HCM AUDIO, 1600BB MANGROVE, CHICO, CA
95926. (916) 345-1341.

PREMIER TONEARMS BY SUMIKO. HIGH DOLLAR
PERFORMANCE AT A LOW 1,0W PRICE! IN STOCK.
CALL TOLL -FREE FOR ORDERING & PRICES 1-800-
222-3465, WE CAN'T BE BEAT! HCM AUDIO: 1-916-345-
1341. VISA/MC/COD

PRO. DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS JVC VP101 Mi-
c,Line mixing, external sync. $950, free shipping. Visa/MC
PRODIGITAL, 3400 Pendleton Dr., Wheaton, Md. 20902
202-635-5588 Full Audio Services-digital Editing.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLE COMPONENTS
from voltage spikes, noise, and the damage that results,
with a Waber surge suppressor six outlet strip. Single stage
protection DG115S $57.50. Triple stage protection
DG315S $135. Inexpensive insurance for all audio, video,
and computer systems. Brochures available. Visa and
MasterCard. Free delivery. OXFORD AUDIO CONSUL-
TANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-
3333, TLX427791.

PS AUDIO ELECTRONICS: PRECISION CRAFTED, de-
signed for music. Audio Nexus, NJ, (201)464-8238,
(201)730-2409.

QUAD 303 POWER AMP Near mint, asking $150. Fern
Lopez; 8 Country Club Dr. #34; Manchester, NH 03102.
(603) 669-1863 or 884-7037.

RARE BRB AMPLIFIERS-BELOW WHOLESALE. Limit-
ed quantities. New. Model 200-$395, Model 120-$295,
Model 1B-$40. Bruce Rosenthal, 1300 Terra Bella Ave.,
Mountain View, CA 94039-7267. (408) 245-9864.

SOTA TURNTABLES: BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED, unsur-
passed sonics. Hear the Sapphire, Star, Superstar. AUDIO
NEXUS, NJ. (201) 464-8238, (201) 730-2409.

SUMIKO MDC-800 $750. Quad 63'o (latest) $1450. Con-
rad -Johnson MV75-a1 $950. Sony ST -J75 tuners $150. All
flawless. Call Greg: 716-227-0936.

LITiff'60,0p809M .1Atoddo hNnutgOog
PRESENTS

- The Audio System That Faithfully Reveals The Source-
WELL TEMPERED TABLE  WELL TEMPERED ARM  VAN DEN HUL MC -10
MOVING COIL  MIT MI -330 INTERCONNECT  ROWLAND RESEARCH
COHERENCE ONE PREAMP  ROWLAND RESEARCH MODEL 5 STEREO AMP
OR MODEL 7 MONOS  MIT MH-750 SPEAKER WIRE  RESPONS SPEAKERS

For more information and a local dealer list.

Transparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 117, Rt. 202
Hollis, ME 04042
1207) 929-4553
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FOR SALE

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUALS NEW! $8 POST-
PAID-GSI, 622 Bloomfield Ave.. (c-3), Bloomfield, NJ
07003.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG 8 OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B 8 W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

START WITH
SEPARATES

SYSTEM 1
(UNDER $2700)

Turntable:

Tonearm/Cartridge:

Preamp:

Tuner:

Amplifier:

Linn Sondek LP -12
Linn Basik
+ /Adcom GFC-1E
Adcom GFP-1A
Adcom GFT1 -A
Adcom GFA-2

Speakers: Snell Type E II
Compact Disc Player: Adcom GCD-300

SOUND BY SINGER
165 E. 33rd Street

New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925

We ship anywhere

REVOX B225 $649; KOETSU ROSEWOOD 350 Hrs
$295; EAGLE 2 $649; NYAL NCP-II w HTMPS $2,195:
SOTA Sapphire w/Acrylic Mat Clamp $695; SOUTHER
SLA-3 w/Tiffany Jacks $215. 512-695-9763.

SINGAPORE, HONG KONG, TAIWAN DIRECTORIES.
Listing 11,000 suppliers, 20,000 products. Buy direct and
save! Information $1. Mail to: Buy Direct, 51 SW 69 Ave-
nue, Miami. FL 33144-2809.

Definitive Stereo-
Southern Style!
 Apogee
 Audionics
 Audio Research
 Bang & Olufsen
 Cello
 Duntech
 Entec
 Goldmund
 Janis
 KEF
 Linn
 McIntosh
 Magneplanar

 Mark Levinson
 Meridian
 N.A.D.
 Nakamichi
 Nitty Gritty
 Phase Technolog
 Polk Audio
 Quad
 Rega
 Signet
 Spectral
 Stax
 Yamaha

 Factory Authorized Service
 Consultation, Design and Installation
 Quality Stereo and Video Cabinetry
 On -Location Master Recording Service

audition
2829 18th Street South

Birmingham, Alabama 35209
(205) 870-3554

Tues., Thum: 10-8: Wed., Fri., Sat.: 10-6

Western Mass.
Quality Components

Qualified Sales
and Service

Acoustat Rega Carrier -
Boston Acoustics Rev.,.
B&W RotH

Carver Signet
Castle Son,
Celestion SOT A
CWD So sa.
Fried
Haller Sum
Onkyo Thorer,

Ortofon

Sound ES Music
92 Kna St nimimamgamil MA 03 -5134 -96a -

FOR SALE

RICHTER SCALE REBORN. Control your room with half
octave equalizer, warble tone analyzer and 24DB/OC-
TAVE module programmable crossover. New LINKWITZ-
RILEY alignment. Call or write for FREE product bulletin
and TECHNICAL PAPER on Linkwitz-Riley. Audio Control.
6520 212th SW. Lynnwood, WA 98036. 206-775-8461.

SIDEREALKAP

NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC CAPACITOR WITH A
WONDERFUL NAME, THE SIDEREALKAP WAS DE-
SIGNED FROM ITS INCEPTION TO BE THE FINEST
SOUNDING CAPACITOR AVAILABLE FOR AUDIO TO-
DAY.
FIND OUT WHAT THE MUSIC LOVER'S CAPACITOR
DOESN'T SOUND LIKE. CALL (619) 722-7707, OR
WRITE TO: SIDEREAL AKUSTIC, 1969 OUTRIGGER
WAY, OCEANSIDE, CA 92054.
FREE LITERATURE AND PRICE INFORMATION UPON
REQUEST.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

THE TRANSFORMERLESS TUBE AMPLIFIER compen-
dium is 60 pages of patent notices, articles, and schemat-
ics of Futterman, NYAL-MOSCODE, Lux, and many other
transformerless tube amplifiers. $22.95 postpaid; GSI.
Dept A, 622 Bloomfield Ave.. Bloomfield. NJ 07003.

HAVE YOU EVER
LISTENED TO A

CLEAN RECORD?
Probably not. If 'you could see the micro-

scopic garbage In your record's grooves you'd
De shocked.

It's true. Your trust' hand held record brush
s NOT getting the partcles of dust out of the
-ecord's tiny grooves. And it's not c eaning
away finger grease or static charge. either.

This garbage us preventing you from hearing
35 much as 304t of We music And it's ruining
your records and stylus prematurely.

What to do? Nifty Gritty Record Care Products
manufactures state of the art record c eaners
for discriminat.ng music lovers. Nitty Gritty
systems completeiy, clean a record's surface.

Yes' Nitty Gritty record cleaners el minate
dust. grease and rah:: charge And Anyone
can hear the immediate improvement in a
'ecord cleaned on a Nlitty Gritty

Recommended Dy Audio Magazine. Ster-
cophile. Sensible Sound. International Audio
Review. Audio ArralteLr. Son Hi Fi Fanfare.
and AuchoVideolivernational Write orcallfor
nfo and a list of deate-s

NITTY GRITTY -

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS. INC.

4650 Arrow Hwy. #F4
Montclair, CA 91763

7141625-5525

MCGEE ricousTics, INC.

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST FULL RAN 3E
RIBBON SPEAKER SYSTEM BRING YOU OUR THIRC C ENERATION SPEAKER:

"DUETTA"
EXPERIENCE RIBBON TECHNOLOGY WITH ITS ABILITY TO REPRODUCE
MUSICAL CLARITY AND SOUNDSTAGE OVER THE ENTIREAUDIO SPECTRUM.

CONTACT YOUR HIGH END DEALER OR WRNTE:

1-1FOGEL FiCOUSTICS, INC.
35 YORK AVE., RANDOLPH, MA. 02368, TELEX 92811 APOGEE RAND
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The VMPS Super Tower/ R is a six -way, very low
distortion, high efficiency floor -standing loud-
speaker system with a linearity and neutrality of
response, first -octave bass extension, and
enormous dynamic range to please the most
demanding audiophile.
Like its siblings, the VMPS Tower II ($439ea kit,
$599ea assem) and the 76", 3001b Super Tower
11a/A ($1099-1299ea kit, $1499-1699ea
assem), this system features the unique OSO
Holosonic .image enhancement circuitry, an
ambience recovery system based on phase
coherency and the true phase information of the
signal source for dramatic, three-dimensional
sciundstage and imaging. Separate polycone 15"
and 12" low bass and midbass drivers together
with a slot -loaded, mass -loaded 15" PR provide a
-3d8 point of 20Hz with THD not exceeding 0.5%
at 1W drive. Recent press comment on VMPS
includes: "A superior combination of excellent
dynamic response and overall accuracy" (Audio,
Aug 85); "World Class" (High Fidelity, Ap 85); "A
whale of a good buy and highly recommended" (from
Stereophile's review of the VMPS Subwoofer,
issue VIII/ 4 Aug 85).
Also available are the new Smaller Subwoofer
($229ea kit, $299ea assem), the Original
Subwoofer ($279ea kit, $375ea assem), the
Larger S u bwoof e r ($439ea kit, $549 ea assem),
the MiniTower II ($329ea kit. $439ea assem)
and the OSO Series of bookshelf speakers. Hear
VMPS at the dealers listed below, and write us for
full reviews and test reports. Kits are supplied with
fully assembled cabinets and all prices include free
shipping in USA.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
div Itone Audio

3412 Eric Ct. El Sobrante Ca 94803
(415) 222-4276

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Custom
Entertainment Systems, Oyster Bay NY; The Long Ear,
Coeur d'Alene Id; Sound Stage, Syracuse Ut; Arthur
Morgan, Altamonte Springs Fl; Efficient Stereo, Torrance
Ca; Innovative Audio Design, San Luis Obispo Ca; Sound
Engineering Concepts, Hesperia Ca; Digital Sonics; San
Francisco Ca; Itone Audio, El Sobrante Ca; Eclectic Audio.
Livermore Ca; Walker Audio, San Angelo Tx; Mountaineer
Telephone, Beckley W Va.

The lest irk e
n S. mid AMIN h e

At SOUND STAGE you can talk to a
knowledgeable salesperson who will advise
you on the best audio or video equipment
that meets your needs and budget. From
our large selection you can compare
performance specifications and prices.

ALL SOUND STAGE equipment Includes:
 30 -day best price protection
 free 3 -year warranty with parts & labor
 tree delivery

PLEASE, NO MAIL ORDER
NEC ALPINE ENERGY TALISMAN THE UNGO BOX
ADS SIGNET LUXMAN AUDIO -PRO AUDIOCONTROL
CCM HAFLER ALLISON CJ WALKER BEYER DYNAMIC
STA% GRACE PROTON NITTY GRITTY DBX SOUNDFIELD
KLOSS FOSTEX DUNTICH JENSEN VIDEO BANG & 01.UFSEN
AMBER DENON CLIFFORD 30 ACOUSlICS SURROUND SOUND

Call for store hours
(718) 961-9888
173 Broadwoy
NYC. NY 10007
(NW corner of

sway & Cortland!
Enter on CortIondt

One flight up.)
OR

114-10 Haoce Harding Expyry
Fresh Meadow. NY 14365 Exit 25 L I E

FOR SALE

THE BEST EQUIPMENT, EXPERT ADVICE and outstand-
ing prices! Electrocompaniet, SOTA, Vandersteen, Su-
miko, Koetsu, Electron Kinetics, Superphon, Kindel,
Straightwire, Peterson-much more! Specials on new and
used equipment. Newsletter available. Galen Carol Audio,
512-494-3551.

TRADE-INS WELCOME
FREE SHIPPING

Acoustat, Carver, Nakamichi, conrad Johnson, Superphon,
harman/kardon, Grado Signature, AR, Sapphire turntable,
Clements ribbon speakers, VSP amplifiers, Hailer, VPI
turntable, NEC video and lots more! Demo specials-
Acoustat TNP preamp $419, NEC Beta Hi-Fi VCR Model
N70 $399 (New). THRESHOLD AUDIO, 409 So. 22nd St.,
Heath, Ohio 43056. 614-522-3520.

UHER, Sennheiser, Sony, AKG, (Shure), Electro-Voice,
Audio-Technica, Beyer, Bose, etc. Portable Recorders, Mi-
crophones, Mixers, Line, AN. Carpenter (GHP), P.O. Box
1321, Meadville, Pa. 16335-0821

LOUDSPEAKERS

ABSOLUTELY REAL
"Leading edge" best describes the technology and quality
of the GOLD 3.0. Drivers and complete systems. Audio
Concepts, your ribbon headquarters. Free brochure, GOLD
3.0 manual $10. 1631 Caledonia St., LaCrosse WI. 54603.
608-781-2110

ACCURATE & AFFORDABLE, OVER 30 PROVEN DE-
SIGNS for audiophiles, speaker kits for home, car, sub -
woofer & pro. JBL, AUDAX, SEAS, HAFLER, polypropyl-
ene drivers & crossovers, $2.00 Gold Sound, Box 141A,
Englewood, CO 80151.

ALPHA ELECTRONICS ACTIVE CROSSOVERS: 24dB/
Octave, amplitude, phase correct. Two through six way,
perfect for subwoofers. Boards $29.95, kits $99.95, up-
gradable cardrack $299.95. Alpha Electronics, Box 15026,
Detroit, Michigan 48215.

ALTEC, ELECTRO-VOICE, JBL speaker components,
speakers, JBL studio monitors. Premium drivers for sub -
woofers. Custom made Altec Model 17s (with 604-8K's)
and 19's. Low prices. Free flyer. Rick Marder, AHCo. (201)
561-8123.

ARE THE BEST SPEAKER SYSTEMS really available
only by mail? Send $1 for our 60 page color catalog.
Acoustic Interface, POB 6632, Santa Barbara, CA 93160.

ASS SPEAKERS IS PROUD TO announce that we are
now carrying complete, audiophile loudspeakers systems
from VMPS, Scan -Speak, Euphonic Audio, and Nelson -
Reed. Also available is the widest selection of speaker
components from Focal, Audax, Dynaudio, Peerless,
Becker, Jordan and others. Free catalog. A&S SPEAK-
ERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207. (303) 399-8609.

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES: JSE INFINITE SLOPE
Loudspeakers are available from us. Inquire about our
7 Day-NO RISK auditioning program. Authorized
Hailer and Thorens dealers. We pay shipping. Sound
Unlimited, 178 Main St., Bristol, Conn. 06010. Est
1959. (203) 584-0131.

MCNISA AMEXP ACCEPTED

ATTENTION! LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES BY EN
CORE. Real Rosewood and Teak veneers in semi -kit form
ready to finish. Write: Meniscus, 3275 Gladiola, Wyoming,
Michigan 49509. (616) 776-1262

ATTENTION MAGNEPAN OWNERS-For your Magne-
pan MG-IIB speakers: the TOPOLOGY MIM-IIB, a plug-in
module that will transform your IIB's into speakers that will
amaze you. For information call or write to: TOPOLOGY,
P.O. Box 1452, Palo Alto CA 94302, (408) 723-7404.
Coming soon: The TOPOLOGY MIM-IIIA for your MG -Ill's.

THE KOETSU TRADITION
Since the introduction of the first Rosewood in
the late 1970's, Koetsu cartridges have been
synonymous with realism in the reproduction of
fine recordings...capturing the hearts of music
lovers worldwide with their portrayal of wide
dynamics, natural harmonic balances and lifelike
soundstage.

Largely hand-crafted from the most elegant (and
the most appropriate) materials both nature and
current technology have to offer, Koetsu
cartridges are the result of a unique blend of
science and art. Science, because of the never-
ending search for state-of-the-art quality. Art,
because only the human ear can be the judge of
what is truly faithful to the
original music....

Distributed by

ASSEMB GE
P.O.B. 815, Branford, CT 06405 (203) 488-8099 Meitner Audio Miyabi Syrinx
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LOUDSPEAKERS

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ELECTROVOICE PATRICIAN 800'S WALNUT traditional,
$4000 the pair. F.O.B. E. Syracus, NY. (315) 437-7792.

GUSS SPEAKERS
From $3000. For a copy of review ("The loudspeaker
equivalent of the Holy Grail") and demonstration at our
Madison Avenue showroom, call (212) 888-3339.

JSE LOUDSPEAKERS: THE SECRET IS THEIR INFI-
NITE SLOPE, phase -coherent crossovers. Audio Nexus,
NJ (201)464-8238, (201)730-2409.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS -KITS. Audax, Dynau-
dio, Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Morel, Vifa, and more! 1uf-
800 polypropylene capacitors. Catalog 50ct. Meniscus,
3275W Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509.

MCINTOSH LOUDSPEAKERS BOUGHT -SOLD -TRAD-
ED -MODIFIED -UPDATED. MAKE YOUR OLD SERIES
SPEAKERS SOUND LIKE NEW. CALL OR WRITE FOR
INFORMATION. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176L, WAL-
TON, NY 13856. 607-865-7200.

PROAC STUDIO 1-AMAZING NEW SPEAKER that S.M.
Gerdsen of HI Fl Listening calls, "The best loudspeaker
under $1000 a pair. The studio 1 have a powerful realistic
sound with silky highs." Call 303-449-1440. Modern Audio,
2888 Bluff, Suite 210C, Boulder, Colo. 80301.

PROAC SUPER EBT Loudspeaker sets new standards of
excellence in transparency, detailing and dynamic range
for only $775 pr. We recommend Super EBT as the perfect
upgrade from LS -3/5A or Spica. Bradford's Hi -Fidelity, 150
W. Broadway, Eugene, OR 97401. (503) 344-7349.

SPEAKER BUILDERS SAVE 50-70%. Esoteric kits includ-
ing compound subwoofers, ribbon systems. Dynaudio,
Strathern, Seas, IAR Wondercaps, Chateauroux polypro-
pylene, Phase and amplitude correct active crossover kits
by Shadow. AC foam for cost effective room treatment. The
finest in stock, guaranteed lowest prices, helpful service!
All new 1986 Catalog $2 refundable. Audio Concepts, 1631
Caledonia St., La Crosse WI. 54602. 608-781-2110.

SPECTRUM LOUDSPEAKERS: HIGHEND SOUND at
budget prices. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ, (201) 464-8238, (201)
730-2409.

STEREO SPEAKERS-Cerwin-Vega Towers, wood cabi-
net, excellent sound, perfect, $800 value, BEST OFFER,
call after six. (516) 484-4260.

THANK YOU STEREOPHILE
for your Reuben Guss Loudspeaker Awards. Your sub-
scribers are invited to judge for themselves both the quality
of Guss Loudspeakers and reliability of Stereophile's re-
portage. Call Madison Avenue Showroom. (212) 888-3339.

Audio. Video
Car Stereo

Lowest Prices on All Major Brands
of Audio, Video & Car Stereo

FULLY WARRANTEED

GET IT FREE!
Free Delivery Anywhere in the U.S.

Major Credit Cards Accepted

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

"Call Us" (516) 499-7680

44%

lt4 ° THE
MOD SQUAD
INTRODUCES

TIPTOES'
CARTRIDGE COUPLER
optimizes mechanical interface
between cartridge and headshell
TAPPED TIPTOES
replaces the feet on your Oracle,
SOTA or VPI Turntable

LINE DRIVE
a passive system control center for
your CD Player, tuner, tape deck
and video sound.
Available at Tiptoes' Dealers

everywhere. Or direct from The
Mod Squad. For a complete cata-
log, send 52 postage/handling
'(refundable with order) to

Department A, 542 Coast Hwy 101
Leucadia, CA 92024

Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Acoustat
ADS
Alpha
Audio

Interface
Audio Pro
Audioquest
Boston

Acouslics
Bryston
Carver
CWD
DCM
Denon
Dynavector
Eagle
Eminent

Technology

Credo
Signature

Livewire
Magnepan
Martin -Logan
Meitner
Meridian
Mission
Mod Squad
MIT
NAD
Nakamichi
Nelson Reed
Oracle
Robertson
Signet
Snell
SOTA
Spica

Stax
Sumiko
Talisman
Tandberg
Thiel
Threshold
Vandersteen
Velodyne
VPI
Yamaha
Yamaha

Audiophile

VIDEO
NAD
NEC
Pioneer
Proton
Sony

Modem Demo Facility, Specialty Records,
Accessories and CDs, In-store Service,

Custom Cabinetry. No Mail Orders Please

=

105 Whitney Ave.. New Haven, CT (203)777-1750

Mon.,Tue.,Wed.,Fri., I 0-6,Thurs., 10-8,Sat..10-5,
MC/VISA/AMEX/TAKE 5 Charge

"For a mere $425, the

Talisman Alchemist IIIS
is a high -output, moving coil
cartridge tnat comes very close to
having all the merits of the best
low -output moving coils. It has
the live, forward sound of the best
moving coils, plus a great deal of
dynamic impact and life, and a
large and exciting sound stage."

-Anthony H. Cordesman,
Audio Magazine
February, 1986

"Front -to -back depth, soundstage
width, height, image placement
and specif city are all
exemplary..."
-Ken Kessler,

HiFi News & Record Review
(U.K.), August, 1985

taLisrnan
P.O. Box 7%646, Berkeley, California, 947115
415-843-4500

"Excellent soundstaging, slightly
forward, excellent midrange,
smooth highs, very detailed.
Dynamic and exciting rather than
cool and analytical."
-J. Gordon Holt and

Anthony H. Cordesman,
Stereophile Magazine
Vol. 7 No. 8

aLchernist
By St MIKO
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polk
The Speaker Specialists e

Where to buy Polk Speakers
AUTHORIZED DEALER LIST
ALABAMA Auburn '

mmgharn INornewoodi  Huntsrll le
Mobile

Montgomery  Tuscaloos

ALASKA Anchorage  Fantanks

ARIZONA Flagstaff  Mesa

ARKANSAS Linle Rock
Searcy
CALIFORNIA Arcata
Bakersfield  Berkeley

 Campbell  Chico
Fairfield

 Fresno
.

Los Angeles Mill Valley
 Napa Orange

 Penngtove
Redding .  Redondo
Beach  Sacramento

 San Diego .

San Francisco s

Santa Barbara  Santa Dor
 Santa Marra

Santa Monica  Thousand
Oaks  Venture
Visalia . .  Walnut Creek ,

COLORADO Arvada .  Aurora

 Colorado Springs
Denver  Littleton
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT Win Hi Fr Stereo House
Brookfield T ITHedibleFolrliold: Audio

gri  Greenwich' Al Franklin's Muskat World 
Groton Robes The Musical WOO  Hertford: Al

addins 145Q, WOM linen. Audio Den
 Newinuon r,', .=  New London.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA l
FLORIDA Altamonte Springs .

Boca Raton  Clearwater .i.
A  Daytona Beech Fa

Lauderdale Fi

Ft. Walton Beach  Games
villa lernl  Holly Rio
Jacksonville  lakeworth
S,..  Melbourne  Merritt
Island  Warm

Goa; -Orange Park  Orlando:
F.J. Pensacola
Telles sssss  Tampa Ssion
 W Palm Beach
GEORGIA Atlanta  Augusta
Sler,  Duluth  Morrow

HAWAII Honolulu
IDAHO Boise Pocatello Stokes
9...i...'. SaiMpoim  Twin Falls:

ILLINOIS Bloomingdale Avec 
Buffalo Grove ,  Chan-
Pall1n Crystal Lake -Heat
kiam Vicko  DeKelb. Au.  Hoffman
Wales: Simply Stereo  Highland Park (Alum
ha Audio Video  Mn Prospect lefeo 
Notmol: Glenn Poor,  Northbrook , I Cre
aline Stereo  Peoria
Rivulets: Stereo lm  Rocktoro ,mbH
kdio Video  Shaumiting
14 F. Hut, Springfield S.. - s  Ster
ling: killvws. Hi F,  Homan Hills
StereoVIllo Part  Waukegan
Alan's C/eatrve Ste,.
INDIANA Bloomington i.
Bluffton. Eler TV , . Greenwood Hi h
B.,  Indianapolis  Lalayette: Hi h

 Muncie  South Bend: Classic

 Terre Haute
IOWA Des Moines  Farrheld VIRGINIA Bristol .  Charlet.

 Snit. City lesville Tails Chord, Myer Emco
 Frenklin  Leesburg: Firetoreen

KAN SAS Emporia  Junction City Audio  Richmond ,ey Wald 
 Overland Park leOronics Reenote: HA,  Virginia Beast Digital

 WicIrta .  Topeka , Sound
KENTUCKY learnglon WASHINGTON Bellevue . Vide,
Louisville  Owensboro  M High Bellingham 01  Lynnwood

I. --'MI Vernon .  Oak Harbor
LOUISIANA Baton Rouge  Archie.

Seattle

MONTANA Bozeman: ThirSly Ear  Great Pelle:
 Mineola: Spectrum

NEBRASKA Lincoln: Stereo West  Omaha: Stereo

NEVADA Las lieges Loper Eat  Rom The Audio

NEW HAMPSHIRE Concord: Audio of New England
 Laconia. Aug° of New F -g and Now London:

ar Electiomm  Salem
NEW JERSEY East Brunswick
Franklin Lakes .  Maple
Shade v Idontclarr
 Raman Ridgewood

 ShrewSbury  Loma
River  West Caldwelt

MEXICO Carlsbad Sante In

NEW YORK Albany  Bata.
 Corning .Elm

 Fredanu -Glees
Fells  Huntington

 Ithaca
Jamestown  Manhasset

 Newburgh New
Lora Cify
Rochester  Scarsdale
Syracuse Vestal
Wappingers Falls
NORTH CAROLINA Asheville

 Chapel Rio  Charlotte
Greensboro  JaCtihun

ville  Raleigh
WilmIngion

 Mnston Salem
NORM DAKOTA Bismarck

OHIO Cleveland ' Cinonnall
 Columbus  Dayton 'T

km,  Lima, (iia, Memo  Mayfield
Heights: Audio Crall  DAMP: Audi° WI, Jame,
SOn's  WOMIalic Aucho Gran
OKLAHOMA Lawton: i Si,  Stillwater:

OREGON Beaverton  Eugene'
.. Klamath Falls

 Pendleton ,onc  POO-
land

PENNSYLVANIA Allentown Bryn Maw Stereo 
Altoona  Biskra,: Hart Electronics
 Bryn Mawr '  Camp 11111: Bryn

 Indiana 1,1s  JenkIntoorn:

Lancaster  Montgomeryville ,

 Natrona Rei phis
Philadelphia area Pillsborg

Reading  Selmsgrove
WIliamSport  Wmdber

Gretna .. .  Latayene
 Metairie  New Orleans

Opelousas

Shreveport .  West Monroe

MAINE Bangor  Camden
cAlo v ,
MARYLAND Annapolis Bat
E  N

Rocloulle
MASSACHUSETTS Gloucester
N Dartmouth - Wall

them tElostont
Worcester
MICHIGAN Ann Arbor  all
mingham Aeries ii  Dearborn
East Lanshig: Sled .  Farmington
Hills 4, -as N, I,  Grand Adorns
Iron Mountain S  Lansing

 Royal Oak  Saginaw '

 Traverse

MINNESOTA Alexandria
Brooklyn Center .  Burnsville

 Detroit Lakes  Duluth. Me,
 Edina  Mankota.
 Minneapolis r.., Min-

netonka t  Rochester ind World 

MISSISSIPPI Gulfport tout  Jackson:A,
ms  Pascagoula
MISSOURI Cape Girardeau Co.
lumina s M SI Louis .

RHODE ISLAND N. Providence
SOUTH CAROLINA Anderson
Charleston  COluMbia

 Greenwood  Spartansburg

SOUTH DAKOTA Rape Cite
Segos Fells
TENNESSEE Chattanooga  Johnson

.  Knoxville  Memphis:
Opus  Nashville .  5 Madison w Fr
Buys

HAAS Austin  Beaumont sumo

 College Station Dallas I V.

is Et Paso  Galveston a,
 Garland  Houston

Longview
Lubbock  Odessa .

 San Angelo  Temple hallo
.  Texarkana ,  Waco Tech 

WiChild Falls
UTAH Logan store only s  His  Salt
Lake City A  Vernal m Labrum

VERMONT Burlington  Rutland .-Jnd

Spokane  Tukwila

WEST VIRGINIA Barboursville  Bee,
ley  Hunfington
Morgantown  Piedmont

 Ponceton

WISCONSIN Appleton  Green Bay
S  Lacrosse  Madison

le

waukee  litnetander

WYOMING Cheyenne  Riverton

MOBILE MONITOR ONLY SPECIALISTS
CALIFORNIA Canoga Park  Costa
Mesa .  Escondido

 Glendale
 Hollywood  H Holly

wood  Santa Monica
MASSACHUSETTS Boston
NEW JERSEY Edison  Morris

 Newton
 Saddle Brook

Scotch Plains .  Weshvood

NEW YORK Bay Shore  Man.

St James
NORTH CAROLINA Ralemn auto Audio 
Winston Salem
TEXAS San Antonio kimo
VIRGINIA Newport Am: im HD Auto Radio 
Vironia Beach. Go Hp Auto Radio

MOVING, LEGENDARY SOUND.
Chestnut HIII Audio is moving around the corner to expanded facilities Our legends go
with us. Accuphase. Acoustic Electronics, Amber. Apature. Apogee. Audio Pro. Audioguest.
B&K. Berning. Cabasse. CWD. Counterpoint. DB. Distech, Duntech, Entec. Euphonic.
Fourier. Grace, Haller. ITC. Janis. Koetsu. Kyocera. LAST. Linn Sondek. Live Wire, Logic,
Levinson. Meridian. Miyabi. Michell. Mordaunt Short, Music Reference. Nifty Gritty.
NAIM. NYAL, Oracle. Origin. Pyramid. P S Audio. Quad. Rauna. RGR. Signet, Sony,
Souther. Spectral. Spendor. Symdex. Talisman. Tandberg. Thorens. 3-D Acoustics. VPI,
VSP Labs. Vandersteen. Zeta
149 North Third Street Prilladelphla PA 19106 12151 9233035

CHESTNUT HILL AUDI() Ent

LOUDSPEAKERS

"THE FINEST ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER I've Heard"
Dick OlshecStereophile Don't You deserve to own the
best. The GSI X-1/Musical Facts! Prices from $195. CATA-
LOG $1 bill. GSI, 622 Bloomfield Ave., Bloomfield, NJ
07003.

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS

ABSOLUTELY BEST BUY MAYWARE MOVING COIL
cartridges High output MC -3L2 or MC -2V $55 with 'Vital'
super -polished nude diamond styli. MKIV tonearms $69.
Visa/MC. Reviews $1 Bill. Mayware, POB 58, Edgware,
Middlesex, HA8 7UE, England.

SME TYPE V-The finest tonearm in the world. For the
most demanding professional and commercial appica-
tions-radio stations, libraries, mastering studios, etc. For
order information call or write to: TOPOLOGY, P.O. Box
1452, Palo Alto CA 94302, (408) 723-7404. Due to limited
availability orders will be filled on a first come basis.

CHICAGO SPEAKER STANDS WILL

OUT PERFORM ANY SPEAKER
STAND ON THE MARKET

GUARANTEED.

RIGID  SPIKED  STABLE

YES, YOU CAN UPGRADE

SPEAKER STANDS!

-----ChIcagoSpeakerancs-==-
THE AuDIOPHH. ES CHOICE

1-800-882-2256
In Illinois 312-745-5500

TAPE RECORDERS

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

TYMPANIE 1-D, WHITE, $1200, TEAC PC -10 portable
cassette, $200. (313) 792-8914 after 5:30 pm or (313) 982-
2836.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

BRISSON MI -330 INTERCONNECTS, IAR CLASS 1 aa!
Specialists in difficult terminations, flexible section tonearm
sets, camacs for Goldmund and Levinson. Customized
Athena polyphasors with hardwired MI -330 cables. ASC
tube traps to control reflections in your listening room.
Custom threaded Tiptoes to firmly couple any audio prod-
uct. Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937 415
669-7181.

DB-3 ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS ARE
AVAILABLE at any frequency, with Gaussian (6,12 dB),
Butterworth (18 dB) and In Phase (24 dB/octave) slopes.
Also custom versions. Level controls, less than 0.0008%
THD, five year warranty. Frequency change at factory or in
field, generous credit for exchanges. DB SYSTEMS, Main
St., Rindge, New Hampshire 03461. (603) 899-5121.

TUBES & ACCESSORIES WITH ADVICE on tubes,
mods., system design, new & used components. Amperex,
EE, GE, Gold Lion, Mullard, Sylvania. Tungsram. Exclusive
US rep. Siemens Telefunken. Great prices. Consultant
supplier to manufacturers, dealers, clubs, individuals.
Douglas Kent Smith Consulting, 240 W. Pike St., Canons-
burg, PA 15317-1163. (412) 746-1210.

A SINGER'S DREAM!

t.44 "11 .f*Ir*); "It

--- -477F
. 6G

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS!
Now You can sing with the world's best bands!

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard
stereo record and leave most of the background
untouched! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Perfor-
mance yet connects easily to a home component
stereo system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it
works over the phone. Write or call for a Free
Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 338,
Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493-1258
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE: (404)4934879
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PARTS & ACCESSORIES

LOW DCR AIR CORE INDUCTORS ARE OUR ONLY
PRODUCT! Wide selection of coils wound with twelve and
sixteen gauge wire! Custom orders welcome! Lowest
prices! Rush C.O.D. orders accommodated! Free Informa-
tion! Wilsonics, 2510 47th Street, Suite AA, Boulder, Colo-
rado 80301, (303) 530-1067 evenings

MCINTOSH COMPONENTS, PARTS & ACCESSORIES
BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED. THOUSANDS OF PARTS IN
STOCK. CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATA-
LOGUE. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176PA, WALTON, NY
13856.607-865-7200.

CD PLAYERS

ANALOG READY
Almost all CD players share one common problem; poor
design of the Analog Audio stages. Owners of Philips
based players, i.e., Magnovox, Sylvania, Mission, Meridian,
Revox, Nakamichi, etc. Can now enjoy a performance level
unattained by any other player. Two performance levels
available: Level I $180, Level II $280, both installed. Write
for brochure. Musical Concepts, #1 Patterson Plaza, Flo-
rissant, MO 63031. (314) 831-1822, 1-5 PM CST.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN. KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC.. JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

CD UPGRADES
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!

Do you have a Wayne Filter? A Compact Disc Damper? A
Mod Squad modified CD player? If not, you have yet to
experience just how sweet and musical your CDs can
sound. Learn all about our upgrades and accessories by
calling (619) 436-7666. Or, send $2 (refundable with order)
o THE MOD SQUAD, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia,
CA 92024. Ask about our two-week money -back guaran-
tee.

J.S. AUDIO OFFERS A LARGE selection of CD play-
ers at competitive prices. For more information Mon.
thru Sat. please call 301-890-3232. J.S. Audio, One
Childress Court, Laurel, MD 20707. We honor Visa &
M/C.

Visit our Demonstration t2
Sow in reertyvich:

e total End
in High End Audio.withthe latest

high-technology,
Hi-Fi audio equipment from such dedicated
manufacturers as ...

Apogee  Belles  Duntech  Esoteric Wire  Gale
Jordan Amplification  Krell  Kyocera  J Mitchell  Perreaux

Pioneer Video  Princeton Accoustics  Proton Video
Quicksilver  Souther  Straight Wire  Sunk°  Symdex
Thomson Video  Tr ad  VPI  Well Tempered Arm  Zeta

... a relaxed place. Where you can hear what can be
done with today's newest equipment. Where you can
compare...unimpaired. Where you can discuss your
needs with the experienced, knowledgeable Aud-Vid
people who can turn personal preferences into reality.

Phone...or just stop in...Mondays through Saturdays.

EGrePeurti

Acv. (0R6t 8e oll 1)

(203) 869-0666

YOUR COMPLETE AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

Studio, fully equipped

CD PLAYERS

COMPACT DIGITAL PLAYERS!
In stock! Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Adcom. Klipsch,
Acoustat, PS, Quad, Spica, Fried, and more. (See our
Haller ad.) READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King Street,
Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276.

AUTO SOUND

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN. REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN/ KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, D.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS, BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

WANTED TO BUY

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western
Electric, Altec, JBL. John Conrad, 1178 Blackbird St., El
Cajon, CA 92020. (619) 449-9155.

A AAk.\. S SASS SYSTEV

FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFO

ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

-RMANCE

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE THE JANIS BASS SYSTEM

JO \ VAROVSIS AL_,1910 SYSTH VS, INC
2889 Roebling Avenue, Bronx, New 10461 (212) 8927419

Counterpoint.

Because owning the best
is its own reward.

Below, a sampling of our
achievements;

COUNTERPOINT SA -3 PREAMPLIFIER WINS

COMPONENT OF THE YEAR AWARD 1985

STEREO SOUND MAGAZINE, TOKYO, JAPAN

COUNTERPOINT SELECTED FOR THE DESIGN

& ENGINEERING EXHIBITION, 1981

COMPONENT OF THE YEAR, 1984 FOR

THE SA -5 PREAMP-STEREO SOUND

MAGAZINE, TOKYO

IAR'S CLASS IA AWARD FOR THE

COUNTERPOINT SA -2 PRE -PREAMPLIFIER

COUNTERPOINT SA -4 SELECTED FOR THE

DESIGN & ENGINEERING EXHIBITION

COUNTERPOINT SA -4 DIRECT COUPLED

MONO AMP WINS GOLDEN SOUND AWARD,

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

STEREO SOUND MAGAZINE. JA3AN

[619] 453-9090
Dept. L P.O. Box 12294
La Jolla, CA 92037

Telex 284902 CPT UR
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FOR litE BEST NEW
)(O S& PRICES

allBOSTONit
PRICES

THE LOWT DISTRIBUTOR
S

ESH

ON ALL
THE TOP BRANDS OF

HOME

RONICS ARE
AS CLOSE

A

ELECTHO

YOUR

PNE! PUT OUR NATIONAL

BUYING
POWER TO

WORK FORM

YOU, NOW!
VIDEO, TV,

AUDIO, PORTABLESTEREO,
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS,

TAPE, COMPUTERS, m

le
FLOPPY DISKS,

COM'U (ER PAPER, ACCESSORIES,
PRINTERS,

MONITORS..
WE HAVE

IT All. TREMENDOUS

1-800-225-856
6

ORDERS 0111.1
9-6 111-1

SELECTION,
ALL THE MAO(

EOWEST PRICEL

MANUFACTURERS
blip. TH

M ARE ALWAYS ;UST
ONE CALL AWAY!!

panosonityrs
JVC

...aroma.  

SHARP

cs7)...
tkrivo TEAC tn..

WORLDMELECTRUOTORS
NICS

DISTRIB

5 CoMMonWealth
AWS., WObuM,

WIA01801

MAILORDER: For rapidse:gcseesceancr
ed check

fgjggP5E5iggiFeg
or money

.:,,.,.,e...A---...-n.s
act6:ssac::::i617)

WANTED TO BUY
QUADRAPHONIC OPEN REEL TAPES, RECORDS
(whole collections), select equipment. Michael Robin, 120
Atlanta Place, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15228. (412) 341-
1686.

CABLE TV
Converters / Descremblers
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES IN U.S.

Jerrold, Hamlin, Zenith -Many Others! Lowest Dealer
Prices! Orders shipped within 24 hours! Complete illus-
trated catalog, $2.00. MasterCard -VISA-COD accepted.

PACIFIC CABLE CO., INC. (818) 716-5914
73251/2 Reseda Blvd., #1201 Reseda, CA 91335

WANTED TO BUY

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR -1 LOUDSPEAKER. Ary fin-
ish, top price excellent or mint. Large record collection for
sale, send SASE. Tom Tyson, 303 Hillcrest, High Point, NC
27262.

ALWAYS PAYING TOP $s FOR MCINTOSH solid state
components, JBL loudspeakers (the older the better),
McIntosh MC 3500 or MC 350 for personal use. 313-229-
5191, 7-11PM EST.

COAXIAL, TRIAXIAL SPEAKERS OF JENSEN, Tannoy,
Trusonic. Altec 604's. JBL 150-40, N500, Hartsfields. EV
Patricians. Western Electric Equipments. Mcintosh, Mar-
antz Tube Amps. David Yo, POBx 832, Monterey Park, Ca.
91754. Tel: 818/576-2642.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE, MCINTOSH S.S. equip-
ment, Thorens, Western Electric, Tubes, Speakers, etc.
Scott Dowling, 9908 Dairies Drive, Temple City, CA 91780.
(818) 286-9122, evenings/weekends.

MCINTOSH (ALL TYPES), MARANTZ (TUBE) AND OTH-
ER PRECISION AUDIO EQUIPMENT BOUGHT -SOLD -
TRADED. CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATA-
LOGUE. AUDIO CLASSICS, POB 176WB, WALTON, NY
13856. 607-865-7200.

WANTED: PAIRS OR SINGLES OF MARANTZ 2, 5, 9
working or not. Also highest prices paid for Marantz 7, 8B,
106, Regency amp., J.B.L. amp, Hartsfield, Paragon, Re-
cencys, E.V. Patrician Aristocrat, Tannoy, G.R.F., Bever-
idge 2, Levinson J.C. 2 and Sequerra F.M. 1. Need Mar-
antz 7 cabinet and prewar radios especially colored plastic.
Ed: (718) 377-7282.

NEW YORK WHOLESALE
UNBEATABLE PRICES  PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT PLANS  IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIFI/STEREO

MONSTER
CARVER
CANTON
ADVENT
138W
NAKAMICHI
TECHNICS
YAMAHA
AKAI
ONKYO
REVOX
TANDBERG
AIWA
YAMAHA
DBX
JVC
CARVER
BOSE
YAMAHA
DENON

INTERLINK I rntr.
C4000
KARAT 200
BABY
802FSP
RX202
SA956
R7
003016
TA2056
B225
3014
ADW20
01000
3E0011
RX330VB
REC900
ROOMATE SYSTEM
PF1000
DRM44HX

29.00
798.00
286.00
64.00

949.00
488.00
328.00
374.00
198.00
278.00
944.00
965.00
409.00
409.00
425.00
188.00
497.00
159.00
468.00
499.00

RECORDING TAPE
SONY
TDK
TEAC
MAXELL
JVC

L750

CRC60
XLIIS90
T120

4.37
1.58
2.39

8 2.26
S 3.99

VIDEO/T.V.
PANASONIC
ZENITH
JVC
RCA
SONY
SHARP
FISHER

545.00
597.00
399.00
533.00
488.00
419.00
409.00

HITACHI VTBSA 418.00
SONY 20XBR 699.00
AKAI VS616-Hi.Fi 629.00
A9 camcorders in stock - VHS. Beta & 8 mm.

Call for best price.

TYPEWRITERS
COMPUTERS

SCM X07000511
ROYAL 8200
BROTHER CE70
PANASONIC RTK40
CANON PC25
COMMODORE C128
EPSON FX85

S 399.00
S 299.00
S 369.00
S 274.00
S 809.00
S 256.00
5 345.00

WALKMANS/
PORTABLE STEREO 8, T.V.

AIWA
SONY
SONY
PANASONIC
SONY

P71545
VR3250
HRI3235
VLTBOOHF
SLHF400
VHS-HiF1
FVH825

HSJ500
WMF1011
WMD6C
RXF11
FD2A

S 129.00
S 98.00
S 239 00

98.00
S 111.00

CAR STEREO
KENWOOD
SONY
YAMAHA
DENON
ALPINE
NAKAMICHI
PIONEER

064000
00758
YCTBOO
DCR7600
7272
700
KRA430

S 248.00
2111.00

6 355.00
5 481 00
S 388.00
S 634.00
S 119.00

RADAR DETECTORS
UNIDEN
BEL
WHISTLER

RD9 f 186.00
860 f 119.00
SPECTRUM f 189.00

SPECIAL SALE
EPICURE STUDIO TOWER

EraCITFIE54.8411L MONITOR w/peidret7.00 pr

VAVAAHA.Z`A'SYSTEM
$398.00 pr.

YAMAHA COMPLETE RACK SYSTEM ialOcc
MISSION 780A $499.00

- ALL
 Installment Payment Credit Plan  Friendly, knowledgeable sales people f.,: ;\,T

All products brand new and carry U.S.A. warranties

 Free Subscription -Vie amoing international IPI)olesale ibrottle
NO MEMBERSHIP FEE REQUIRED!

FOR FASTEST

SERVICE CALL

(212) 684-6363 HOURS: 9AM4PM EST.
Monday -Saturday

or Write Direct: 2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 11, New York, N.Y. 10016

WANTED TO BUY

WHAT! NOT ANOTHER AD FOR that old tube gear and
speakers? You got it! Send for my pricing schedule. I buy
most anything. Charlie Dripps, 4331 Maxson Rd., El Monte,
PA 91732. (818) 444-7079.

COMPACT DISCS

Classical, Opera & Jazz Lovers
are invited to revel in our

COMPACT DISC Catalogue
completely detailing the more than

1700 titles we have IN STOCK.
Now in our fourth year.

Mail $5.00 Annual Subscription Fee
(refundable with 1st order) to:

Ethel
Enterprises

P.O. Box 3301, Dept. A.
Falls Church, VA 22043

COMPACT DISCS -CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/AUDIO-
PHILE, EUROPEAN 8 JAPANESE IMPORTS. Special or-
ders welcomed. Send $3 for comprehensive catalogue.
Players available. NYCD, P.O. Box 20232, London Terrace
Station, New York, NY 10011

COMPACT DISCS -MOST TITLES $11.99-$13.99.
3,000 plus titles in stock. Free catalog plus monthly up-
dates. Oz Records, 5246A Memorial Drive, Stone Moun-
tain, GA 30083, (404) 292-5452.

FLABBERGASTED BY COMPACT DISCS? Before you
banish your 'record-player' compare AUDIOPHILE albums
from MOBILE FIDELITY, SHEFFIELD LAB, NAUTILUS
and prepare for another surprise! SOUND ADVICE (816)
361-2713. Some BEATLES Collections, many OUT -OF -
PRINTS available. UHORS. Sale prices.

COMPACT DISCS
[1[1§M AND ACCESSORIES

Call for FREE catalog.
Requests welcome

AU. MSC INUSK,INE. 24 hours a day.

CT call Retailer prices available

1-452-0203 1 -800 -ALL DISC
41 Monroe Turnpike, Trumbull, CT 06611

THE IMPORT SPECIALIST. Separate, complete listings
for following categories of compact disc (150 each): 1)
Jazz 2) New Age/electronic 3) Rock/Pop 4) Classical (Jap-
anese only). Retail and wholesale. Chicago Digital, 905 S.
Oak Park Ave, Oak Park IL, 60304 (312) 383-1870.

USED DISCS WANTED! Top dollar paid -or trade two
used for one new. SUPERSOUND. (312) 383-5810. P.O.
Box 1039, Oak Park IL, 60304.

CS IC
171 1"0.111 EARS
 Free Catalog of Gas.

.4 Same day shippingif you order
- befidre 12:hoon-EDT..

510 DISCOUNT per disc on orders
.of 10 or more. "

40250for UPS Cont. U.S. shipments.
Call roll,Free to order:
USA 1-800-232-3687
NYS 1-800-537-7303

P 0 Box 616, Clifton Park. NY 12065
518-664-2550

DOMISC

PACT

ENTRE

Prices subtect io change rothoul notice. We reserve the right 10 IrMil <Names 08er may be withdrawn anytime
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 NAKAMICHI  KOETSU  ACCUPHASE  LUX  MICRO SEIKI  GRACE EUREKA

/ ALL JAPANESE HIGH -END
2. DISCOUNTED
1

4

i America's Largest Selection
0
I- OVER 100 CARTRIDGES, 50 TONEARMS, 30 TURNTABLES,
U 100 ACCESSORIES, & MORE
> 52 PAGE CATALOG - 93.00
4

-

XIII

0r
C
to

zIX
x
mW

Z

Z JAPANESE STEREO 0
0

0 930 N. La Cwrieqa Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90069  (213165943660 0

SAEC  1-11GPIPHONIC  SONY ES - ESPRIT  ENTRE  STAB  DENON  ORSONIC 

COMPACT DISCS MISCELLANEOUS

MUSIC FOR FESTIVE OCCASIONS: Trumpets and Or-
gan. Baroque favorites, Fanfares, Wedding Marches. CD
$14.95, Record $9.98, Real-time chrome Cassette $10.98.
Shipping $1/order. FREE CATALOG INCLUDES FREE
RECORD OFFER! Crystal Records, Sedro-Woolley, WA

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED for
presentation to industry/exhibition at national innovation
exposition. Call free 1-800-528-6050. In Canada, 1 -800 -
528-6060. X831.

98284.. NEW IDEA? American Patent in Washington, D.C. will

QUIT WASTING YOUR MONEY ON BAD CD'S! AN-
NOUNCING THE PREMIER ISSUE OF THE CD CRITIC.

assist you through Research and Development! Free Kit-
1-800-257-7880.

OVER 60 NEW REVIEWS. POP, CLASSICAL, JAZZ. BI-
MONTHLY. $4 SHIPPING INCLUDED. 15123 S. BROOK- PUBLICATIONS
HURST, #212, WESTMINSTER, CA. 92683.

SERVICES au'dio'phobe / od-6-45-fob / n 1: An audio hobbyist

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians.

with an all -consuming fear that he does not possess this
ornroinhteh'isea"sINt equipment,...aaae

equipment
emntos2t expensivesornoneeciwuhiopmu

uses
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (818)
446-5346.

music as a medium by which to evaluate equipment, usu-
ally manifested by an extreme dread of having to listen to
music without talking or getting up to check something in
the system. 3: Someone who would freely consider

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
spending twice the value of his record collection on a
power amplifier.

ORIGINAL MASTER RECORDINGS! From Mobile Fidelity
$11.99. Many box

If you are an audiophobe there are a number of publica-
sons which cater to land actually create) youre symptoms.
However,o betsnow oily out -of -print and sets available.

Quick delivery, personal service. Free catalog. Ultrasound,
only

ayuodu jocheuqc.kilpedmeanttthreev'iphe.e pubdfilicantiiotinonfL
you:one audio

THE SENSIBLE SOUND. Presently publishing our 26th
1319 Highland Ave., Dayton, OH 45410. 513-256-9714
(evenings).

quarterly issue we are the only regularly published audio
equipment review journal which does not accept man-
ufacturer advertising. That means that we deal in fact, not

BLANK TAPE
fantasy.

SUBSCRIBE TODAY:
$18 (1 Yr) $34 (2 yrs) $50 13 yrS1

TAPE WORLD 1-800-245-6000 you may begin a subscription with back issues
403 Darwin - S3, Snyder, NY 14226o a

MAWR) 5 55 TOR a. P. 5014, ec rasa 1 as MAO 3 ts

66,60 3 /9 TOR-HOPRO - API SONY HT -20 9. 10.116-90 225
HSS-911 3.11. WARM 41.9 579 fUli rill,. 1 .. .1190 I rs
SAX9P 2 AO MARELL GOLD- 1 69 fil, METAL 20 139 1L11-60 I 69
ADS -90 2.00 FUJI/SONV AN .... 135. METAL 1205 vD61190 I 52

SA -90 I 5. URA. I 69 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
6,60 I 43

AD -90 1 URA. .9

:627fl 456CALL55

VISA MC OR02 ..

SL135-908 6.NO EXTRA

".... T.. ...
CHARGE 11015-20 ROO

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!!
UNLIMITED PROFIT POTENTIAL! LOWEST POSSIBLE

WE WRL BEAT ART PRICE Of THE TOTAL ORDER
P3 HR INCLUDING LL SHIPPING  HANDLING CHARGES ST 7, MI, 8 30-5 00

SHIPRING 3 . WPM. AMP SI.2E ORDER C 00 AOD I. 12 263.8621
.., TAPES HAVE ll S W lEft

a$
2 2051. ST W.A. PA WO
cOmPLETE La. Or ow AND Foam IN sTOCk

C,

PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! AUDIO - VIDEO - CAR
STEREO - COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS! - ELEC-
TRONIC EXPERTS, 1000 ORANGE AVE., WEST HAVEN,
CT 06516.

0A.6 ,,, GUARANTEED SAVINGS,
Rs ,,,N ( 'z,

"Why Settle For Less When You Can Own The Best", ,.
V-.''4q- Offering Professional Advice FREE Delivery &
4,.C Set Up Relaxed "NO RUSH" Showroom

 Trade-ins Accepted  Financing/Leasing
FEATURING

 ADS  Adcom  Advent  Alphason  Audioquest  Amber  AR  Bose
 Celestion SL6/SL600 & DL series  Denon  DCM Time Window & Time

Frame Dual  Energy  Grado  Harman/Kardon  JBL  Kyocera
 Monster Cable  Proton  Robertson  Rauna  Signet  Soundcraftsmen
 Sony  Systemdek  Tandberg  Thorens  Tiptoes  Triad  VPI  VSP Labs
 C. J. Walker  Warfedale and other fine lines ...

Call or write Harold Minto, Proprietor

(performance audio/video)
365 S. Bayview Ave. (Corner Atlantic Ave.)  Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520

MC Tel. (516) 378-4389 Retail

VISA Just 3S min. from Manhattan by car or railroad Mailorder
AMEX Showroom Hours: Mon. -Fri. 12 noon to 7 p.m. Sat. 11 am. to 6 p.m. Export

STATIONS NOW CARRYING

AUDIOPHILE

AUDITION
THE PUBLIC RADIO PROGRAM

FOR AUDIO BUFFS

Majority carry live at 2 PM EST Sundays
Times are given for those who tape -delay

= Commercial concert music stations
tr = translators

ALABAMA MONTANA

Mobile WHIL 9PM Sun Billings
Huntsville WLRH Lewiston
Montgomery/hay WTSU 9 AM Sat Mil. City

Coistrip
ARIZONA Hardin
Phoenix   KONC 11 PM Tues Columbus

AUSTRAUA NEBRASKA

KEMC

17 .1,n c .T Ire ABC nemork Omaha KVNO 7PM Wed

CALIFORNIA
8. Repealed Noon Sat

Sc,, Bernardino KVCR NEVADA

San Mateo (SFT KCSM 10AM Sun Reno KUNR
San Diego"' KFSD

NEW IRE
COLORADO Concord niEVO
Greeley KUNC

NEW MEXICOSterling
Walden tr Las Cruces KRWG

Maljernar KMTH
CONNECTICUT Podales KENW
Bridgeport WSHU

NEW YORK
FLORIDA Rochester INXXI (Apr)
Miami WLRN Syracuse WAER

Jeckeenviiie WJCT 5PM Sun
NORTH CAROIJNAPanama City WKGCFM

Panama City WKJC.AM New Bern BTEB
Pensacola WUWF 5PM Sun 01410
Orlando WMFE

Cleveland ArCPN 4PM Sal
GEORGIA Cincinnati WGUC 7PM Fri

Atlanta WAGE Lima WOLF

Augusta WACG Toledo WGTE

Columbus WJSP Youngstown WYSU

Columbus WTJB 9AM Sat OKLAHOMA
Macon WDCO

Edmond (Ok. City) KCSC 2PM Thur
IDAHO Norman KGOU 4PM Sun
Reabuig KRIC 11PM Mon OREGON

,1r,c1Repeatetl 1 PM Fn
Pocatello I, Portland KOAP 7 30PM Wed

ILLINOIS
Ashland KSOR

Chicago WBEZ 10 30AM Thur PENNSYLVANIA
Pittsburgh NDUO 8PM Mon

INDIANA Erie WOLN 2PM Tues

Fort Wayne wBN,I, ,p, Mon 8 Repealed i I PM Tues

Muncie WBST SOUTH CAROLINA

IOWA
Cedar Falls KHKE 11AM Sal
Council Bluffs KIWR

KENTUCKY
LouiswIlle WFPK
Louisville WUOL 6PM Sun
Richmond WEKU
/guard WEKH

LOUISIANA
New Cdeans WVVNO
Hammond KSLU
Lateyette KRVS 9PM Sun
Shrevspod KDAO 7PM Fn

MICHIGAN
Interlochen WIAA
Alpena WCML
Mt. Pleasant WCMU
Flint WFBE

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis KBEM

E. Repeated Midnight Tue
Mankato KMSU
Albert Lea Ii
Blue Earth
Fairmont I,

MISSOURI
St. Louis KWMU
Columbia KBIA
Kansas City KCUR
Pt. Lookout KSOZ
Rolla KUMR
Springfield WSMU
Warrensburg KCMW

Charleston KSCI
Beaufort WIWI
Columbia WLTR
Conway WHMC
Greenville WEPR
Rock Hill WNSC
Sumter WRJA

SOUTH DAKOTA

Sioux Falls KCSD
Vermillion KUSO
Lead tr
Spearfish Ili

Pringle it
Edgemont tr

Vermillion KUSD.AM
Brookings KESD
Aberdeen-Pierpont KDSD
Rapid City KBHE
Pierre -Reliance KTSD

TENNESSEE
Chattanooga WUTC
Johnson City WETS
Memphis WKNO

& Repealed 9PM Mon
Nashville WPLN

TEXAS

Beaumont KVLU
College Station KASAI.;

(Austin)
Corpus Christi KKED
Dallas"' SYRR (delayed)
El Paso KTEP 10PM Thur

VIRGINIA
Richmond WRFK

WISCONSIN
Kenosha WGTC 8PM Tue
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ORDER TOWER!!
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Shop at home and save 10% to 50%
and more... on quality merchandise

-fully guaranteed
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SONY
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NM VIDEO RECORDERS
SONY WIT -400

SONY SL.550 Sum 11.1040.540 141996
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7,1f,
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

DO YOU FEEL THAT MADE IN AMERICA WOULD DO
MAGIC FOR YOUR PRODUCTS? WITH OUR 25 YEARS
OF AUDIO MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE IN THE
USA, YOU CAN CERTAINLY FIND OUT. INTERESTED?
PLEASE CONTACT MR. BENETT AT TIBI ELECTRON-
ICS, 2217 S. GRAND AVE, SANTA ANA, CA. 92705. (714)
556-0732.

J.P.W. LOUDSPEAKERS LTD. OF PLYMOUTH Devon
England seeks profit minded dealers and aggressive reps.
Our P1 loudspeakers was voted 1985 winner-best budget
loudspeaker by British Audio Dealers Association. Contact:
Power Audio Distributors, Inc., 4632 Crossroads Park
Drive. Liverpool, NY 13088. 315-451-5721.

MAIL ORDER

AMERICAN, BRITISH, AND JAPANESE HIGH END:
SHAMEFULLY LOW PRICES, Nakamichi, Mission, B&W.
KEF, Revox, Sumo, NAD, Denon, Plus Over 100 Other
Brands. Information SASE Required. VISA/MC, COD Seri-
ous Buyers Only. East 1-202/723-7404, West 1-206/325-
7601. AudioWorkShop, Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.

ABARGIN: TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $49. 20SCMK4
$159, 100CMK4 $299, EPA500 $275, EPA250 $269. PRO/
LAMBDA $519, SRM1/2 $279, SIGMA $199, LAMBDA
$162, SRX/3 $135, SRD7 $68, GRACE 747 $165, F9E(S)
$120, F9E RUBY $165, F9E STYLUS $62, RUBY STYLUS
$115; ACCUPHASE AC2 $295, AC3 $245; DENON 103D
$149, 103C $89, DL303 $199, DL304 $235; DYNAVEC-
TOR 23RS(MR) $165, 17DS (MR) $330, 2OBIl $159;
KOETSU BLACK $460, ROESWOOD $635; FR64fx $289,
FR1MK3F $139, MC45 $235; SIGNET TK50 $199; HITA-
CHI INTERCON 3' $30, NAMIKI DIRCT FNDR $49, MFG
STYLUS REPLCMET: 23RS(MR) $130, 103D $125. SHIP
COD; ALL UNUSED, ALL DAY (212) 784-2939; (305) 487-
1048; (212) 619-2888.

CARVER, NAKAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, A.D.S.,
CROWN, REVOX, HAFLER, ADCOM, MISSION, MERID-
IAN, N.A.D., HARMAN KARDON, KYOCERA, YAMAHA,
LUXMAN, DENON, KLIPSCH, B & W, POLK, KEF, Q.C.M.,
E -V, J.B.L., INFINITY, D.B.X., AKG, AND OTHER QUALI-
TY COMPONENTS. BEST PRICES-PROFESSIONAL
CONSULTATION. ALL PRODUCTS COVERED BY MAN-
UFACTURERS' U.S.A. WARRANTY. AMERISOUND
SALES, INC., JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32241. EAST:
(904) 262-4000 WEST: (818) 243-1168.

J.S. AUDIO OFFERS AN EXTENSIVE product selec-
tion of HOME AUDIO, CAR STEREO, esoterics and
the new DIGITAL DISC PLAYERS AT EXTREMELY
COMPETITIVE PRICES. We provide six years of au-
dio sales experience, candid honest advice and full
warantee on all products we sell. For pricing and stock
information call: 301-890-3232 or write to: J.S AUDIO,
One Childress Court, Laurel, MD 20707. We honor
Visa/MC and COD. Monday-Friday 11AM-7PM, Sat-
urday 11AM-4PM.

SONY PCM UNITS: PCMF1 $1599; PCM501ES $649.
Catalog of over 50 PCM recordings (Beta/VHS) $1.00.
Send check/money order: DIRECT -TO -TAPE RECORD-
ING COMPANY, 14 Station, Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
609-547-6890.

WHOLESALE AUDIO, VIDEO, TELEPHONE ACCESSO-
RIES. Cables, antennas, amplifiers, cartridges, transform-
ers, watches, calculators, chemicals, speakers, radios, mi-
crophones, adaptors. Free catalog. 718-897-0509. D&W
Enterprises, 68-12 110th Street, Flushing, NY 11375.

earffia(

203-937-0106
Lowest Possible Prices !!

MOST MAJOR AUDIO BRANDS!!

CO'S - HI -END AUDIO - CAR PRODUCT

COMPUTERS - (HARDWARE -SOFTWARE) - VIDEO

FULL WARRANTY - FAST DELIVERY
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGS!!

4:1D(WEST
996 ORANGE AVE.

HAVEN, CT. 06516
VIM

AD INDEX

Firm (Reader Service No.) Page

Acoustic Research (1) 78 & 79
Adcom (2) 11

Akai (3, 37) 31, 33
Audiophile Audition 91

BASF (4) 87

B & W (5) 29

Boston Acoustics 15

Brystonvermont (6) 28

CBS Compact Disc (7) 85

Canton (8) Cover II & 1
Carver (9) 16 & 17
Columbia House 5

Concord (10) 35

DALI 25

Denon (11, 36) 19, 55

Harman/Kardon 73

Hitachi Cable (12) 83

Infinity (13) 51

Intraclean (14) 4

JBL 57

Jack Daniel's 95

Levinson 69

Maxell (15) 3

McIntosh (16) Cover III
Meridian 97
Nikko (17) 20
Onkyo 65

Panasonic (18) Cover IV
Perreaux (19) 75

Pioneer (20) 77

Polk (21) 7

Pyle (22) 4

Recoton (23) 23

Signet (24) 22

Sony (25, 26) 39, 67
Soundcraftsmen (30) 8 & 9
Stillwater (27) 92
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Toshiba (31) 81

Velodyne (32) 21

Winston 61

Yamaha 41

Zapco (33) 37
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liltIntosh has the best sound yet of any

M(Inlosh MCD 70J0 COMPACT DISC PLAYER

McIntosh has earned world renown for its
technological contributions for improved
sound. When you buy a McIntosh you buy not
only HIGH TECHNOLOGY that leads to
superior sound reproduction, you buy
technological integrity proven by time. TI -e
McIntosh Compact Disc Player is :he newest
evidence of McIntosh technological integrity.
For more information on the McIntosh MCD 7000
Compact Disc Player and other industry-leadig
McIntoSh products write:

McINTOSH LABORATORY INC.
P.O. Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION, A 113t5
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904-0096

MAY REV FP ER REPEAT PAINE

Sta 4.by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.
Enter No. 16 on Reader Service Card



IN THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION,
TECHNICS MOVES TWO STEPS CLOSER.

A high-performance digitcl filter. A fine -focus single -beam
laser. Both in the new Technics compact disc players.

Musical perfection. It's the promise of the compact disc. To
fulfill that promise the new Technics SL -P300 incorporates two
significant advances.

A high-performance digital filter to deliver unsurpassed
sound. An improved FF1 fine -focus single -beam laser system. It
has the strength and accuracy to "read" through most fin-
gerprints, scratches and even imperfections in the disc itself.

For programming convenience, the FF1 laser can move
across a disc in less than a second. And, of course, the SL -P300
also has an infrared, wireless remote control. To play any
selection. In any order. From almost anywhere in the room.

Result: the new Technics compact disc players have moved
two steps closer to musical perfection. And now, so have you.

Technics
The science of sound


